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Preface 
The volume is a collection of papers given at the workshop Specificity and the Evolution / 
Emergence of Nominal Determination Systems in Romance at the Freie Universität of Berlin 
in October 2004. This workshop was the second workshop in a series presenting ongoing 
research into different aspects of the referential category specificity in Romance languages. 
This semantic-pragmatic category is a quite recent category of linguistic description – it was 
introduced in the late sixties. Since then, it has been used in many descriptive grammars for 
describing a great variety of grammatical phenomena, such as different articles, case marking 
(e.g., differential object marking or DOM), the mood in relative clauses, word order and 
information structure, clitic doubling, to list only a few. In the last years, it has been 
repeatedly itself an object of intense theoretical discussion, and its very existence, its nature 
and its different aspects and components (definiteness, topicality etc.) are far from being clear 
both to empirical and theoretical research. 

Romance languages provide an interesting field for investigating specificity since they 
seem to show some common realizations of specificity (such as the interaction of modality in 
the relative clause with the specificity of the head noun), but they also show language 
particular grammatical reflexes of specificity, such as Spanish a or Romanian pe, or clitic 
doubling in various Romance languages.  
 
The first workshop Semantic and Syntactic Aspects of Specificity in Romance Languages took 
place at the University of Konstanz in October 2002. During this workshop, experts in 
Romance languages discussed different semantic and syntactic aspects of specificity. The 
presentations and discussions provided us with a more detailed picture of the linguistic 
realization of specificity in Romance languages, but also with a more detailed linguistic 
model of specificity in general. The workshop proceedings have been published as 
Arbeitspapier 113 of the Fachbereich Sprachwissenschaft at the University of Konstanz and 
they are available online: 
 
 http://www.ilg.uni-stuttgart.de/vonHeusinger/publ 
 http://www.ub.uni-konstanz.de/serials/fb-sprach.htm 
 
The second workshop Specificity and the Evolution / Emergence of Nominal Determination 
Systems in Romance at the Freie Universität of Berlin in October 2004 continued the 
discussion of specificity in Romance languages, this time, however, with a more diachronic 
perspective. Romance languages have grammaticalized specificity in a variety of ways. The 
investigation into the synchronic variation as well as into the diachronic development of the 
different determiner/pronominal systems and especially of different systems of ‘differential 
object marking’ (DOM) gave more insights into the interaction between the semantics of 
specificity (and other referential categories) and the morpho-syntax of the languages under 
investigation, yealding a possible new understanding of different typologically relevant 
choices made by different Romance languages as to their morphosyntactic make-up. 

Three papers of the workshop are not included in this proceedings: Definiteness effects and 
the role of the coda in existential constructions by Manuel Leonetti, Specificity and the left 
periphery in the acquisition of Spanish by Teresa Parodi, and Why do we mark specificity? by 
Uli Reich. The workshop proceedings will also be available online on the above given URLs. 
 
We would like to thank all contributors and participants for their interest and committed 
engagement in the workshop. The quality of their contributions, and willingness to share ideas 
turned the workshop into a lively and inspiring event. By agreeing to put their contributions 
into writing, they moreover gave us the opportunity to present the workshop topics to a wider 



 

audience. We would like to thank the Fritz Thyssen-Stiftung for funding the workshop and 
this publication. Special thanks go to Sybill De Vito-Egerland from the Außenamt of the Freie 
Universität Berlin and Lina Raso and Claudia Cammarana (Freie Universität Berlin) for local 
logistic support and to Katharina Ruchti and Philipp Flad (Universität Konstanz) for preparing 
the manuscript and to Christian Gassner (Universität Konstanz) for providing the web-
presentation. 
 
 
Konstanz, Oktober 2005  
 
Klaus von Heusinger 
Georg A. Kaiser 
Elisabeth Stark 
 
 
 
 
 





 





 

Interplay between reference and aspect∗ 
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1. Introduction 
It has been established in the literature that ASPECT and REFERENCE are realized by different 
means cross-linguistically which seem to make reference to both nominal and verbal 
representations and which seem to be highly interacting.  

As is known, languages differ as to the means they use to express REFERENCE and 
ASPECTUAL differences. On the one hand, most European languages use articles in order to 
express REFERENCE and verbal morphology in order to express ASPECT. On the other hand, 
Finnish uses case-morphology in order to express both, REFERENCE and ASPECT (Kiparsky 
1998) which apparently is due to the lack of an aspectual and a determiner system. As is also 
known, the means to encode REFERENCE and ASPECT are not only cross-linguistically different 
but they change over time. Old English had case marking, a reduced determiner system, no 
aspect morphology, whereas Modern English does not have case marking on NPs, but makes 
use of a fully developed article system and verbal morphology in order to express aspect 
differences. Classical Latin had a rich case system, but neither definite nor indefinite articles, 
while all the Modern Romance languages have lost case morphology but developed both a 
definite and an indefinite article. The question of why some languages develop an article 
system and others don’t, has always been in the centre of discussion in linguistic theory.  

This paper is very much work in progress. More questions came up than I am able to 
answer. The object of this paper, however, is the attempt to enlighten the interaction between 
ASPECT and REFERENCE in some languages with and without articles with the ultimate goal of 
getting a clearer picture of what might have happened in the emergence of the Old Romance 
article system. In other words, by investigating the interaction between ASPECT and 
REFERENCE in different languages I hope to see in what way aspect was important for the 
emergence of the article system in Romance. In section two a short typology of different 
kinds of interaction between ASPECT and REFERENCE in languages without an article system 
will be presented. In section three, I will look at the diachronic development of languages that 
nowadays make use of a fully developed article system, and in section four the development 
of the article system in Old Romance will be investigated with a special emphasis on new 
data from Old Catalan.  

                                                
∗ This article is a slightly modified version of the paper presented at the workshop “Specificity and the evolution/emergence 

of nominal determination systems in Romance” held at the Free University Berlin, in October 2004. I would like to thank 
the audience for valuable comments and critical questions. Special thanks go to Enyd Michel for checking the language, 
to Ljudmila Geist, Julia Khrebtan, Jouni Rostila and Hrafn Hrafnbjargarson for answering the questions on Russian, 
Finnish and Icelandic. 
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2. Languages without articles 
2.1 Russian 
The Slavic languages are the most thoroughly studied with respect to the interplay of case 
morphology and aspect morphology in order to express ASPECT and REFERENCE (Neidle 1988, 
King 1995, Junghanns & Zybatow 1997 among many others). Diachronically, it is known that 
from the very beginning onwards (as early as in Old Slavonic texts) we find a rich case 
system and a rich verbal aspect system, however no articles. REFERENCE in Russian seems to 
be expressed via case-morphology. 
 

(1) (a) On  kolol   drova      (b)  *On  kolol   drov 
   He  chop.imp wood.acc        He  chop.imp wood.gen 

   ‘He was chopping (the) wood’  
    
(2) (a) On  raskolol drova      (b)  On raskolol drov 

   He  chop.perf wood.acc       He  chop.perf wood.gen 
   ‘He chopped the wood’      ‘He chopped wood’ 

 
The English translation needs to make use of the progressive in order to encode the aspectual 
differences, whereas the difference with respect to case morphology is represented by the use 
of the [+/−definite] article. Russian REFERENCE is unambiguously encoded with respect to the 
perfective morphology, however with respect to the imperfective Genitive is excluded, and 
REFERENCE remains ambiguous. 

Depending on the language into which the sentences are translated the sentences into we 
get surprising effects, see the German translation by Leiss (2000: 12). 
 

(1’) (a) On kolol drova  
   ‘Er hat Holz gespalten’  
   ‘Er spaltete Holz’                 
   both German translations are equivalent to ‘He chopped wood’ 
 
(2’) (a) On raskolol drova 
   ‘Er hat das Holz gespalten’  
   ‘Er spaltete das Holz’ 
   both German translations are equivalent to ‘He chopped the wood’ 

 
Standard German doesn’t encode ASPECT differences by using verbal aspect morphology1. 
Leiss argues that in German the difference between [+/- def.] article encodes the ASPECT 
differences that Russian encodes via aspectual morphology. However, even though the 
German translations receive a perfective vs. imperfective reading by the use or lack of the 
article, the translation with or without article can as well and as easily be interpreted with a 
[+/−partitive] reading with respect to the mass noun “Holz”. In the sense of (1’a) ‘Er hat 
einen Teil des Holzes gespalten’ (He chopped some of the wood) vs. (2’a) ‘Er hat das 
gesamte Holz gespalten’ (He chopped all the wood). Thus, the English translations are clear 
                                                
1 Even though some people would argue that the use of the auxiliary construction receives a “more” telic reading, than the 

preterit. 
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with respect to ASPECT and REFERENCE, whereas, the German translations remain ambiguous 
and can only be disambiguated in context. On one side, Russian REFERENCE remains 
ambiguous with respect to imperfective morphology, on the other side, REFERENCE is much 
finer grained with respect to perfective morphology. 

In order to show the full range of interaction the examples in (3), (4) and (5) show mass 
male nouns, since these still differentiate between accusative, genitive, and partitive 
morphology to encode REFERENCE, all other nouns (female, frozen plurals etc. etc.) only 
differentiate between Genitive and Accusative.2 For reasons of space limits I only list a few 
examples to show the interaction, for a detailed study of the different interactions please refer 
to Fischer (2003): 
 
Masc. mass nouns and perfective verbs3 

 
(3) (a) Ja dobavil  saxar    v čaj 
   I  added.perf sugar.acc  in tea  
   ‘I added sugar to the tea’ 
 
  (b) Ja dovavil  saxaru  v čaj 
   I  added.perf sugar.part in tea 
   ‘I added some sugar to the tea’ 
 
  (c) Ja dobavil  saxara   v čaj  
   I  added.perf sugar.gen  in tea  
   ‘I added some (of the) sugar to the tea” 
 
  (d) Ja ne    dobavil saxar/??saxaru/  saxara  v čaj 
   I  didn’t add.perf  sugar.acc/sugar.part/ sugar.gen in tea 

 
Masc. mass nouns and imperfective verbs 
 

(4) (a) Ja dobavljal  saxar  /*saxaru/??saxara  v čaj 
   I  added.imp  sugar.acc/sugar.part/  sugar.gen in tea 
  
  (b) Ja ne    dobavljal  saxar/???saxaru  /saxara  v čaj 
   I  didn’t add.imp    sugaracc  /sugarpart/sugargen in tea 

 

                                                
2 Looking at the other languages of the Slavic language family it looks as if diachronically the partitive morphology was 

lost in favour of the genitive morphology. Russian is the last language of the Slavic family that still nowadays shows the 
distinctive morphology.  

3 The Russian examples are taken from a study that investigated the Acc/Part/Gen opposition in the use of native Russian 
speakers (Fischer 2003). The grammaticality scale according to which the speakers were asked to judge the sentences was 
the following: 
  * definitely not grammatical 
  ??? more ungrammatical than grammatical 
  ?? absolutely unsure whether it is grammatical or ungrammatical 
  ? more grammatical than ungrammatical 
  ok absolutely grammatical 
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The interaction of case and aspect morphology depends on different factors. As can be seen in 
(3) and (4) Russian not only encodes perfective vs. imperfective but also definite vs. 
indefinite, furthermore not all cases are allowed with all aspects. Partitive morphology is 
always excluded with imperfective morphology, whereas genitive is better (however always 
changing the semantic interpretation with respect to the verb, i.e. giving it an iterative 
reading) and even becomes ‘perfect’ together with a negation.4  
 
Masc. mass nouns and sentence position 
 

(5) (a) Saxar   byl    dovavlen  v  sok 
   Sugarnom wassg.masc addedsg.masc in juice 
 
  (b) *Saxara  bylo   dovavleno  v  sok 
   Sugar gen  was sg.neut added sg.neut  in juice 
 
  (b’) ?Saxara  vse-taki  bylo   dovavleno  v  sok 
   Sugar gen  however  wassg.neut addedsg.neut   in juice 
 
  (c) *Saxaru  bylo   dovavleno  v  sok 
   Sugarpart  wassg.neut  addedsg.neut  in juice 
 
  (c’) *Saxaru  vse-taki  bylo   dovavleno  v  sok 
   Sugar part  however  wassg.neut added.sg.neut  in juice 

 
The native speakers studied never allowed partitive case in initial position. The reason for this 
is to be seen in the fact that in Russian initial NPs need to be interpreted – per default – as 
definite specific, and this is never possible with a partitive. A genitive on the other hand can 
somehow become specific by using the particle ‘however’. Therefore, I argued elsewhere that 
with respect to indefinites Russian encodes [+specific] with genitive morphology and            
[-specific] with partitive morphology, i.e. specificity is encoded morphologically in Russian 
(cf. Fischer 2003). A complete overview of the different possibilities is given in table 1. 

 

                                                
4 That is why with respect to the Slavic languages it is often called Genitive of Negation (cf. Franks & Dziwirek 1993, 

Brown & Franks 1995 among many others). 
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Table 1 
 
          Def/Ind 
 
 

 
 imp.V + N.acc           perf.V +N 
  INDEF            DEF/INDEF 
 
             

 
           perf.V +N.acc      perf.V+N.gen/part 
              DEF            INDEF 
 
                      

                   perf.V+N.gen         perf.V+N.part 
                     +specific           -specific 
 

 
Aspect morphology and case morphology encode ASPECT and REFERENCE which interact with 
negation and additionally with word-order in that [-specific] NPs are absolutely excluded 
from initial position. Russian – being a language that has a strict theme/rheme ordering – 
doesn’t allow any partitive marked NPs in initial position. Initial NPs need to be interpreted 
as definite specific, and this is never possible with a partitive NP. The latter result is 
especially interesting in the light of the Old Romance article system that also seems to have 
started out indicating a morphological [+/-specific] opposition with respect to indefinites (cf. 
Stark 2001). Recent developments show that partitive case morphology is also getting lost in 
male mass nouns. With the loss of partitive case the morphological opposition between [+/-
specific] gets lost. Another recent development seems to be that a definite article emerges.5  
 
2.2 Finnish 
Finnish uses case-morphology in order to express both, REFERENCE and ASPECT (cf. Krifka 
1989, 1992, de Hoop 1992, Kiparsky 1998). Nevertheless, there seems to be a slight 
imbalance concerning the interpretation of ASPECT and REFERENCE. 
 

(6) (a) Hän luki  kirjan. 
   He  read  book.acc 
   ‘He read a/the book’ 
 
  (b) Hän luki  kirjaa 
   He  read  book.part 
   ‘He was reading a/the book.’ 

 

                                                
5 One reason why an article might emerge could be because of the ambiguity in the object domain of imperfective verbs. 
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(6a) and (6b) are ambiguous. Without context the sentences receive the interpretation [-def]: 
“He read/was reading a book” however, depending on the context they can also receive the 
interpretation [+def]: “He read/was reading the book”. Case morphology, even though it is 
NP-related, primarily encodes ASPECT in Finnish. With respect to REFERENCE Finnish often 
remains ambiguous. It looks as if ASPECT were the more basic or more important information 
in need of being encoded in Finnish. 

Case morphology is able to encode REFERENCE in a PERFECTIVE environment (i.e., acc case 
morphology) but only with verbs whose ‘Aktionsart’ is telic or resultative. 
 

(7) (a) Presidentti ampui linnum 
   president  shot   bird.acc 
   ‘The president shot the bird” 
 
  (b) Presidentti ampui lintua 
   president  shot   bird.part 

   ‘The president shot at a/the bird’ 
 
(7a) can only receive the interpretation [+def/+perf]. However (7b) is again ambiguous it may 
be interpreted as [+def/-perf] or [-def/-perf] again dependent on context. Furthermore, 
Finnish has a strict theme/rheme together with a SVO ordering. The only possibility to 
receive a different reading is by moving the object in front of the subject.  
 

(8)  Kirjan  hän luki 
   book.acc he  read 

 
In (8) kirjan can only be interpreted as [+def]. However, this sentence is only possible as 
contrastive focus: “the book, he read not the newspaper”.  

With respect to Finnish we see that case morphology primarily encodes ASPECT, and that 
context (and only in certain contexts also word-order) encodes REFERENCE (cf. Vilkuna 1989). 
Perhaps as a result of this ambiguity, Finnish is developing a definite article these days (cf. 
Laury 1997) however, surprisingly enough a kind of PROGRESSIVE emerges at the same time, 
even though ASPECT is perfectly encoded by case morphology and never remains ambiguous6. 
 

(9)  Olen  lukemassa kurjaa 
   be.1sg  read.iness   book.acc 
   “I am reading a/the book” 

3. Diachronic development in languages with articles 
The emergence of article systems has been of paramount interest within linguistics and has 
resulted in an abundance of speculations about the function of the article category as such. 
Various theories have been put forward to account for the rise of articles. The best known 
approach maybe, relates the emergence of articles to the loss of nominal case morphology. 
This was claimed with respect to the Germanic and the Romance languages by Behagel 1923, 

                                                
6 Special thanks again to Jouni Rostila who provided me not only with the necessary data but who discussed the subtle 

semantic differences of all Finnish examples with me and who answered my stupid questions  with the same patience as 
my good ones, and all this via e-mail. 
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Paul 1950, Giusti 1993, Holmberg 1993 among many others7. Another view sees the loss of 
verbal aspectual morphology as the driving force in the emergence of articles. Abraham 
(1997), Langacker (1987) have claimed this with respect to the Germanic languages and Leiss 
(2000) has claimed this to be a kind of universal development which should hold with respect 
to all languages.  

In the first part I will give a brief overview of the development of the article system in 
Icelandic and German. Then, I will look at the emergence of articles within the Romance 
languages. 
 
3.1 The Germanic language family 
Proto Germanic had a highly developed verbal aspect system and case morphology but no 
articles. During the development of the Germanic languages they lost more (English, Dutch 
etc.) or less (Icelandic, German etc.) their case morphology, their verbal aspect morphology,8 
but developed definite articles (all) and indefinite articles (all but Icelandic and Faroese).  
 

3.1.2 Icelandic 
A recent view to explain the emergence of the article system is the often discussed proposal 
by Leiss (2000) that sees the loss of verbal aspect morphology as the main trigger for the 
emergence of the article system since “Aspekt und Artikel sind Realisierungen ein und 
derselben grammatischen Funktion” [aspect and article are realisations of one and the same 
grammatical function] (2000: 14). She explains the rise of articles in Icelandic by three 
different steps (2000: 111). Phase I, Proto-Nordic encoded definiteness only in indefinite 
contexts (i.e., in rheme position) by the alternations of SVO to SOV. ASPECT was still marked 
morphologically by verbal prefixes. Phase II, in Old Icelandic word-order gets fixed towards 
V2. Since the verb had to appear in second position, definiteness in rheme positions could no 
longer be encoded by word-order alternations but needed to be encoded by the use of definite 
articles (10). NPs in preverbal position still didn’t need to be marked for definiteness, since 
this position in Icelandic is per definition [+definite] (11). From the 7th century onwards the 
preverbal aspect markers were disappearing on those verbs that represented aspect pairs; due 
to the loss of aspect morphology these verbs became ambiguous. 
 

(10)  hann bjó Ornólfsdal; πat var nokkuru  ofar   en nú   stendr bærinn 
   he   live O.       that was a litte    higher as now  stand  farm.det 
   ‘He lived in O. which was above where the farm is located now’ 
                                               Leiss (2000: 55) 
 

(11)  πurí∂r   hét dóttir     Odds, en  onnur  Jófír∂r 
   πurí∂r.nom call daughter.nom Odd.gen but other  J. 
   ‘Odds daughter was called πuri∂ir but another Jofir∂r.’     
                                              Leiss (2000: 52) 

 
In order to guarantee a [+/-perfective] reading, different possibilities were at stake in Old 
Icelandic. One possibility was the use of the “historical present” which guaranteed a 
                                                
7 In a way Meyer-Lübke (1888) too, but he, however, additionally states that there is such a lot interacting that it is difficult 

to see the exact relation with respect to case morphology. 
8 The English progressive is a rather new development that only started during Early Modern English. 
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perfective reading, another was the movement of the finite verb to a [+def] context, i.e. the 
front of the sentence (12).  
 

(12)  var πar  mart   bæja   
   was there many  farms 
   ‘There were many farms”               
                                               Leiss (2000: 57) 
 

In Leiss’ (2000: 88) view another possibility to guarantee a perfective reading of the simplex-
verb was the use of the article.  

Modern Icelandic uses definite articles in definite and indefinite contexts. According to 
Leiss the “historical present” has been given up, and not even the finite verb in initial position 
is allowed to encode a [+perfective] reading anymore.9 Following Leiss’ argumentation it 
should be the article that encodes the [+perfective] in Modern Icelandic. Furthermore, 
Modern Icelandic should be ambiguous with respect to ASPECT and REFERENCE like Modern 
German. The sentences in (13) are in fact ambiguous with respect to REFERENCE and 
ASPECT.10 
 

(13) (a) Hann hjó     vi∂inn    (b)  Hann hjó     vi∂ 
   He   chop.pret wood        He   chop.pret wood 

 
(13a) receives the interpretation [+def/+perf], however, sentence (13b) is ambiguous it can be 
interpreted as [-def/-perf] and [-def/+perf] depending on context.  

Leiss (2000) explicitly highlights the interaction of articles and aspectual morphology in 
the history of Icelandic: at first verbal perfective morphology provides the [+def] reading with 
respect to the object, and later articles allow the [+perf] reading with respect to the verb. In 
the light of the preceding discussion of Russian and Finnish, two points remain rather unclear, 
a) what role does word order play, and b) what role does case morphology play in the 
interaction of articles and verbal aspect? In order to explain why Modern Icelandic needs 
definite articles in front of the Verb, one also has to explain why Icelandic has given up the 
possibility to place objects in front of the verb in order to get a definite reading. Why was 
there a change to a V2 language? Does this also have to do with the loss of aspectual 

                                                
9 Nevertheless, according to Gunnar Hrafn Hrafnbjargarson there are still “the old” possibilities to disambiguate the 

interpretation: the historical present hasn’t been given up, it is still used for “telling stories” in daily life. It is only the 
interpretation that has slightly changed. Nowadays, it is only unambiguously interpreted with a [+perfective] meaning 
together with temporal adverbs like nú (I), without the adverb it is ambiguous with respect to perfectivity. 
 (I)  nú   græ∂ir πórir sva  mikit at   hann kaupir sér   land,  
   now  earns   πórir so  much that  he  buys   himself land  
   er   at  Vatni heitir,   upp  frá  Nor∂rtungu 
   that  at  Vatn  is-called up   from Nor∂rtungu 
   ‘Now πórir earns so much that he bought himself a land that is called Vatni, it is placed up of Nor∂rtunga.’                    

                                                             (Leiss example p. 94) 
 Another possibility to get an unambiguous [+perfective] interpretation in narratives is to place the finite verb in initial 

position, even though this is seldomly used. 
 (II)  Græ∂ir πórir sva  mikit etc. etc. 
   earn  πórir so  much 
   ‘πórir earned so much…’ 

10 Special thanks to Gunnar Hrafn Hrafnbjargarson who provided me not only with the necessary examples but who 
discussed all the Old Icelandic data from Leiss (2000) with me. 
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morphology and/or the emergence of articles? Second, what role does case morphology play 
in all this. Old Icelandic still had a genitive vs. accusative opposition. This also broke down. 
In what way was this relevant?  
 

3.1.2 German 
German is another language of which it was claimed that the weakening of the aspectual 
morphology interacted with the emergence of the articles. Abraham’s paper (1997) represents 
an interesting continuation of Leiss’ (1991, 2000) observation with specific emphasis on the 
role case morphology plays. Abraham starts out by observing that the [+/-def] interpretation 
of the object NP in Old High German was the result of the interplay between aspectual and 
case morphology similar to the Russian system (recall section 2.1.). A genitive NP didn’t 
combine with an imperfective verb; in the scope of a perfective verb it always received a [-
def] reading. An accusative marked NP however, could receive a [+def] reading in the scope 
of a perfective verb and a [+/-def] reading in the scope of an imperfective verb. Only 
accusatives combined with both perfective and imperfective verbs, only accusatives could 
receive a [+def] interpretation and a [-def] interpretation.  

Abraham (1997) proposes a two step development similar to Leiss (2000). After aspectual 
marking disappeared, genitive lost its status as opposed to the accusative marked objects, and 
as a result the verbally governed genitive case disappeared, i.e. the definite/indefinite reading 
of the object NP could no longer be obtained through the interplay between case opposition 
and aspectual conditions. The interplay weakened and finally disappeared completely; in its 
place, the determiner category was lexically filled, first with a definite and later with the 
indefinite article (Abraham 1997: 59). Modern German has a fully intact article system but no 
aspectual morphology. Articles seem to be used in order to encode ASPECT and REFERENCE, 
however as we have seen with respect to the Russian translations German remains ambiguous 
with respect to REFERENCE and ASPECT. The questions to be asked would be whether there is a 
period in Old High German - as in Old Icelandic - were aspectual morphology was lost and 
were case morphology encoded [+/-perfective] reading with respect to the verb, and was this 
taken over by the articles, is that why Modern German is ambiguous with respect to 
REFERENCE and ASPECT? 
 
3.2 The Romance language family 
One of the most important morphosyntactic changes within the Romance language history is 
the emergence of the article system. Latin had verbal aspect morphology, nominal case 
morphology, but “or maybe that’s why” no articles. All the Modern Romance languages have 
definite and indefinite articles, and still show verbal aspect morphology within the past tense 
and some additionally make use of a [+/-progressive] opposition within all tenses.  

It is generally hold in traditional diachronic linguistics that the definite article in Romance 
derives from forms which, in Classical Latin had demonstrative value,11 i.e., from the 
demonstratives ille and ipse (Harris 1977, Vincent 1997, Renzi 1997, Guisti 2001, to name 
only a few). According to Vincent (1997) ipse and later almost exclusively ille, occur with, 
non-continuous, i.e., newly introduced or re-introduced, referents of considerable importance. 
There is a slight difference with respect to ipse vs. ille: ipse emphasizes the NP when 
mentioned for the second time but is also implicitly contrasted with other items, i.e., used as a 

                                                
11 This seems to be parallel in Germanic and Romance. The Germanic articles all stem from the Proto-Germanic 

demonstrative de-/da-. 
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topic marker, whereas ille is used for given information but with no implication of topic-hood 
(Vincent 1997: 162). In late Proto Romance nominal determiners systematically mark 
foregrounded information, mostly with postverbal internal arguments, before they spread to 
continuous reference (Selig 1992). The general object of investigation focused mostly on the 
process that changed the demonstrative into articles. However, there are also some studies 
which see the emergence of the article in a wider context (Calboli 1978, Selig 1992, Toth 
1994) and references in there).  

Selig (1992) is the most extensive study that investigates the emergence of the definite and 
indefinite articles from Late Latin to Proto Romance. In addition to investigating the actual 
change from demonstrative into article she also comments on the change from a rather free 
word-order in Latin to a more fixed word-order in Proto Romance (see also Toth 1994). 
Vincent also connects the emergence of articles and clitics to word-order, in the sense that he 
argues that Proto-Romance started to show a object - subject asymmetry that was not present 
in Latin. If this were right, than there is a parallel with respect to Slavic, Finnish and 
Germanic. It is not only the loss of aspectual morphology and case morphology that favours 
the emergence of an article system, also word-order seems to play a not unimportant role. 
Russian and Finnish have a theme - rheme ordering, and no articles. In the history of 
Icelandic and German the theme - rheme ordering changed into a strict V2 order, in the 
following articles start to turn up. The change from Latin to Proto-Romance is a change from 
an XOV language - in which the theme is very often placed in initial position (Menge 2000: 
575) - to an SVO language. Thus, it seems correct to say that word-order interacts with 
REFERENCE and ASPECT. In the following the use of articles in Old Italian and Old Catalan 
will be investigated looking into the role aspect morphology and word-order play.  
 

3.2.1 Old Italian  
All of the insights presented here are taken from Stark’s extensive work on Old Italian (Stark 
2001, 2002). Stark has convincingly argued that the use of definite and indefinite articles is 
still very different from the one in Modern Italian. According to her findings nominal phrases 
appear as bare singulars, bare plurals, but also with definite and indefinite articles in the 
period of medieval Italian literacy (13th - 15th), additionally, she shows by means of an 
extensive corpus that the first Italian texts mark a clear lexical distinction between items 
encoding specific vs. unspecific reference in the object domain. See the following list for an 
overview of the different lexical items used to mark textual information structure (Stark 
2001). 
 

Table 2  
   uno   = introduces specific and important referents 
   certo  = [ +specific], foregrounding 
   Ø    = generic, non-referential, non-specific 
   alcuno = non-specific, slowly acquiring its modern negative value  
                                              (Stark 2001) 

 
[+specific] objects are used in a perfective context; in main clauses; and in argument positions 
of finite verbs. On the other hand, [-specific] NPs are used in the scope of negation, in a 
negative polarity context, i.e. in an irrealis context. According to Stark subjects are preferably 
located in a preverbal position and object NPs are placed postverbally “which indicates that 
word order is no longer available to indicate information structure and is thus replaced in this 
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function by nominal determiners” (Stark 2001: 9). Determiners encode REFERENCE; with 
respect to the indefinites it is striking that [+/-specific] is clearly marked.  

The possibility to mark textual information organization by different determiners in Old 
Italian is obviously taken on some of the work that was in Latin done by word-order. ASPECT 
is still encoded by verbal aspect morphology on past tensed verbs. We see a clear interaction 
between ASPECT and REFERENCE: [+specific] indefinites appear in main clauses, and with 
perfective aspect, whereas [-specific] indefinites still appear with imperfect aspect, and in the 
scope of negation, slowly acquiring its modern negative value.12 
 

3.2.2 Old Catalan 
Definite and indefinite articles are used in subject and object position. Already with the first 
texts onwards they are mostly used anaphorically. However, in Old Catalan we still find two 
systems in use. I found in my corpus (Fischer 2002) the articles lo/la/los/les deriving from ille 
next to so/sa/sos/ses deriving from ipse. The article ‘salat’ deriving from ipse was used all 
over the Peninsula, in parts of Italy, and in the south of France. Nowadays is most commonly 
used in spoken language and on the Balearic Islands. 
 

(13)  e   sobra sa  cadira reyal havia fet      un  bras d’ome qui era   de pedra 
   and over the throne royal have.imp. made an  arm  of man that is.imp of stone 
   e   en sa  mà  tenia       Ia spasa, en la  punta de la  spase  stava 
   and in the hand hold.imp.3sg a   sword, in the point  of the sword is.imp.3sg 
   un cor  qui era      de una pedra vermella,  
   a  heart that is.imp.3sg  of a   stone  red 
   ‘and over the royal throne he had made a man’s arm that was of stone and the 

hand hold a sword, and in the point of the sword was a heart that was of red tone.’  
(Llull 30) 

 
Sentence (13) is especially interesting with respect to the use of the article system because we 
have una next to la next to sa within one sentence. What comes to mind first is that lo/la/los 
are used strictly anaphorically, whereas so/sa etc. is used to emphasize the NP, i.e. to refer to 
an important NP. In this sentence ‘throne’ is referred to by the article salat, which makes 
sense since the royal throne is important with respect to the plot and with the description of it 
that follows. The ‘sword’ is introduced by the indefinite article which is still written as the 
Latin numeral together with the appropriate gender ending, and the next time the sentence 
refers to the sword it is used with the definite article la.  

With respect to the indefinite articles we see the use of Ia/.I. and una/un when a new 
referent is introduced. 
 

                                                
12 This is similar to the Slavic languages, where we find Genitives together with all aspects only under the scope of negation, 

i.e. Genitive of negation. 
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(14)  Lo ric  hom anà      a  la  dona   e   amenà-    la  ab   una donzela  
   the rich man  go.perf.3sg to the woman  and take.pret.3sg-her with a   maid 
   solament e   ab    .II. cavalers, e   mès-la  en la  cambra   del   rey. 
   only     and with  two cavaliers and put-her  in the chamber  of the king 
   ‘The rich man went to the woman and took her along together with only a maid 

and two cavaliers, and put her in the room of the king.’ 
                                                 (Desclot 24) 
 
(15)  Aquell hom repòs       dient  que no  li'n     daria      .I.  pa;    
   that   man  reply.pret.3sg saying that not him.part would give  one bread 
   ‘That man replied saying that he would not give him one bread of it.’ 
                                                    (Llull 90) 
 
(16)  Aquest  comte de Barcelona havia    .I.a germana molt bela     e   de  
   that    count  of Barcelona have.imp one sister    very beautiful and of  
   gran  valor,   e   donà      -la  per muler  a  l’  emperador de Castela; 
   great courage, and give.pret.3sg -her for  wife  to the emperor   of Catille; 
   de la  qual dona   hac     .II. fils,  e  la  .I.  hac nom don Sanxo, 
   of the that woman  have.pret. two sons,   the one had name Don S., 
   qui fo        rey  de Castela, e   l’  altre hac nom don Ferando, 
   who was.pret.3sg king of Castille, and the other had name don F.; 
   qui fo        rey  de Leon.                    
   who was.prêt.3sg king of Leon. 
   ‘That Count of Barcelona had one very beautiful and brave sister, and he married 

her to the emperor of Castile, of that woman (the emperor) he had two sons, and 
the one who was king of Castile was called Don Sanxo and the other who was 
king of Leon was called Fernando.           

                                                  (Desclot 6) 
 
(17)  E   donaren    -li   muler   .I.a dona qui era fila     del    rey de leò  
   and give.pret.3pl-him  woman a   lady  that was daughter  of.the king of Leon 
   ‘and they gave him as wife a lady that was the daughter of the king of Leon.’ 
                                                  (Desclot 8) 

 
Sometimes, I./I.a should clearly be translated with numerals (14, 15, 16), but sometimes it 
seems more plausible to interpret the Latin numeral as an indefinite article (13, 17). In (13) it 
is clear that a hand usually holds one sword, so to translate it here with a numeral doesn’t 
make any sense, and in (17) it seems clear that they don’t marry him to two daughters of the 
king of Leon. Additionally, it seems as if the Latin numeral is sometimes used when a 
[+specific] referent is introduced. Find below clear instances of a [+specific] interpretation, 
(18) and (19). 
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(18)  Senyer Blanquerna, en .Ia.alta  muntanya se  encontraren Amor  e   Temor;  
   Signor Blanquerna, in a  high mountain  ref. find.pret.3pl. love   and fear 
   alegrement se  saludaren    e   se  companyaren      en lur   venir.   
   happy    ref. greet.pret.3.pl and ref. accompagny.pret.3pl in their future. 
   ‘Signor Blanquerna, in a high mountain they found Love and Fear and happily 

they greeted and accompanied their future.’        
                                                (Llull 83) 
 
(19)  Puys levà-sse       .I.  honrat   baró  d’  Aragó 
   Then rise.pret.3sg.-ref. one honoured baron  of’  Aragon 
   ‘Then  rose an honoured baron of Aragon”   
                                                   (Desclot 10) 

 
In (18) it is a certain mountain, different to the one which was mentioned earlier in the text, 
and in (19) it is one of the barons of Aragon, the honoured one. The [+specific] reading of 
referents matches with [+perfective] environment. Additionally, so far it seems that only 
[+specific] referents are allowed as subjects. Whenever indefinites have to be interpreted as [-
specific] they are exclusively allowed in object position. 

Indefinites are sometimes left out, however there seems to be no difference compared with 
Modern Catalan:  
 

(20)  E   donaren    -li  muler  .I.a dona qui era fila     del   rey  de leò 
   and give.pret.3pl-him woman  a   lady  that was daughter  of the king of Leon 
   ‘and they gave him as wife a lady that was the daughter of the king of Leon.’ 
                                                  (Desclot 8) 
 

This is already the same as in Modern Catalan were we don’t find indefinite article before 
predicative nouns denoting status, profession etc.  
The use of alcuna/o seems to be restricted to irrealis, under the scope of negation (22) and to 
imperfective aspect (21). So it seems plausible to interpret these instances as [-specific].  

 
(21)  ell desiujave     a  veser  alcuna meravella,   
   he desire.imp.3sg. to lavish some  miracles 
   ‘he desired to lavish some miracles’ 
                                                   (Llull 135) 
 
(21)  Molt se  meravellà     Fèlix del   pastor que no  li   deya       alcuna  
   much ref. wonder.pret.3sg F.   of.the  priest  that not him give.dconj.3sg some  
   cosa 
   thing 
   ‘Felix strongly wondered about the priest who didn’t give him some thing’ 
                                                  (Llull 152) 

 
In the beginning of the texts alcuna seems to be interpreted [-specific] only later deriving its 
status as a negative polarity item.  
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It has been shown that Old Catalan uses two different sets of definite articles to encode 
referents: one is exclusively used anaphorically, whereas the other one is used to introduce an 
important [+definite] referent into the discourse. With respect to the indefinite articles it 
seems that we find a distinction with respect to the use of un/una and alcuna in [-specific] 
contexts whereas the Latin numeral .I. is used in [+specific] contexts. The use of [+/-specific] 
interpretation of indefinites interacts with aspect in so far [-specific] indefinites are found in [-
perfective] contexts, whereas the [+specific] indefinites are found in [+perfective] contexts. 
Furthermore, there seems to be an interaction with respect to word-order where only the 
[+specific] indefinites occurred in subject position.  

4. Parallels in the languages under investigation 
In all the languages under study a strong interaction between case morphology or the use of 
articles with respect to ASPECT, REFERENCE and word-order could be attested. In the same way 
as [-specific] Genitives, or Partitives are excluded from [+definite] context, [-specific] 
indefinites are excluded from a [+definite] context. In other words we don’t find [-specific] 
Genitives/Partitives and [-specific] indefinites in initial position or together with perfective 
aspect morphology. Genitives or [+specific] indefinites however can be found in initial 
position and together with perfective aspectual morphology. 
 In the following section I will summarize the findings in the languages with and 
without articles. For a better overview the information is listed in tables.  
 
Table 2: Languages without articles  
 

           Theme             Rheme 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Russian 
fully intact       Nom              Acc vs. Gen/Part 
aspect system     Gen [+specific]       [+/- specific] 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Finnish         Nom              Acc vs. Part 
                            to mark ASPECT 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Proto Norse                       VO/OV in order to 
no articles                        iconically mark [+definite] 
historic present    Nom              Acc/Gen 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Table 3: Languages with articles 
 
           Theme             Rheme 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Old Icelandic     Nom              VO/V2 
                            [+ /-def.] articles 
           Nom              Acc/Gen 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Modern Icelandic  [+/-def.] articles      V2 
                            [+/-def.] articles 
           Nom              Acc/Gen 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
           Subject            Object 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Old Catalan     [+/-def.] article       [+/-def.] article 
aspect system     [+specific]          [+/- specific] 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Old Italian      [+/-def.] article       [+/-def.] article 
aspect system       ?13              [+/- specific] 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

As long as there is aspect morphology there is a connection between ASPECT and case and/or 
articles to encode REFERENCE. Still, at least with respect to the Romance languages is does not 
seem to hold that the mere loss of aspect morphology or the mere loss of case morphology 
leads to the emergence of articles. All the Romance languages still have [+/-perfective] 
morphology in the past. Furthermore, Russian develops a [+definite article] in some areas 
even though it still has a fully developed aspect system. In addition, we know from Bulgarian 
that it uses articles next to aspectual morphology. One of the small findings of this paper 
seems to be that also word-order interacts with ASPECT and REFERENCE which is not at all 
surprising since articles, aspectual morphology and word-order are - at least in some 
languages - used in order to encode background or foreground information, i.e., they are used 
for textual information structure.  

It is obvious that there is still much more left to be found out, then what has been found out 
so far with respect to the emergence of articles so far. Meyer-Lübke’s view still holds: there is 
such a lot interacting that it is difficult to see what exactly happens.  
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1. Introduction* 
Since Bossong (1985), Differential Object Marking (DOM) is known as the widespread 
phenomenon of the language-internal variation of the realisation of direct objects (DOs), i.e. 
the realisation of morphologically marked vs. morphologically non-marked DOs. According 
to traditional as well as to recent typological approaches (Aissen 2003), the marking of the 
DO is controlled by individuating factors of the object NP, such as animacy, definiteness or 
specificity. Depending on the given language under consideration the relevance of the 
different individuating factors may vary. While in modern Hebrew, DOM is considered to be 
exclusively an effect of definiteness, Spanish deserves a much more complex system of DOM 
which is sensitive to animacy and specificity among other factors.  
 

(1) (a)  Busco               una   secretaria. 
   search.present-1.sg      a    secretary 
   ‘I am looking for a secretary.’ 
  (b) Busco            a    una   secretaria. 
   search.present-1.sg   to1   a    secretary 
   ‘I am looking for a certain secretary.’ 

 
In an utterance like (1b.) the realisation of the DO marked with the preposition a (‘to’) seems 
only possible because of the animate referent secretaria, since utterances involving an 
inanimate referent like busco un bolígrafo (‘I am looking for a pencil’), are clearly 
ungrammatical with an a-marked DO, at least in standard Spanish. But as (1a.) shows, DOM 
seems not to be obligatory with animate referents. Therefore, the marking of the DO in 
utterances like (1b.) is attributed to the presence of a specific animate referent.  

Focusing on the relation between specific readings and DOM, the present paper aims at a 
sketching of a unified semantic-pragmatic approach of the distribution and interpretation of a-
marked and non-a-marked DOs in Spanish. The analysis is based on the notion of 
informativeness developed within the framework of generalised conversational implicature. 
Consider the following examples: 
 

(2) (a) I went into a house, yesterday      +>2 it was not my house 
  (b) Paul is meeting a woman this evening +>  it is not his wife, sister, mother, etc.  

 

                                                
* The present paper is a revised version of my talk given at the Workshop “Specificity and the evolution/emergence of 

nominal determination systems in Romance” in Berlin in October 2004. I would like to thank all workshop participants 
for their helpful comments, particularly Daniel Jacob, Manuel Leonetti and Uli Reich. Special thanks go also to Beatrice 
Primus as well as to Stephanie Rott. All errors are mine.  

1 In the following, the prepositional marker a is translated as to in the English word-by-word-version of the given examples. 
2  According to Levinson (1983), conversational implicatures are symbolized by “+>”  
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Grice (1989:37f.) states that the assertion of (2a.) suggests that there is no reference to the 
house of the speaker, but rather to an unknown not prominent or specific house. Similarly, 
when someone utters (2b.) the addressee of the utterance will infer that Paul is not meeting his 
wife, sister, mother or another discourse-prominent woman. Since Grice (1975) it has 
generally been assumed that this conclusion is not based on a logical implication, but rather 
on a pragmatic inference, namely a conversational implicature which can be accounted for 
with reference to a so-called cooperative principle and some corresponding maxims of 
conversation. One of these maxims, namely the (first) maxim of quantity, postulates that a 
conversational contribution should be as informative as required. Thus, according to this 
maxim, it is possible to reconstruct that the aforementioned examples bear no reference to a 
specific or prominent discourse item. Otherwise the speaker would not have been as 
informative as required. To put it in another way, in order to guarantee the link to a specific 
discourse item, the speaker should have used a more informative utterance, e.g. I went into my 
house or Paul is meeting his wife. Thus, he should have used more informative grammatical 
or lexical devices like the possessive expressions my house and his wife. Since this is not the 
case, it is conversationally implicated that the reference to a particular house or woman is not 
meant.  

An analogous explanation might also be sketched with regard to DOM in Spanish, for, as 
shown in (1), marked DOs seem to correlate with specific, i.e. more informative readings. 
Following this idea, I will depart from the hypothesis given below: 

 
(3)  Morphologically marked and non-marked DOs in Spanish form a contrast set 

where the a-marked DO is more informative than the non-a-marked DO. 
Whenever a non-a-marked DO is uttered in a context in which also an a-marked 
DO is possible (grammatical), it can be inferred by (a generalized quantity) 
implicature that a possible, more informative alternative, e.g. the reference to a 
specific discourse item, is not meant. 

 
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, I will first give a brief overview of Grice’s 

theory of conversational implicatures including some innovations related to the theory. In 
section 3, I will analyse the aforementioned hypothesis concerning the different 
interpretations of marked and non-marked DOs with regard to specificity, animacy, 
definiteness, telicity and other interfering phenomena.  
 

2. Conversational implicatures 
2.1. Grice’s account of conversational implicatures 
It is well known that the essential ideas of Grice's Theory of conversational implicature are 
based on some fundamental assumptions about the rational nature of human communication, 
as stated in the cooperative principle3 and the corresponding maxims of conversation. 
 

                                                
3 “Make your conversational contribution as informative as is required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted 

purpose or direction of the talk exchange in which you are engaged” (Grice 1989:26f). 
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The maxim of quantity 
1. Make your contribution as informative as is required (for the current purposes of the 
exchange). 
2. Do not make your contribution more informative than is required.  

The maxim of quality  
 1. Do not say what you believe is false. 
 2. Do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence.  
The maxim of relation 
 Be relevant. 
The maxim of manner 
 Be perspicuous.4 (Grice 1989:26f.) 
 
According to the cooperative principle and its maxims, Grice explains his notion of 
conversational implicature in terms of what he calls the “general pattern for the working out 
of a conversational implicature” (Grice 1989:31). With respect to the maxim of quantity, 
which will be central to the present paper, this pattern can be illustrated by the following 
example: 
 

(4) (a) The driver has drunk three beers.                 (p) 
  (b) +> The driver has drunk only three beers and no more.   (q) 

 
By saying the driver has drunk three beers (p) the speaker is presumed to follow the maxims 
or at least the Cooperative Principle. If the proposition is not strengthened to the driver has 
drunk only three beers and no more (q), i.e. if the speaker thinks that the driver has drunk 
more than three beers, he would not have been as informative as is required – by the first 
maxim of quantity – and thereby not cooperative by asserting (4a.). As the hearer is able to 
detect the latter reasoning, it can be concluded that by uttering (4a.) the speaker implicates 
conversationally that the driver has drunk only three beers and no more.  

The given example represents the case of what Grice calls generalized implicatures and 
Levinson labels standard implicatures, i.e. implicatures that arise by observing the 
conversational maxims. In the following, I will deal exclusively with this type of 
implicatures, thus I will not consider the kind of implicatures that arise by deliberately 
violating or flouting the maxims.  

 
2.2 Scalar implicatures and informativeness 
Implicatures as the one given in (4) are referred to more precisely as scalar quantity 
implicatures or just scalar implicatures. Thanks to the work of Gazdar (1979), Horn (1973, 
1984, 1989), Hirschberg (1991) and Levinson (1983, 2000), among others, these implicatures 
seem to be the best-studied type of implicatures. Further examples of scalar implicatures are 
given in (5):  
 

                                                
4 The maxim of relation has the following sub-maxims: “1. Avoid obscurity of expression; 2. Avoid ambiguity; 3. Be brief 

(avoid unnecessary prolixity); 4. Be orderly.” 
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(5) (a) Some linguists are fools.                +> not all linguists are fools 
  (b) You can have coffee or ice cream.         +> not both 
  (c) Possibly there is life on mars.             +> not certainly 
 

The utterance (5a.) conversationally implicates that not all linguists are fools. Similarly the 
utterance (5b.) implicates that not both, coffee and ice can be chosen. In (5c.) it is inferred 
that it is not certainly the case that there is life on mars. It must be emphasized that although 
these inferences are indeed very generalized and routinised, they cannot be taken as logical 
implications. This can be illustrated by the cancellability of the inferred contents as shown 
with regard to the utterance (5a.):  
 

(6) (a) Some linguists are fools, if not all. 
  (b) #All linguists are fools and maybe some not. 

 
We can suspend or even deny with any sense of contradiction the default inference by uttering  
(6a.). Note that this is not the case with logical pairs as shown in (6b.). Since cancellability is 
one of the most important properties of implicatures, differentiating them from logical 
inferences, the test in (6a.) clearly shows that we are not dealing with logical (monotonic) 
relations but rather with implicatures, i.e. (nonmonotonic) pragmatic relationships.5 

However, what all these implicatures have in common is that each utterance triggering the 
mentioned implicatures is based on a so-called Horn scale or entailment scale, which consists 
of a set of linguistic alternates or contrastive expressions of the same grammatical category. 
Usually, these expressions are arranged in a linear order by degree of informativeness or 
semantic strength. As shown in (7), such a scale will have the general form of an ordered set 
(indicated by angled brackets) of linguistic expressions or scalar predicates where the leftmost 
items are informationally richer than the rightwards ones, i.e. x1 is more informative than x2, 
x2 more informative than x3 and so forth (Levinson 2000:79ff.). 
 

(7)  <x1, x2, ..., xn> 
 
Most scales of this type are due to semantic implication, but not all of them. Some scales as 
for instance <demand, suggest> are not based on proper semantic implication, but on 
illocutionary commitment,6 i.e. the illocution of a demand commits the speaker to the 
illocution of a suggestion.7 Consequently, I will use the notion of informativeness as a sort of 
cover term for semantic as well as for pragmatic strength. To put it another way, the notion of 
informativeness can be rendered more precise in terms of semantic (truth) conditions and 
pragmatic conditions. The more informative an expression or utterance is with respect to an 
alternative one, the more semantic or pragmatic conditions must be fulfilled.8 

                                                
5 See Becker (1997), Horn (1989) or Levinson (2000:67f.) for discussion. 
6 For the notion of illocutionary commitments see Searle & Vanderveken (1985:23-25). Note that Searle & Vanderveken do 

not relate to this notion in terms of scales. 
7 Notice that illocutionary commitments usually are not discussed within the framework of gereneralized conversational 

implicature. Following Harnish (1976/1991) and Hirschberg (1991) Levinson (2000:98ff.) discusses some other types of 
non-entailment scales, as, for instance, putative scales (<succeed, try>) or scales involving co-hyponyms (<white, red, 
blue, ... >). For a critique of the notion of scales applied to quantity implicatures see Primus (1997:264ff.). 

8 This loose definition of informativeness is roughly in accordance with the one used by Levinson (2000:115), which is 
based on the conception of Bar-Hillel & Carnap (1952) and which is formulated as follows: “p is more informative than q 
if the set of states of affairs that q rules out is a proper subset of the set that p rules out.” 
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From the hierarchy given in the scale and the maxim of quantity it can be drawn that, as 
Levinson (2000:79) puts it, the “assertion of a lower ranking (rightwards) alternate implicates 
that the speaker is not in a position to assert a higher ranking one – for if the speaker was in 
that position, he or she should [by the first maxim of quantity] have asserted the stronger 
sentence.” Some examples of Horn scales are given below: 
 

(8)  < all, most, many, some> 
   <none, not all> 
   <A and B, A or B> 
   <n, …, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1> 
   <must, should, may> 
   <always, often, sometimes> 
   <demand, suggest > 

 
With regard to the quantifier set all is more informative than most, most more informative 
than many and so forth. Note that negation generally inverts the scale. Thus there is also a 
scale <none, not all>. With respect to the connective set and-or, it can be derived that a 
conjunction with and is always more informative than a conjunction with or. Therefore (5b.) 
is pragmatically strengthened to you can have either coffee or ice-cream, but not both. The 
other scales can be treated in a similar way.9 
 
2.3 Scalar implicatures as qq-implicatures 
In the theory of generalized conversational implicature several efforts have been made to 
elaborate the Gricean ideas by reducing the conversational maxims to some fundamental 
principles that govern utterance interpretation (see Horn 1984 or Levinson 1983, 2000). 
Crucially, the suggested approaches require the combination of some conversational 
maxims,10  
as provided by Primus’s (1997) interactional analysis. According to Primus, the working out 
of an implicature does not depend on single conversational maxims but rather on the 
interaction of some maxims, whereby the first maxim of quantity plays a crucial role. Her 
approach assumes three modalities of the first maxim of quantity which, depending on the 
interaction with certain other maxims, systematically yield different types of implicatures, 
namely qq-implicatures (quantity and quality), qr-implicatures (quantity and relation) and qp-
implicatures (quantity and politeness). 

I will exclusively deal with qq-implicatures, for the other types of quantity-based 
implicatures do not seem to play a significant role in the alternation of DOs in Spanish. A 
definition of qq-implicatures is given in (9). 

 

                                                
9 See Levinson (2000:79ff.) for a detailed illustration of different scales and scalar implicatures. 
10 Horn (1984:11ff.) assumes two general principles, a so-called Q-Principle which is hearer-based and relies on the first 

maxim of quantity and the maxim of relation (“Make your contribution sufficient, say as much as you can”) and a 
speaker-based R-Principle which relies on the second maxim of quantity, the maxim of relation, and the maxim of manner 
(“Make your contribution necessary”). Atlas & Levinson (1981) and Levinson (1983, 2000) make a similar proposal. 
Levinson (2000) differentiates between a Q-Principle based on the first maxim of quantity, an I-Principle based on the 
second maxim of quantity, and a M-Principle based on the first and fourth maxims of manner. 
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(9)  Quantity and quality based implicatures (qq-implicatures) 
The assertion of an utterance A instead of any other assertion B1, ... Bn is 
motivated only by the first maxim of quantity and by the maxims of quality. This 
motivation is due to the fact that the speaker does not know whether B1, ... Bn 
apply or knows that B1, ... Bn do not apply (Primus 1997:275, my translation). 

 
The notion of qq-implicatures provides an important specification of scalar implicatures, for 
scalar implicatures, categorically do not only depend on the first maxim of quantity, as 
suggested by Horn (1984) or Levinson (2000). They also do rely on the sub-maxims of 
quality,11 which can be proved with respect to the examples given in the last section. It seems 
to be the case that the choice of a weaker alternate, like e.g. some linguists are fools instead of 
the stronger all linguists are fools, is motivated by the fact that the speaker either knows that 
the stronger alternative does not hold (first maxim of quality), or simply does not know if the 
stronger alternate is the case (second maxim of quality). Unlike other types of quantity 
implicatures, qq-implicatures characteristically yield implicatures in which a stronger 
alternate is negated.12  
 

3. Differential Object Marking and Informativeness 
3.1 Specificity 
According to the initial hypothesis in (3) morphologically marked and non-marked DOs in 
Spanish form a contrast set where the a-marked DO is more informative than the non-a-
marked DO. Given the theoretical specification in the last section, this hypothesis can be 
rendered more precise. First, it seems adequate to substitute the term of contrast set by the 
concept of a Horn scale. For direct objects in Spanish, this scale can be conceived of as 
follows: 
 

(10)  <a DO, DO> 
 

A central notion on which the hypothesis and the aforementioned scale are based on is the 
concept of informativeness. As already mentioned in section 2.2, I will use informativeness as 
a cover term for semantic and pragmatic strength. In the case of DO this can be put generally 
in the following way: The more referentially, aspectually, logically or otherwise restricted the 
conditions imposed by the DO in question are, the more informative the utterance in which 
that DO is embedded. With respect to the notion of specificity,13 we will thus say that an 
utterance which makes reference to a specific discourse item – as in the example of busco a 
una secretaria (‘I am looking for a certain secretary’) – is more informative than an utterance 
which lacks this restricted referential condition – like in the case of busco una secretaria (‘I 
am looking for a secretary’).14 
                                                
11 The dependency of the first maxim of quantity on the maxim of quality is also assumed by Harnish (1976, 1991), Krifka 

(1995) or Matsumoto (1995). 
12 Note that Primus’s (1997:274f.) account of quantity-based implicatures does not depend on Horn scales since these scales 

are seen as an after-effect derived from the general fact that quantity implicatures must not contradict the conventional 
meaning of the assertion which trigger them. 

13 Specificity is used here in a very general sense without distinguishing between the different types of specificity discussed 
in the literature, i. e. scopal specificity, epistemic specificity, etc. See von Heusinger (2002:14f.) for a detailed overview. 

14 Note, however, that, according to Leonetti (2003:75), a-marked DOs may admit both, strong and weak interpretations in 
most cases, i.e. specific and non-specific readings. If this is true, a-marked DOs should be considered to be semantically 
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A further term that might be specified more precisely with respect to the initial hypothesis 
(3) is the notion of implicature. We can conceive of the inferences triggered by non-a-marked 
DOs as qq-implicatures, at least as far as specificity is concerned. Recall that the crucial 
motivation for this type of implicature is that the speaker does not know if a potential, more 
informative alternative is true or that he knows that the stronger alternative is simply wrong. 
The latter seems to be the case when someone utters busco una secretaria (‘I am looking for a 
secretary’) instead of busco a una secretaria. According to the issues discussed in this 
section, we can slightly modify the suggested hypothesis as in (11). 
 

(11)  Morphologically marked and non-marked DOs in Spanish form a Horn scale 
where the a-marked DO is more informative than the non-a-marked DO (<a DO, 
DO>). Whenever a non-a-marked DO is uttered in a context in which also an a-
marked DO is possible (grammatical), it can be inferred by a qq-implicature that a 
possible, more informative alternative, e.g. the reference to a specific discourse 
item, is not meant. 

 
3.2 Animacy 
Although the preceding section is primarily concerned with the category of specificity, there 
is no doubt that the distribution of DOM in Spanish is not generally determined by specificity, 
but rather by animacy, or at least by a mixed scale of these features (see e.g. von Heusinger & 
Kaiser 2003, Leonetti 2003, Torrego Salcedo 1999). Unlike specificity, animacy seems to be 
a necessary condition for DOM.  
 

(12) (a) Veo          (a)   un  niño. 
   see.present-1.sg  (to)  a   child 
   ‘I see a child.’ 
  (b) Veo           (*a) una farola     que    está         rota. 
   see.present-1.sg   (to) a   street lamp which be.present-3.sg. broken  
   ‘I see a street lamp which is broken.’ 

 
As shown by the latter examples, DOM is only acceptable with animated NPs, whereas it is 
clearly ungrammatical with non-animated ones, whether they are specific or not – at least in 
standard Spanish.15 Given the assumption that an individuated object entity is generally more 
marked and prominent than a non-individuated one (see e.g. Aissen 2003:436ff.), an animate 
DO can be conceived of as being more informative than a non-animate one. Thus, the 
suggested Horn scale and the implicit informativity relation, namely that DOM always 
correlates with the more informative DO is basically confirmed within the domain of 
animacy. The reference to the notion of implicature, however, is questionable within this 
domain. Unlike specificity, animacy essentially is a lexical property (see von Heusinger & 
Kaiser 2003:43ff.). Thus, in general, there is no need to refer to implicatures, since the lexical 
content of an NP is bound to either an animated or a non-animated interpretation. 
Consequently, we hardly find minimal pairs in which the only discriminatory device is the a-

                                                                                                                                                   
ambiguous. Consequently, the assumption postulated here, namely that constructions with a-marked DOs are more 
informative transitive clauses that entail constructions with non-a-marked DOs would be problematic. 

15 Note that, unlike in standard Spanish, in Spanish of Río de la Plata, DOM seems to be controlled by specificity and 
definiteness (see von Heusinger & Kaiser 2003:42ff). 
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marker. Nevertheless, in some cases in which animacy is communicated metonymically, we 
do find such minimal pairs. Consider the following examples taken from Torrego Salcedo 
(1999:1799): 
 

(13)(a) Estudia              el   pueblo  de Numancia.  
   investigate.present-3.sg   the  village  of Numancia 
   ‘(s)he investigates the village of Numancia.’ 
  (b) Estudia              al     pueblo de Numancia.   
   investigate.present-3.sg   to the  village of Numancia 
   ‘(s)he investigates to the population of Numancia.’  

 
Whilst the utterance in (13a.) without DOM makes reference to the city of Numancia, the 
alternative one in (13b.) refers to the city of Numancia in terms of its population (see Torrego 
Salcedo 1999:1799), which is a more informative reference. Given this contrast, it can be 
assumed that from an utterance like (13a.), it is inferred by a qq-implicature that the reference 
to the population of Numancia is not meant. Therefore, the notion of implicature is not 
completely irrelevant to the contrast of animated and non-animated DOs, but it is reduced to 
rather marginal cases like those in (13).16 
 
3.3 Definiteness 
Definiteness is another well-known property which is sensitive to DOM, at least in 
combination with animacy. Whereas the a-marking of animate indefinite DOs depends on 
whether the NP in question is specific or not, animate definite NPs must be a-marked. 
 

(14)(a) Trajeron      (a)  un policía 
   bring.past-3.pl  (to) a  policeman  
   ‘They brought a policeman’ 
  (b) Trajeron      *el/al policía 
   bring.past-3.pl  the  policeman 
   ‘They brought the policeman’ 

 
As shown in the latter example (14b.), the combination of a definite determiner and an 
animate non-a-marked DO is ungrammatical. Although, generally speaking, there might be a 
link between specificity and definiteness, definiteness independently triggers the presence of 
a-marked DOs. Consider the examples in (15):  
 

                                                
16 Note that the relevance of animacy is by far more complex than it is suggested here, particularly if the interaction of 

animacy and specificity is taken into consideration. As Leonetti (2003:72ff.), among others, has shown, the restriction of 
animacy is so dominant that animate NPs not only rule out non-animated NPs but also non-specific ones. As in the 
example given below in which alguien (‘someone’) and nadie (‘anyone’) exclude the reference to specific discourse 
items, there are many cases of a-marked DOs which have a non-specific reading. 

 
 (i) Está buscando  a    alguien. / No está   buscando  a nadie. 
  (S)he is looking for  to  someone' / (S)he is not  looking for  to anyone 
  '(S)he is looking for someone'  / (S)he is not looking for someone' 
 
 For a discussion of the interaction of animacy, specificity and other related categories see Aissen (2003), von Heusinger & 

Kaiser (2003) and Leonetti (2003). 
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(15)  Besó        *(a)  todo  el  mundo.  
   kiss.past-3.sg  (to) whole the world 
   ‘(S)he kissed *(to) everybody.’          (Torrego Salcedo 1999:1796) 

 
Even though todo el mundo (‘everybody’) is a strong determiner that cannot be interpreted as 
specific, the presence of the a-marker is necessary. Whatever the relation of specificity and 
definiteness might be, the data suggests that DOM once again correlates with the referentially 
more informative NPs, namely the definite ones. However, as already observed in the 
category of animacy, there is no need to refer to implicatures in order to explain the 
interpretation of DOM with regard to definiteness. Since non-a-marked (animate) definite 
DOs are clearly ruled out, we do not obtain any grammatical alternatives on which a qq-
implicature or any other type of quantity implicature could be based. 

Up to this point the sketched analysis based on the notion of informativeness might seem 
to be a mere reformulation of the traditional approach, according to which DOM is sensitive 
to the universal animacy and definiteness scales, i.e. triggered by high-ranking values of these 
scales like [+animate] [+definite] [+specific] which are generally interpreted as (semantically) 
marked values for direct objects (see e.g. Aissen 2003). However, one of the main advantages 
of the present analysis is that it can be applied to other phenomena related to DOM that go 
beyond the individuating properties of the object NP.  
 
3.4 Telicity 
One of these phenomena is telicity, i.e. the aspectual or, more generally, the event-structural 
property which denotes that an event is bounded, as it is the case with predicates like drown 
or eat an apple.17 According to Torrego Salcedo (1999:1786f), telicity functions as a further 
restriction of DOM in Spanish for a-marked DOs are obligatory with telic verbs as, for 
instance, insultar (‘insult’): 
 

(16)  Marta insultó        * (a)  un  compañero 
   Marta insult.past-3.sg   (to) a   collegue 
   ‘Marta insulted a collegue’ 

 
Moreover, DOM may trigger aspectual alternations with activity verbs such as besar (‘kiss’) 
or stative verbs like conocer (‘know’) which are compatible with a-marked and non-a-marked 
DOs (see 17a.). Torrego Salcedo (1999:1789) states that DOM enforces a telic reading. 
Consider the following examples: 

 

                                                
17 For a detailed notion of telicity see e.g. Dowty (1979:133ff.) or Krifka (1989, 1998:197f.). 
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(17) (a) Besaron      (a)  un  niño. 
   kiss.past-3.pl  to  a   child  
   ‘They kissed a child.’ 
  (b) Besaron      a  un  niño en  un  segundo 
   kiss.past-3.pl  to a   child in  one second 
   ‘They kissed a child in one second.’ 
  (c) *Besaron     un  niño  en un  segundo 
   kiss.past-3.pl  a   child ( in one second) 
   ‘They kissed a child (in one second).’           (Torrego Salcedo 1999:1789) 
 

As shown in (17b.), besar can be combined with the measure adverbial en un segundo. On the 
other hand, this combination is ruled out with non-a-marked DOs as shown in (17c.) – at least 
according to Torrego Salcedo's evaluation.18 Apparently, these aspectual alternations seem to 
be in line with our argumentation.  

Firstly, it can be argued that a telic event requires more truth conditions than an atelic 
event: Atelic predicates like besar un niño (‘to kiss a child’) or eat apples denote events with 
a simple aspectual structure. They have the property that, whenever the respective kissing- 
and eating-situations are true at a given time interval, they are then true at any part of that 
time interval. This does not hold for telic predicates like, for instance, besar a un niño (‘to 
kiss a child’) or eat an apple since the latter events denote bounded situations which refer to 
complex structured kissing- and eating-events respectively. Crucially, the latter events 
involve a natural or intended endpoint of the described situations. Thus, there is no real 
subinterval at which neither the kissing of a child nor the eating of an apple is true. This 
condition is not fulfilled until the very end of the events described, i.e. after the child in 
question has been kissed and the apple is eaten up (see Krifka 1989:236ff., 1998:197ff., 
among others). Due to these restricted aspectual conditions telic events can be considered as 
more informative than atelic events.  

Secondly, it is confirmed that DOM systematically correlates with telic predications, i.e. 
the more informative reading. Furthermore implicature seem to play a certain role at the 
aspectual level: It can be assumed that in utterances such as besaron un niño (‘they kissed a 
child’) the aspectual meaning is strengthened to an atelic interpretation by virtue of a qq-
implicature, since a potential more informative alternative, namely the telic alternative 
besaron a un niño, has not been uttered. 
 
3.5 Verbal meaning shift 
Another interesting phenomenon of DOM discussed by Leonetti (2003:80f) following 
Fauconnier (1984) is concerned with alternations, in which the verb undergoes a semantic 
shift of its lexical meaning. An example is given in (18):  
 

                                                
18 For a different analysis and evaluation of these examples see Delbecque (2002:95-97). 
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(18) (a) Estaba      dibujando  a  una  niña    
   be.past-3.sg drawing    to a   girl 
   ‘(S)he was portraying a girl’ 
  (b) Estaba      dibujando  una niña. 
   be.past-3.sg drawing   a   girl 
   ‘(S)he was drawing a girl’                        (Leonetti 2003:80) 

 
Whilst the alternative with DOM (18a.) makes reference to a portraying-event, the alternative 
with the non-a-marked DO (18b.) makes reference to a drawing-event. Since portraying is a 
specific form of drawing, it can be concluded that portraying-events entail drawing-events. 
Obviously, this entailment relation is unidirectional, i.e. every portraying-event is a drawing-
event but not vice-versa. Moreover, it can be observed once more that DOM correlates with 
the stronger, more informative reading of the predication. Finally, the interpretative effect of 
the DO-alternation can partly be accounted for on the basis of a Gricean reasoning. Similarly 
as shown with regard to specificity and telicity, an utterance with a non-a-marked DO like 
(18a.) is strengthened by a qq-implicature to the weaker lexical reading of the predication, 
namely a drawing- and not a portraying-event. If the speaker of (18a.) thinks that the referent 
of the subject was in fact portraying a girl, he would not have been as informative as required 
and thereby not cooperative by asserting (18a.). 

Although the described alternations are usually related to a rather small class of verbs like 
dibujar (‘draw’) o describir (‘describe’) it seems that there are quite more verbs that show 
similar meaning shifts and can therefore be analysed in a similar way. The following verbs 
with its English translations are taken from Delbecque (2002:93f.). 
 

(19)  
 DO 

 
a DO 

conocer identify, know get acquainted with,  
enter in contact with 

encontrar find encounter, meet 
mirar look at have in focus 
querer want love, have positive 

feelings toward 
superar outrank (a value) win from, be better than, 

outclass 
 
As the English translations of these meaning alternations suggest, the meaning of the 
constructions with DOM always seems to be informationally richer than that of the meaning 
of the constructions without DOM. Apparently, this is the case because the meaning 
alternations are based on a one-way-semantic entailment – or at least on an illocutionary 
commitment –, in which the more informative predications are associated with the alternates 
with DOM. An utterance like quiero a una mujer con ojos azules (‘I love a woman with blue 
eyes’), for instance, entails – or at least commits the speaker – to the alternative utterance 
quiero una mujer con ojos azules (‘I want a woman with blue eyes’).19  

                                                
19 Notice, however, that not all meaning alternations can be explained in terms of proper entailment relations or illocutionary 

commitment, as one can prove with regard to a lot of other verbs mentioned by Delbecque (2002: 93f.) as, for instance, 
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3.6 Agentivity 
A last interpretative effect to be discussed in this paper is the degree of agentivity that may 
vary according to the clausal framing of some verbs like matar (‘kill’) or invitar (‘invite’). 
Consider the following examples provided by Torrego Salcedo (1999:1786): 
 

(20) (a) Han matado   a  un buscador de oro. 
   kill.past-3.pl   to  a  gold-digger 
   ‘They have killed a gold-digger.’ 
  (b) Han matado     un buscador de oro. 
   kill past- 3.pl.    a  gold-digger 
   ‘A gold-digger has been killed.’ 

 
According to Torrego Salcedo, (20a.) involves a direct causation of the event in which the 
gold-digger may have been killed by shooting him down. In contrast, (20b.) suggests an 
indirect causation of the event, for instance that the gold-digger was killed in an accident. 
With reference to this contrast Torrego Salcedo states that it is only in the construction with 
DOM (20a.) that the subject entity can be conceived of as a real agent. The subject entity of 
the alternate without DOM (20b.) is supposed to merely cause the death of the gold-digger 
and can therefore not be regarded an agent in a proper sense. With regard to a prototypical 
conception of thematic roles like Dowty (1991) or Primus (1999), it could also be concluded 
that the degree of agentivity in constructions of the first type is higher, i.e. closer to the 
prototype of an agent, than in the latter type. Thus, the observed alternations seem to raise a 
question of agentivity.  

Given that a clause which entails a subject entity with a higher degree of agentivity 
requires more semantic truth conditions than one with a less agentive reading, the first one 
can be regarded as more informative than the latter one. Consequently, the alternations in the 
degree of agentivity can be taken as a further piece of evidence for the suggested hypothesis 
that DOM systematically correlates with the more informative reading, and that the 
interpretation of utterances with non-a-marked DOs can be accounted for with reference to 
qq-implicatures. However, it is important to emphasise that, unlike in the other examined 
cases, the distribution of DOM and the notion of informativeness do neither affect the 
interpretation of the DO itself, nor the verbal or aspectual meaning but rather the 
interpretation of the subject. 

Similar interpretative effects as the one observed by Torrego Salcedo are also found in 
accusative-dative alternation pairs in German. Wegener (1985) gives the examples in (21) that 
have been evaluated by 38 informants. 
 
                                                                                                                                                   

afectar (‘alter the structure of’ vs. ‘have to do with, have a connection with’), atender (‘attend, treat’ vs. ‘be perceptive to, 
pay attention to’) or evocar (‘evoke’ vs. ‘remind of’). Delbecque proposes a construction grammar approach in order to 
explain the different meaning alternations. In a few words, her basic assumption is that the construction without DOM 
marks the force-dynamics between the subject entity and the object entity as an unidirectional relationship, whereas the 
construction with DOM marks this relation as a bidirectional one. Consequently, she assumes two different transitive 
frames: one with a single-role assignment (ACTOR-GOAL) and one with a double-role assignment (ACTOR-GOAL; 
CARRIER-ATTRIBUTOR), which are associated with constructions with non-a-marked and a-marked DOs respectively. 
However, given that bidirectional relationships and double role assignments can be regarded as more informative than 
unidirectional relationships and single-role assignments, it might well be that Delbecque’s approach and the one sketched 
in this paper are compatible. The status of the relationship between subject and object (unidirectional vs. bidirectional 
force-dynamics) can probably be taken as a further central parameter of a principle of informativeness that may provide a 
unified account for the distribution and interpretation of DO-alternation. 
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(21)(a) Er      trat         ihn      auf den Fuß. 
   he.nom  kick.past-3.sg him.acc.  on  the  foot 
   ‘He stepped on his foot.’ 
  (b) Er     trat         ihm     auf  den Fuß. 
   he.nom  kick.past-3.sg him.dat.  on  the  foot 
   ‘He stepped on his foot.’ 

 
According to the results of the evaluation, the stepping-event in the accusative construction 
(21a.) is read as a more intense and intended one as it is the case in the alternative dative 
construction. Wegener (1985:169) concludes that the difference between the two 
constructions lies in the degree of agentivity, i.e. the degree of responsibility attributed to the 
subject referent. Within the scope of these striking parallels between the Spanish and German 
alternations in object realisation, it is interesting to observe that in Spanish the more agentive 
reading correlates with the morphologically more marked category, namely a-marked DOs, 
whereas in German it is the less marked category, namely accusative, which is associated with 
the more informative reading.  
 

4. Conclusion 
The brief analysis of the data attempts to show that the distribution and interpretation of DOM 
is controlled by a number of constraints and interpretative effects which generally support the 
suggested hypothesis that DOM in Spanish is a question of informativeness. Even though the 
reference to implicatures does not always seem to be possible, the concept of qq-implicature 
helps to explain parts of the interpretation phenomena, namely the interpretation of non-a-
marked DOs.20 Considering some fundamental semantic and pragmatic domains like 
individuation (animacy, definiteness and specificity), lexical meaning, aspect (telicity) and 
role semantics (agentivity) it has been shown that a-marked DOs seem to correlate 
systematically with a stronger, more informative reading of a given utterance. In this sense, a-
insertion iconically reflects the semantic markedness of a given transitive construction.  

Moreover, the analysis shows that DOM is not a simple reflex of referential or 
individuating properties like animacy or specificity, as generally suggested (see e.g. Aissen 
2003). Rather DOM seems to affect the whole clause, in which it is embedded.21 The 
prepositional a-marker may alter not only the semantics of the DO, for instance by 
instantiating a specific reading, but also the semantics of the subject by providing a higher 
degree of agentivity, the semantics of the predicate by coding a specific verbal meaning, or, 
finally, the semantics of the whole VP by providing a telic reading of the event described.  

Notice that the discussed phenomena represent only a selection of many more constraints 
and interpretative effects associated with DOM, like e.g. clitic-doubling and left-dislocation 
(see e.g. Leonetti 2003:90f.), causativity (see Laca 2003:200f.), affectedness (see Naess 
2004:1190ff., Torrego Salcedo 1999:1790f.), individualisation, or genericity (see e.g. Leonetti 
2003:79ff.). Certainly all these phenomena do not coincide by accident. It might well be that 
at least some of them are related to topicality, as stated, e.g. by Laca (1995:85ff.) or Leonetti 
(2003:83ff.). Moreover, some of these phenomena may depend on others, e.g. telicity could 

                                                
20 Since implicatures might generally determine semantic change and grammaticalisation processes (see e.g. Rolf 1995) qq-

implicatures might also play a role in a diachronical perspective of DOM. Probably, the emergence of a-marked DOs in 
Spanish has strengthened the interpretation of non-a-marked DOs to weak readings, i.e. existential readings. 

21 See also Naess (2004) and Delbecque (2002) who share this view independently. 
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be understood as a side-effect that arises due to the referential prominence of the marked DO. 
However, given that neither the relevance of these dependencies nor the notion of topicality 
should be incompatible with the given analysis based on informativeness it might be very 
interesting to develop the presented approach in order to examine if it qualifies as a unified 
account of DOM. Of course, further research in this direction has to be based on a much more 
precise definition of the concept of informativeness, considering reliable criteria to test 
informativeness, as well as on a larger pool of data. 
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1. Introduction∗ 
In Spanish, the direct object can be marked or not by the marker a. The marker a is 
obligatory, optional or ungrammatical, depending on a variety of parameters. These 
parameters are the object of controversial discussions and of an immense descriptive and 
functional literature, often under the heading of “prepositional accusative” since the marker is 
homonym with the preposition a ‘to’. The prepositional accusative is discussed in the context 
of Spanish grammar (see Torrego Salcedo 1999 for an overview), in the broader context of 
Romance languages (see Rohlfs 1971, Bossong 1998) and from an even broader typological 
perspective that discusses the “prepositional” accusative in Spanish as an instance of 
Differential Object Marking or DOM, which is a widespread phenomenon among the 
languages of the world (Lazard 1984, Bossong 1985, Aissen 2003 among others). Bossong 
(1985) and others assume three main parameters that determine whether or not a direct object 
is marked: (i) animacy, (ii) referential category, and (iii) topicality. Animacy and referential 
category form each a scale with different values. Topicality is generally described as  a simple 
feature ±top. DOM-languages differ with respect to which parameters and to which particular 
(transition) point on the relevant scale they are sensitive to.  

The distribution of DOM in one particular language often shows a variance that cannot be 
explained by the dependence on the mentioned categories; it is rather described by statistical 
observations and tendencies. This variance may have different explanations: (i) There are 
additional parameters that determine the use of DOM in that language and which are not yet 
fully described, or (ii) the conditions for DOM are in the process of evolution. This evolution 
can be a diachronic change that is still moving forward, or it can be the discrepancy between 
different regional or dialect versions of the language under investigation. In this paper, we try 
to show that these three aspects of the evolution of DOM are closely related to each other: 
First we show some data of the diachronic development of DOM from Old Spanish to 
Modern Spanish, we then report the observation from current literature that American Spanish 
has a more extended system of DOM than European Spanish, and finally we present some 
results from a test search in a very restricted corpus of informal American Spanish. The 
results give raise to some new research questions. 

The diachronic evolution of DOM in Spanish can be illustrated by the change of the 
system from Old Spanish to Modern Spanish, as illustrated by the examples in (1) and (2). 
The examples in (1), taken from the Poema de mio Cid (12th century), differ from their 
corresponding translations in Modern Spanish in (2) with respect to the lack of the DOM 
marker a in front of the animate definite direct object, such as the possessive mis fijas in (1a), 
the definite las fijas in (1b), and the demonstrative estas mis fijas in (1c). Modern Spanish 
                                                
* This paper is the revised version of our talk given at the second Nereus-workshop “Specificity and the Evolution / 

Emergence of Nominal Determination Systems in Romance” at the Freie Universität Berlin in October 2004. It reports 
some intermediate results and new research questions of a joint project on DOM in Spanish. We would like to thank the 
local organizors, in particular Elisabeth Stark, for providing the pleasant environment for the workshop. We would also 
like to thank the audience for constructive and helpful discussions. We owe special thanks to Brenda Laca for giving us 
the manuscript of her paper “El objeto directo”, which is one of the main sources of data in our paper. Our special thanks 
go to Florian Freitag for his detailed and helpful comments on our English prose and the general structure of the paper. 
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obligatorily uses a in all theses cases as shown in the corresponding examples of the modern 
translation in (2a) - (2c):  
 
(1)   [+ animate, + definite] (Old Spanish, 12th cent.) (cf. Laca (to appear), 25, Melis 1995, 

143) 
 (a) En  braços tenedes       mis fijas    tan blancas commo el  sol.  (Cid, 2333) 
  in  arms  have.PRES.2.PL my daughters as  white   as     the sun 
   ‘In your arms you have my daugthers, as white as the sun’ 
 (b) Escarniremos    las  fijas     del    Campeador.               (Cid, 2551) 
  humiliate.FUT.1.PL the daughters of-the Battler 
   ‘We shall humiliate the Battler's daughters’ 
 (c) Plega             a  Dios  &   a  Santa Maria, que aun con   mis manos  
  please.PRES.SUBJ.3.SG  to God  and to Saint Mary  that still with my hands 
   case              estas mis fijas                          (Cid, 282) 
  marry.PRES.SUBJ.1.SG  these my daughters 
   ‘May God and Saint Mary grant that I myself may yet arrange marriages for these my 

daughters’  
(2)  [+ animate, + definite] (Modern Spanish) (translation A. Reyes, in: Cantar de mio 

Cid, Madrid: Espasa Calpe 1976 (Colección Austral)) 
 (a) tenéis        a  mis hijas,     tan blancas como  el   sol, en vuestros brazos 
  have.PRES.2.PL A  my daughters  as  white   as    the sun in your   arms 
   ‘In your arms you have my daugthers, as white as the sun’            (Cid, 2333) 
 (b)  y  podremos   escarnecer a  las  hijas    del   Campeador.    (Cid, 2551) 
  and can.FUT.1.PL humiliate  A the daughters of-the Battler 
   ‘We shall humiliate the Battler's daughters’ 
 (c) ¡Oh, plegue           a  Dios y   a  santa María que pueda  
    oh  please.PRES.SUBJ.3.SG to God  and to Saint Mary  that can.PRES.SUBJ.1.SG 
   casar con  mis propias  manos  a  estas mis hijas                 (Cid, 282) 
  mary  with my own    hands   A  these my daugthers 
   ‘May God and Saint Mary grant that I myself may yet arrange marriages for these my 

daughters’ 
 
Grammars of Modern Spanish state that the marker a is obligatory with animate definite 
direct objects, as in (3a). The same context without the marker is ungrammatical or illformed, 
as in (3b). Additionally, the marker also precedes animate specific indefinite direct objects, as 
in (4a), a context where we only rarely find the marker in Old Spanish. With animate (human) 
non-specific direct objects the marker is optional, but normally omitted, as shown in (4b). 
DOM is ungrammatical with inanimate direct objects, as in (4c): 
 
(3)  [+ animate, + definite] 
 (a) Vi          a  la  mujer.     
  see. PAST.1.SG  A  the woman 
 (b) *Vi         la  mujer.       
    see.PAST.1.SG the woman 
 ‘I saw the woman’  
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(4) (a)  [+ animate], [– definite], [+ specific]: 
   Vi          (a)  una  mujer.        
  see.PAST.1.SG    A  a    woman 
  ‘I saw a (certain) woman’ 
 (b) [+ animate], [– definite], [– specific]: 
   Vi         (a)  una  mujer.          
  see.PAST.1.SG  A  a    woman 
  ‘I saw some (or other) woman’ 
 (c) [– animate], [± definite], [+ specific]: 
   Vi        (*a)  la  /  una  mesa.        
  see.PAST.1.SG  A  the  a    table 
 ‘I saw the / a table’ 
 
In Standard Spanish, animacy and specificity are the most relevant parameters for DOM, 
while definiteness is not a determining parameter. However, it has been observed in the 
literature that in several dialectal variants of Spanish, especially those from Latin America, 
the particle a can optionally precede an inanimate direct object if it is definite and specific, as 
a las sierras in (5a) or al maiz in (5b) or al barquito in (5c). These sentences are 
ungrammatical in Standard Spanish (see for a more comprehensive discussion, von Heusinger 
& Kaiser 2003, 56ff.) 
 
(5)   [– animate], [+ definite], [+ specific]: (cf. Kany 1951, 2, Laca (to appear), 8) 
 (a) Vio        a  las  sierras.  
  saw.PAST.3.SG A  the mountains 
 ‘S/he saw the mountains’ 
 (b) Cosecharon      al   maíz.  
  harvest. PAST.3.PL A-the corn 
  ‘They harvested the corn’ 
 (c) Una vez,  atravesando el  Pont Neuf,  vi         al   barquito en cuestión. 
  once    crossing    the Pont Neuf  see.PAST.1.SG A-the little-boat in question 
  ‘Once, when I was crossing the Pont Neuf, I saw the little boat in question’  
 
We can informally summarize this impressionistic picture: The diachronic evolution of the 
marker a starts with animate and personal pronouns or proper names and develops along the 
Definite Scale to definite and finally to specific indefinite direct objects, as illustrated in (6a). 
The numbers in brackets indicate the percentage of uses of DOM in the given category in the 
Old Spanish Cid, according to Laca’s (to appear) analysis: 30% of animate definite direct 
objects and less than 8% of animate indefinite specific direct objects are marked with DOM. 
The simple arrow “↓” indicates no change and the double arrow “⇓” indicates a change of the 
conditions for DOM. 
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(6) (a) Informal representation of the diachronic evolution of DOM (the marker a) along the 
Definiteness Scale for animate direct objects 

+ animate personal 
pronoun > 

proper 
noun > 

> definite 
NP 

> indefinite  
spec. NP 

> indefinite  
non spec. NP 

Old Spanish  
(Cid) 

+ + ±  
(30%) 

–  
(< 8%) 

–  

evolution ↓  ↓  ⇓  ⇓  ⇓  
Modern (Standard) 
Spanish 

+ + + +  ± 

 
The synchronic variation seems to extend the use of DOM from animate direct objects to 
inanimate ones. Standard Spanish does not allow DOM with inanimate direct object, while 
some American variants allow it optionally with inanimate definite specific direct objects, as 
summarized in table (6b). 
 
 (b) Informal representation of the synchronic variation of the marker a according to the 

Definiteness Scale for inanimate direct objects 

– animate personal 
pronoun > 

proper 
noun > 

> definite 
spec. NP 

> definite 
non spec. NP 

> indefinite   

Standard 
Spanish Ø ±1 –  –  –  

evolution ↓  ↓  ⇓  ↓  ↓  
American 
Spanish Ø ± ± –  – 

 
This picture suggests that the diachronic evolution of DOM in Spanish is carried on in the 
American variants of Spanish, extending it to inanimate direct objects. It is interesting to note 
that specificity is the crucial link that allows DOM to apply in the inanimate domain. This 
was also the conclusion in von Heusinger & Kaiser (2003), who compared DOM in the 
nominal domain (“prepositional accusative”) with DOM in the verbal domain (“clitic 
doubling”).2 We will, however, see that the picture is more complex. It seems that the 
evolution of DOM along one scale from one category to the next is “facilitated” by some 
transitional category. The type of the transitional category depends on the “goal” category.   

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we give a brief introduction to DOM and 
its dependency on the Animacy Scale and the Definiteness Scale. Following Aissen (2003), 
we show that languages differ with respect to which parameter they are sensitive to and at 
which point the scale is divided. In some languages, DOM depends on two or more 
parameters. Therefore, we have to combine the given scales to a two or more dimensional 
space. In section 3, we present data for the diachronic evolution of DOM in Spanish from Old 
Spanish to Modern Spanish along the parameters discussed so far. A detailed analysis of the 

                                                
1  We do not know the conditions of DOM for proper nouns. DOM is obligatory for animate proper names and it is said to 

be optional for inanimate proper nouns. However, we can not exclude that such inanimate proper names are 
conceptualized as animate.  

2 There we assumed that DOM in Standard Spanish is controlled by animacy and specificity, while DOM in American 
Spanish is controlled by definiteness and specificity:   

(i) Informal representation of the synchronic variation between Standard Spanish and American Spanish: 
Variant / category animacy definiteness specificity 
Standard Spanish [+animate] (  ) [+specific] 
American Spanish (  ) [+definite] [+specific]  
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so-called optional cases will show that the evolution of DOM along the Definiteness Scale 
from proper nouns to definite NPs is facilitated by the transitional category topicality. First 
topical definite NPs are marked by DOM and then non-topical ones. In section 4, we discuss 
the further development of DOM in the synchronic variation between Standard Spanish and 
American Spanish. This time the evolution goes along the Animacy Scale form animate to 
inanimate (definite NPs). The transitional category seems to be specificity, rather than 
topicality, according to the data quoted in the literature. In section 5, we present some 
preliminary results from a very limited corpus search, and we illustrate the results with some 
tables. We discuss some contexts in detail and show that additional parameters such as clitic 
doubling interact with the overall picture. In section 6, we provide a preliminary summary and 
formulate further research goals.   

2. Differential Object Marking (DOM) 
Bossong (1985) coins the concept of “Differential Object Marking” or DOM for the 
observation that the direct object in languages without obligatory case marking may be 
marked by morphosyntactic means under certain conditions. Spanish does not have a case 
system to mark the different grammatical relations, such as subject, indirect object or direct 
object. Instead, it has developed other means to mark these relations: the indirect object is 
obligatorily marked by the marker a (homonym with the preposition a ‘to’)3 and the direct 
object is marked by the same marker, but only under certain conditions. Cross-linguistically, 
there are at least three parameters that determine whether or not the direct object is marked 
(Bossong 1985, 3-8, who refers to Thomson 1912): (i) animacy, (ii) referential categories, and 
(iii) topicality. In the following we will concentrate on the former two parameters and discuss 
the question of topicality in the second part of section 3. 

The two parameters animacy and referential category are composed of different values and 
therefore represented as scales, as in (7) and (8) (see Silverstein 1976, Comrie 1975, Lazard 
1984, Bossong 1985, Croft 1988, Aissen 2003 for different version of such scales). Topicality 
has just two values: ±topic. Grammatical processes that depend on such a scale often cut the 
scale at a certain transition point into two parts. However, it is not easy to determine the 
correct transition point. For example, the Animacy Scale has three values: human, animate 
and inanimate (see Silverstein 1976). This scale can either be divided in +human vs. -human 
(comprising non-human animate and inanimate) or in +animate (comprising human and non-
human animate) vs. inanimate. DOM in Spanish is generally assumed to depend on the 
±animate contrast, but in some cases the  ±human contrast may also play a role (see 
discussion below). 
 
(7)   Animacy Scale: 
  human > animate > inanimate 

human animate inanimate 
+ human – human 

+ animate – animate 
 

Besides the simple contrast between definite and indefinite, we also find different versions of 
the “Definiteness Scale”: The following is proposed by Aissen (2003, 437), who refers to 
Croft (1988). This scale integrates specificity into the Definiteness Scale by splitting the cell 
for indefinite NP into two. The whole scale can be divided into ±definite or ±specific; the 
latter is relevant for DOM in Turkish (see von Heusinger & Kornfilt (to appear)).  
 
                                                
3 Under certain conditions, a can be replaced by para ‘to’ (Campos 1999: 1550-1552). 
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(8)   Definiteness Scale (Aissen, 2003, 437): 
 personal pronoun > proper noun > definite NP > indefinite specific NP > indefinite 

non-specific NP 

Pro > PN > Def > Spec > NSpec 
+ definite – definite 

+ spec – spec 
 
The Definiteness Scale in (8) cannot account for non-specific definite NPs, which play an 
important role in the extension of DOM in American Spanish (see section 4 below). 
Therefore, von Heusinger & Kaiser (2003) suggest regarding specificity as an additional 
dimension with two values, similar to the topicality dimension.4 

DOM is used in languages to distinguish between the subject and the direct object if the 
direct object is too similar to a typical subject. What counts as “too similar” depends on the 
particular language. Thus DOM-languages differ with respect to which parameter they are 
sensitive to and at which point the scale is divided. In general, a high position on a scale tends 
to trigger DOM and a low position tends to block DOM.  Aissen (2003, 450) cites the 
following languages that are sensitive to the Definiteness Scale, but differ in the transition 
point at which the scale is divided in triggering DOM and blocking DOM (excluding a space 
of optionality in these languages):5 
 
(9)   Languages that realize DOM according to the Definiteness Scale: 

 Pro > PN > Def > Spec > Nspec 
Kalkatungu – – – – – 

Catalan + – – – – 
Pitjantjatjara + + – – – 

Hebrew + + + – – 
Turkish + + + + – 
Japanese + + + + + 

 
In Kalkutungu (Pama-Nyungan, Australia), no direct objects are marked, but all transitive 
subjects are (ergative case marking). In Catalan, the direct object is preceded by the marker a 
only if it is a (strong) personal pronoun. Proper names and definite NPs are not marked. 
Another Pama-Nyungan language of Australia, Pitjantjatjara, marks pronouns and proper 
name objects, but no definite NP objects. Hebrew marks all definite direct objects (personal 
pronouns, proper names and definite NP) and Turkish case-marks all specific direct objects, 
while Japanese marks all direct objects including non-specific indefinite ones. It is not clear 
whether Kalkatungu and Japanese are “good” DOM-languages since they do not show DOM 
contrasts; however, they might be first stages (Kalkatungu) or last stages (Japanese) in the 
evolution of DOM.  
                                                
4 There are additional reasons to assume a cross-categorization of ±definite and ±specific, such as the mood in the relative 

clause, as in (i) (see von Heusinger & Kaiser 2003, 61, for data from Spanish and von Heusinger 2002 for general 
conceptual considerations):  

 (i)  Cross-classification of definiteness and specificity 
 [+ definite] [– definite] 
[+specific] la  mujer  que  sabe     inglés 

the woman  who knows.IND English 
una mujer  que  sabe     inglés 
a     woman who knows.IND English 

[-specific] la  mujer que  sepa    inglés 
the woman  who knows.IND English 

una mujer  que  sepa     inglés 
a     woman who knows.SUBEnglish  

5 Bossong (1985, viii) reports that there are more than 300 languages known to be DOM-languages; he lists 30 in an 
appendix (1985, 177). 
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Languages also differ with respect to whether they express DOM according to one 
parameter (animacy, referential category, or topicality) or to more parameters. In the latter 
case, we get a more dimensional space, as it is the case in Spanish (for other cases see the list 
in Bossong 1985, 177). Aissen (2003, 459) combines the Animacy Scale and the Definiteness 
Scale by Harmonic Alignment to a two-dimensional space with a partial order, as in (10): 
 
(10) Two-dimensional space of Animacy and Definiteness: 

 
 
An alternative to (10) is the simpler representation (11), where the upper left corner is most 
marked for object and the lower right corner least marked for objects (see von Heusinger & 
Kaiser 2003 for an extensive discussion of different ways of combining two or more scales to 
one complex scale): 
 
(11) Crossclassification of Animacy Scale and Definiteness Scale: 

 Pronoun > Proper Noun > Definite > +Specific > –Specific 
human      
animate      

inanimate      
 
Both representations allow for equivalent descriptions of DOM in languages that depend on 
both parameters. While Aissen uses (10) for showing how the Old Spanish system extends to 
the Modern Spanish system, we prefer the crossclassification in (11), since this allows us to 
account for the introduction of new contrasts in that system.6 

Spanish requires DOM for animate and specific direct object, as shown in the contrast in 
(12). For non-specific human direct objects, DOM is optional, as in (13a) (this seems indeed 
restricted to human objects, see Leonetti 2003 for details). Inanimate proper nouns are 
optionally marked by DOM (see Laca (to appear) for details).  
 

                                                
6 Aissen’s classification cannot account for new parameters or a shift in the dependence from one parameter to another. She 

can only account for a shift along the two scales. 
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(12) [+ animate, – definite, ± specific] (cf. Brugè & Bruger 1994, Leonetti 2003, 71) 
 (a) [+ specific]: 
   Necesita     a  una  enfermera que pasa         la  mañana  con  ella 
  need.PRES.3SG A  a    nurse     that spend.PRES.3.SG the morning  with her 
   ‘S/he needs a nurse that spends the morning with her’ 
 (b) [– specific]: 
   Necesita     una  enfermera que pase            la  mañana  con  ella  
  need.PRES.3SG a    nurse     that spend.PRES.SUBJ.3.SG the morning  with  her 
   ‘S/he needs a nurse to spend the morning with her’ 
 
(13) [+ animate, – definite, – specific] (cf. Brugè & Bruger 1994, Leonetti 2003, 71) 
 (a) Necesitan    (a)  un  ayudante  que sepa            inglés 
  need.PRES.3PL  A  a   assistent   that speak.PRES.SUBJ.3.SG English 
   ‘S/he needs a nurse that spends the morning with her’ 
 (b) Está       buscando a  alguien 
  be.PRES.3SG looking  A someone 
   ‘S/he is looking for someone’ 
 
We can summarize the findings in (14): The general condition for DOM in Modern Spanish is 
a specific and animate direct object; the marginal cases of optionality can only be explained 
by assuming that Spanish distinguishes between ±specific and ±human indefinite NPs. “Ø” 
indicates the lack of inanimate personal pronouns (= strong pronouns). If we leave the two 
optional cases aside, we can reduce the conditions for DOM in Spanish to ±spec and 
±animate, as in table (14a), which is the commonly assumed generalization: 
 
(14) DOM in Modern Spanish: Animacy Scale and Definiteness Scale combined: 

Standard Spanish Strong Pro > PN > Definite > + Spec > – Spec 
human + + + + ± 
animate + + + + – 

inanimate Ø ± – – – 
 

(a) DOM in Modern Spanish: Simplified description: 
Standard Spanish + Spec  – Spec 

animate + – 
inanimate – – 

 
Besides the subtle interaction of animacy and definiteness with other factors, there is also a 
domain or space in which DOM is optional. This is either because we have not found the 
relevant or hidden parameters or because there is an irreducible variation. We will assume that 
the variability indicates an evolution in process, which is confirmed by the diachronic data 
collected by Melis (1995) and Laca (to appear), but also by the (impressionistic) data from 
American Spanish (Suñer 1988, Company 2002, quoted by Laca (to appear)), as discussed in 
the next two sections. 
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3. Diachronic evolution of DOM in Spanish 

In the Romance language family, Spanish, Romanian and Sardinian show a broad use of 
DOM, Catalan and Portuguese show some minor effects, and some dialect variants of Italian 
and Retoromance show a variety of DOM effects.7 We will concentrate on Spanish which 
shows DOM right from the beginning of its existence. 

We will briefly sketch the differences between the use of the marker a in Old Spanish and 
Modern Standard Spanish (leaving out the different stages of its evolution, see Laca (to 
appear) for more details). This brief summary is based on the investigation of Cid by Melis 
(1995), the summary of the findings by Aissen (2003), and the detailed comparison of 
different stages of Spanish by Laca (to appear). 

Like Modern Standard Spanish, Old Spanish shows DOM. DOM is obligatory with direct 
objects that are (strong) personal pronouns and proper names of both persons and animals 
(Melis 1995), see (15) and (16). Optional DOM holds for human and animate definite NPs, as 
illustrated in (17). There are also some cases of inanimate proper names (there are no 
inanimate personal pronouns). Non-definite direct (animate) objects never get DOM, as 
illustrated in (18).  
 

(15)  Strong Pronoun (Old Spanish, 12th cent.) (cf. Ramsden 1961) 
 (a) Dios  salve           a  nuestros amigos  e   a  vós  más, señor (Cid, 3038) 
  God  save.PRES.SUBJ.3PL A our    friends  and A you  more lord 
   ‘May God save our friends and you above all, my lord’ 
 (b) e  ssi  fuéredes        vençidos, non rebtedes     a  nós  (Cid, 3566) 
  and if  be.PRES.COND.2PL defeated  not blame.IMP.2PL A  us  
   ‘but if you are defeated you are not to blame us’ 

(16)  Proper Noun (Old Spanish, 12th cent.) (Laca (to appear)) 
 (a) Matastes     a  Bucar &   arrancamos       el  canpo        (Cid, 2458) 
  kill.PAST.2.SG A  Búcar and tear-away.PAST.1PL the field 
   ‘you killed Búcar and and we have won the battle’ 
 (b) con  afán   gané        a  Valencia                  (Cid, 1635) 
  with  effort  win.PAST.1.SG  A Valencia  
   ‘after a great struggle I won Valencia’ 

(17)  [+ animate, + definite] (Old Spanish, 12th cent.)(Laca (to appear), Melis 1995, 145) 
 (a) Reçiba       a  mios  yernos     commo elle pudier          mejor  
  receive.IMP.2SG A  my   sons-in-law  as     he  can.PRES.COND.3.SG better 
   ‘Let him give to my sons-in-law the finest possible welcome’        (Cid, 2637) 
 (b) Ca  yo case          sus fijas   con  yfantes  de Carrion    (Cid, 2956) 
  for I  marry.PAST.1SG. his  daughters with Infantes of Carrion 
   ‘for I married his daughters to the Infantes of Carrion’ 

                                                
7 See Rohlfs (1971), Roegiest (1979), Isenberg (1986), Laca (1987; 1995; to appear), Leonetti (1990; 2003), Pensado 

(1995), Picallo (1994) among other for Spanish; see Farkas (1978), Farkas & von Heusinger (2003) for Romanian, Stark 
(2002, 2003) for Italian, Reich (2003) for Brazilian Portuguese, Bossong (1982), Mensching (this volume) for Sardinian, 
only to name a minimal selection of the vast literature on these issues. 
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(18)  [+ animate, – definite] (Old Spanish, 12th cent.) 
 (a) Tanto  traen        las  grandes ganançias, muchos gañados  de  ovejas 
  very   bring.PAST.3.PL the big    wealths   many   herds    of  sheep 
   e  de  vacas                                     (Cid, 480-481) 
  and of  cows 
   ‘They brought such great wealth, many herds of sheep and cows’ 
 (b) yo  quieroles dar  axuvar tres  mill     marcos  de valor, 
  I  will-them give  dowry three thousand marks  of value 
   darvos   e      mulas e  palafres, muy gruessos de sazon  (Cid, 2571-2572) 
  give-you  as well  mules as palfreys  very thick   of ripeness 
   ‘I wish to give them the sum of three thousand marks as a dowry, 
   I give you mules and palfreys, sturdy and in prime condition.’ 
 
We can summarize this observation in table (19). If we compare (19) with the situation in 
Modern Spanish, as in (14), we see that DOM has developed considerably to the right of the 
Definiteness Scale (while the Animacy Scale has not been affected from this extension, so 
far): from obligatory DOM for pronouns and proper nouns, and optional DOM for definite 
nouns in Old Spanish to obligatory DOM for specific NPs and optional DOM for non-specific 
indefinite NPs – all for animate direct objects (cf. Laca (to appear), 16). 
 
(19) DOM in Old Spanish: Crossclassification of Animacy Scale and Definiteness Scale 

Old Spanish Strong Pro > PN > Definite > + Spec > – Spec 
human + + ± – – 
animate + + ± – – 

inanimate Ø ± – – – 
 
(14) DOM in Modern Spanish:  
 Crossclassification of Animacy Scale and Definiteness Scale 

Modern Spanish Strong Pro > PN > Definite > + Spec > – Spec 
human + + + + ± 
animate + + + + – 

inanimate Ø ± – – – 
 
In order to understand this evolution of DOM we examine one case of optionality in more 
detail. Laca (to appear, 25) discusses the optionality of DOM with human definite direct 
objects. She notes that only a third of all instances are preceded by the marker a (36% or 
13/36). 8 out of those 11 (we do not know where the two missing are) are cases of clitic 
doubling and / or preposing, as in (20) (her (56)). In contrast, most of the human definite 
objects without DOM are postverbal, as in (21) (her (57)): 
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(20)  Clitic doubling and topicalization in Old Spanish: (Laca (to appear)) 
 (a) Assi  las   escarniremos    alas  fijas    del   Campeador    (Cid, 2555) 
  so   them humiliate.FUT.1.PL A-the daughters of-the Battler  
   ‘So we shall humiliate the Battler's daughters’ 
 (b) A mis fijas    siruades      que vuestras mugieres son        (Cid, 2581) 
  A my daugthers serve.PRES.2.PL that your   wives    are 
   ‘Look after my daughters, for they are your wives’ 
 (c) A las  Sus  fijas    en braço las   prendia                   (Cid, 275) 
  A the  your daugthers in arm  them held.PAST.3.SG 
   ‘He gathered his daugthers in his arms’ 

(21)  Postverbal position of direct objects in Old Spanish (Laca (to appear)): 
 (a) Plega a  Dios &  a  Santa  Maria, que aun  con  mis manos case     estas 
   pray  to God  and to Virgin Mary  that even with my hands  marry.SUBJ these  
   mis fijas                                        (Cid, 282) 
    my daughters 
   ‘Pray to God and to Virgin Mary that I will marry my daughters with my own hands’ 
 (b) En  braços tenedes      mis fijas    tan blancas commo el sol (Cid, 2333) 
   in  hands  hold.PRES.2.PL  my daughters so  white   as     the sun 
   ‘You hold my daughters so white as the sun in your hands’ 
 (c) Escarniremos     las  fijas    del    Campeador             (Cid, 2551) 
  humiliate.FUT.1.PL the daughters of-the Battler 
   ‘We shall humiliate the Battler's daughters’ 
 
Laca (to appear, 25) summarizes her findings by stating that topicalisation together with clitic 
doubling favors, and the lack of clitic doubling disfavors DOM. Here she follows Melis 
(1995, 161) who summarizes her study of the marker a in the Cid with the thesis that 
topicalization is the driving factor for DOM.  

This observation is confirmed cross-linguistically. For example, DOM in Turkish is 
realized by a case suffix that is obligatory for specific direct objects in the immediate 
preverbal position. DOM is always obligatory when the direct object is preposed – 
independently of the referential category (see von Heusinger & Kornfilt (to appear)). Bossong 
(1985, 135) formulates a similar rule for Persian, where topicality of the direct object requires 
DOM.  

As already noted by Thomson (1912), Lazard (1984), Bossong (1985) and others, 
topicality is the third parameter governing DOM. We need a three-dimensional space for 
representing DOM in Old Spanish, as in (22): 
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(22) DOM in Old Spanish:  
 Crossclassification of Animacy Scale, Definiteness Scale, and Topicality 

+top Strong Pro > PN > Definite > Indefinite 
human + + + – 
animate + + + – 

inanimate Ø ± – – 
 

–top Strong Pro > PN > Definite > Indefinite 
human + + – – 
animate + + – – 

inanimate Ø ± – – 
 
Even though topicality is an independent parameter for determining DOM, it is not clear 
whether we really need a three-dimensional space for DOM in Old Spanish. Topicality seems 
to play a role only for definite NPs. Therefore, we conclude that it is sufficient to assume that 
±top divides the cell for +definite NPs into two cells, as in (23):8 We assume that topicality is 
a “facilitating” category for the extension of DOM into the definite NP-cell, since the 
extension starts with +top definite NPs, which is the situation observed on Old Spanish and 
described in (23). 
 
(23) DOM in Old Spanish:  
 Crossclassification of Animacy Scale and Definiteness Scale, Topicality for +definite 

Definite > Old Spanish Strong Pro > PN > 
+top –top 

Indefinite 

human + + + – – 
animate + + + – – 

inanimate Ø ± – – 
 
If we now try to describe the variance in the modern system, the architecture of the 
representation makes a difference. It seems that topicality does not play a role for the 
optionality of DOM for non-specific human direct objects. This means topicality is 
neutralized in the context of human direct objects (for animate and inanimate objects see 
below). An easy way to explain this change would be to assume that the contrast between 
+top and –top for definites was replaced by the contrast between +spec and –spec for 
indefinites. This would also mean that we can reduce the three-dimensional space to two 
dimensions, as in (14) above. We can now account for the evolution of DOM from Old 
Spanish to Modern Spanish, as in (24). The important point to note is that the transitional 
parameters, like topicality or specificity, only come into the play at the transition point. Those 
parameters do not influence other cells, above or below the transition cell. Once the transition 
progressed further, the additional parameter is neutralized and a new transition cell is reached. 
Again an additional parameter can ease the transition etc. However, it is unclear how we can 
account for the optionality of DOM for non-specific indefinite direct object. We can either 
say that this is just variability, or we can assume that there is an additional – yet unknown – 
feature that has the transitional function.  
 

                                                
8 In Aissen’s representation, we would always have to account for the whole three-dimensional space, even if it is obvious 

that not all cells are really needed. In our approach the specification of one feature can be restricted to one (or more) cells, 
but not necessarily to the whole space. This often seems to be the case for transitional cells. 
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(24) Evolution of DOM from Old Spanish to Modern Spanish for animate objects 

Strong Pro > PN > Definite 
+top 

Definite –
top 

Indefinite 

    transition point between ±top for  
definite direct objects 

Strong Pro > PN > Definite 
+top 

Definite –
top 

Indefinite 

   neutralization for ±top 
 

Strong Pro > PN > Definite  Indefinite 
 

   transition point between ±spec for  
indefinite direct objects 

Strong Pro > PN > Definite  Indefinite 
+spec 

Indefinite 
–spec 

   transition point between an unknow feature 
for non-specific indefintite direct objects    

Strong Pro > PN > Definite  Indefinite 
+spec 

Indef 
–spec 

Indef 
–spec 

    + ?? –?? 
 
To summarize our findings so far: DOM in Spanish has extended from marking animate 
pronouns and proper names to marking animate and specific NPs. It seems that at one 
intermediate step there was a clear distinction between topicalized definite and non-
topicalized definites. Once the evolution has affected the whole definite cell, topicality is 
neutralized. The next step of the evolution affects the indefinite cell. Here the additional 
feature ±specific allows for a smoother evolution of DOM. This observation has led us to 
conclude that the evolution of DOM is facilitated by intervening or “transitional” categories 
such as topicality and specificity. These categories are only active for the category to which 
DOM is developing: topicality for definite NPs, specificity for indefinite NPs. We can only 
speculate why we find such pairs: Topicality expresses a prominent contrast that (most often) 
affects definite NPs, while specificity expresses a contrast that (most) often affects indefinite 
NPs.  

4. Synchronic variance in American Spanish 
DOM developed from marking pronouns and proper nouns in Old Spanish to marking 
specific NPs in Modern Spanish. One question is whether DOM develops further – the 
optionality of the non-specific indefinite animate NPs seems to confirm such an evolution 
along the Definitenes Scale. The natural endpoint of such an evolution would be an obligatory 
case marker for animate direct objects. This, however, seems to be blocked in Spanish 
because of the homonym form of the indirect object, which is generally marked by a. We 
therefore conclude that the evolution of DOM in Spanish for animate direct object will not 
develop any further. However, the evolution of DOM along the Animacy Scale to inanimate 
direct objects seems possible and is confirmed by data from American Spanish, as presented 
in (5), repeated here as (25) – all these sentences are ungrammatical in Standard (European) 
Spanish. Inanimate direct objects can optionally be marked by DOM if they are definite and 
specific. 
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(25)  [– animate], [+ definite], [+ specific]: (cf. Kany 1951, 2, Laca (to appear), 8) 
 (a) Vio        a  las  sierras.      
  saw.PAST.3.SG A  the mountains 
 ‘(S)he saw the mountains’ 
 (b) Cosecharon      al   maíz.                     
  harvest. PAST.3.PL A-the corn 
  ‘They harvested the corn’ 
 (c) Una vez,  atravesando el  Pont Neuf,  vi         al   barquito en cuestión.  
  once    crossing    the Pont Neuf  see.PAST.1.SG A-the little-boat in question 
 ‘Once, when I was crossing the Pont Neuf, I saw the little boat in question' 
 
While we have described the evolution of DOM from Old Spanish to Modern Spanish as an 
extension along the Definiteness Scale, it seems that the synchronic variation affects rather 
the Animacy Scale, as illustrated in (26) and (27). 
 
(26) DOM in Modern Spanish:  
 Crossclassification of Animacy Scale and Definiteness Scale 

Modern Spanish Strong Pro > PN > Definite > + Spec > – Spec 
human + + + + ± 
animate + + + + – 

inanimate Ø ± – – – 
 
(27) DOM in American Spanish 
 Crossclassification of Animacy Scale and Definiteness Scale 

Definite > Indefinite American 
Spanish 

Strong 
Pro > 

PN > 
+ spec -spec +spec -spec 

human + + + + + ± 
animate + + + ± + ± 

inanimate Ø ± ± – – – 
 
These data raise at least three isssues: 
 

(i) Are these data reliable and do they show an evolution, or are they just simple 
variations? Can we observe more such cases? 

(ii) If the table in (27) is correct, we have to assume that specificity is independent of 
the Definiteness Scale. This contradicts the Definiteness Scale and our assumption 
that specificity is a facilitating category for indefinite NPs; 

(iii) If there is a synchronic variation or evolution, can we account for a parameter that 
facilitates this shift? 

 
In the discussion of the evolution of DOM from Old Spanish to Modern Spanish such 
facilitating parameters were topicality for the definite cell and specificity for the indefinite 
cell. For the synchronic variation, we have different options: definiteness for the +specific 
cell, topicality, clitic doubling, or specificity for the +definite cell. 

In order to answer question (i) we have to exclude that the use of DOM is not triggered by 
other factors. Laca (to appear, 8; ex. (14)-(15)) discusses some of them. The inanimate 
definite direct objects in (28) are not preceded by the marker a, following the restrictions in 
Standard Spanish (see (26)). However, in (29a-d) the marker a is optional, violating the 
restriction just mentioned, which are overwritten by other factors, such as the lexical nature of 
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the verb, as in (29a), a secondary predication of the object, as in (29b), the preverbal (or 
topicalized) position, as in (29c), or the clitic doubling in Latin-American varieties of 
Spanish, as in (29d). The last two parameters already have been mentioned as potentially 
facilitating parameters, but the first two are of a different nature and should be excluded from 
further investigation. 
 
(28) [– animate + definite], no DOM (Laca (to appear), 8) 
 (a) Cosechó        (*a)  la   cebada 
  harvest.PAST.3.SG     A  the barley 
   ‘He harvested the barley’ 
 (b) Fotografió          (?*a) los  árboles 
  photograph.PAST.3.SG     A the trees 
   ‘He took a picture of the trees’ 
 (c)  El   sol  iluminaba        (?*a) la   sacristía 
  the sun  illuminate.PAST.3.SG  A  the vestry 
   ‘The sun illuminated the vestry’ 
 (d)   Abandonaron    (*a)  los  barquitos  de  papel 
  abandon.PAST.3.PL     A  the little-boats of  paper 
   ‘They abandoned the little paper boats’  

(29)  [– animate + definite], but DOM (Laca (to appear), 8) 
 (a)  El   girasol    supera  ?(a)  la  cebada en rendimiento 
  the sunflower  surpass es    A  the barley  in  produce 
   ‘The sunflower surpasses the barley in the produce’ 
 (b) La  tormenta dejó          ?(a)  los  árboles sin   hojas 
  the strom    leave.PAST.3.SG    A   the trees   without leafs 
   ‘The storm left the trees without leaves’ 
 (c) A la sacristíai  lai  traspasaba      un  buen sablazo de sol  (Roegiest 1980:146) 
  the vestry   her pierce.PAST.3.SG a   good cut    of sun 
   ‘A good cut of sun pierced the vestry’ 
 (d) Losi  dejaban       abandonados ?(a) los  barquitos  de  papeli 
   them leave.PAST.3.PL  abandoned      A  the little-boats of  paper 
    ‘They abandoned the little paper boats’ 
 
Further factors that facilitate the use of DOM are discussed by Torrego Salcedo (1999) and 
García García (this volume). They include factors such as telicity, verbal meaning shift, and 
agentivity, all of which also trigger transitivity (see Hopper & Traugott 1980). 

Even if we can exclude a certain kind of variation, we are still not in a position to answer 
either of the three issues raised above. We rather present and discuss some results from a test 
corpus search in the next section that allows us to formulate a more accurate research program 
in order to investigate the synchronic variation of DOM in American Spanish.  
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5. Some Observation from a Test Corpus Search 
In order to test the hypothesis that DOM is developing to inanimate definite non-specific and 
to animate indefinite non-specific direct objects in Modern American Spanish, we have 
formulated two main questions and three minor ones. The main question A is whether we find 
DOM with inanimate definite specific direct objects in American Spanish. The main question 
B is whether this evolution also affects the animate indefinite non-specific cell, which in 
Standard Spanish rarely allows DOM: The prediction is that we find some examples for both 
cases. A minor question is whether there is a significant difference between DOM-marking of 
animate definite specific vs. non-specific direct objects. This is relevant to investigate whether 
specificity is a driving force or not. The literature discusses DOM-marking for animate 
definite non-specific direct objects controversially, generally it is assumed that such cases 
behave like the specific ones. A second minor question concerns the distribution between 
animate indefinite specific vs. non-specific direct objects. Here the assumption is that specific 
indefinites are obligatorily marked, while non-specific indefinites are optionally marked. The 
final minor question concerns the additional parameters involved in the DOM-marking.  
 
Questions and predictions with respect to DOM-marking: 
A: Do we find DOM with inanimate definite specific direct objects? 
 Prediction: yes, some for Modern American Spanish 
B: Do we find DOM with animate indefinite non-specific objects? 
 Prediction: yes, some for Modern American Spanish 
C: Is there a difference between DOM-marking of animate definite specific and animate 

definite non-specific direct objects? 
Prediction: controversial in the literature for Standard Spanish, it is generally assumed 
that there is no difference (cf. Leonetti 2003) 

D: How stable is the distribution of DOM between animate indefinite specific objects 
(obligatory) and animate indefinite non-specific objects (optional)? 
Prediction: stable for Standard Spanish 

E: What additional parameter may interfere or determine DOM? 
 
We have undertaken four test searches in very restricted corpora of different varieties of 
American Spanish. All corpora contain quite “informal” speech of speakers from four 
countries in South and Middle America: 
 
(i) Argentinian Spanish:  

We used a self-collected corpus of email messages sent to the editor of the Argentinian 
newspaper La Nación regarding a murder at a school in Buenos Aires.  

 (Letters to the Editor of La Nación by Email Communication, 30.9.2004-6.10.2004 
http://www.lanacion.com.ar/) 

(ii) Uruguayan Spanish: 
We used a self-collected corpus of short stories, written mostly for children and 
dealing with animals and hunting for anmials, from two Uruguayan writers, Horacio 
Quiroga (1878-1937) and Juan Carlos Onetti (1909-1994). 
(http://omega.ilce.edu.mx:3000/sites/fondo2000/vol2/30/htm/MCT_2.html) 

(iii) and (iv): Peruan Spanish and Mexican Spanish: 
we used informal interviews taken from the Macrocorpus de la norma linguistica 
culta de las principales ciudades del mundo hispánico from speakers in Lima and in 
Mexico City (Samper Padilla 1998).  
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We selected 10 common Spanish verbs that regularly take a direct object and that are not 
lexically determined whether or not they take the marker a: adorar ‘adore’, amar ‘to love’, 
buscar ‘to look for’, conocer ‘to know’, encontrar ‘to meet’, llevar ‘to take along’, mirar ‘to 
look at’, traer ‘to bring’, ver ‘to see’, visitar ‘to visit’. None of the corpus were tagged with 
any information we could have used for our search. Therefore we had to search by hand, 
which was even more complicated because we had to search for the different morphological 
shapes of the verbs (e.g. ver: veo, ves, ve, vemos, veis, ven; veía, veías; vi; visto; viendo etc.). 
All contexts in which the verb appeared were characterized according to the following 
paramaters: Is there a direct object in that context; and if so is it animate or inanimate? Since 
clitic doubling is assumed to be a DOM-trigger, we also checked for this; and finally we 
sorted the occurrences according to the use of DOM or not.  
 
(30) Parameters of categorization 
 a) direct object or not 
 b) animate or inanimate direct object 
 c) clitic doubling or not 
 d) object realized  
  (i) with a (= DOM) 
  (ii) without a (no DOM) 
  (iii) as cliticized pronoun 
 
We have then listed all the information in the following table (31), where we have 
distinguished between ± animate and then for each catogory between DOM, no DOM, object 
clitic, clitic doubling with DOM, and clitic doubling without DOM. We expected for the 
animate case direct objects with a, as well as without a since the category comprises definite 
and indefinite NPs that are specific or non-specific. For inanimate direct objects, the research 
hypothesis predicts some cases with a, reflecting the evolution of DOM in American Spanish. 
We also listed clitic pronominal objects, which appear quite often. Finally, we accounted for 
clitic doubling as well, since it is closely related to DOM. According to Bossong (1985) it is 
the verbal expression of DOM, while a is the nominal expression of it; others (Brugé & 
Brugger 1996) assume that the marker a depends on the occurence of clitic doubling. In von 
Heusinger & Kaiser (2003) we have summarized the different assumptions and we concluded 
that at least clitic doubling and (nominal) DOM depend on similar parameters, the main 
difference, however, is that clitic doubling is not sensitive to ±animate. This would predict 
that there exists DOM with clitic doubling in the animate case, while no DOM in the 
inanimate case, even with clitic doubling. If we find DOM with clitic doubling in the 
inanimate case, this would confirm the hypothesis of evolution in American Spanish. 
 
(31) Expected object marking for the contrast ±animate in American Spanish 

+animate  –animate 
clitic doubl. clitic doubl. 

verb fre- 
quen-

cy 
with a without 

a 
ob-
ject  
= 

clitic 

with 
a 

with-
out a 

with a with
out 
a 

ob-
ject 
=  
cl 

with a with
out  
a 

no 
di-
rect 
ob-
ject 

verb  yes yes yes yes no SOME yes yes SOME yes  

 
Given our assumption that both specificity and definiteness are relevant – and independent – 
factors for the use of DOM in Spanish, we further refined our search with respect to these 
factors for both animate and inanimate direct objects. For animate objects, we selected three 
verbs (conocer, encontrar and ver) and analyzed the direct object marking in a more detailed 
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manner by distinguishing between definiteness and specificity. We predict that both factors 
influence the non-canonical use of DOM and lead to some variation: 
 
(32) Expected object marking with +animate and ±definite objects in American Spanish 

+animate  
+definite 

fre- 
quen

cy +specific –specific 
– definite 

 cd cd cd 

verb 

 
 +a –a 

 
cl 

+a –a 
+a –a cl 

+a –a 
+a –a cl 

+a –a 

conocer                 
encontrar                 
ver                 

total  yes no yes yes no yes S
O
M
E 
?? 

yes yes S
O
M
E 

yes y 
e 
s 

no y 
e 
s 

y 
e 
s 

 
For inanimate objects, we looked for all ten verbs selected in our test search. What we would 
expect here is that DOM is used both with definite and indefinite objects, in particular, when 
they are doubled by a clitic pronoun. For inanimate definite direct objects we only expected 
DOM with specific objects, but not with non-specific ones. 
 
(33) Expected object marking with –animate and ±definite objects in American Spanish 

 –animate  
+definite 

+specific –specific 
–definite 

cd cd cd 

verb fre- 
quen

cy 
+a -a 

 
cl 

+a –a 
+a –a cl 

+a –a 
+a –a cl 

+a –a 

verb                 
total  S

O
M
E 

yes yes S
O
M
E 

yes no yes yes S
O
M
E 

yes S
O
M
E 

yes no S 
O
M 
E 

yes 

 
In the following four sections we will present our results and discuss them in detail. 
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5.1 Spanish in Argentinia 
The first table summerizes the results of the evaluation of the use of DOM for all direct 
objects used with the ten selected verbs in the Argentinian corpus:  
   
(34) Overall summary of contrast ±animate and DOM in Argentinian Spanish 

+animate  –animate 
clitic 

doubling 
clitic doubling 

verb fre- 
quen

cy 
with  

a 
with
out 
a 

object 
=  

clitic with 
a 

with-
out a 

with 
a 

with
out 
a 

object 
= 

clitic with 
a 

without 
a 

no  
direct 
object 

adorar 1            1    0 
amar 0                0 
buscar 8 1 2     4    1 
conocer 22    4 4   8 1   5 
encontrar  16  1 7    5 2   1 
llevar 12 1 2 3    5    1 
mirar 8 1 1     2    4 
traer 0       1    0 
ver 32 1 2     9 1   19 
visitar 1   1        0 

total 100 4 8 15 4 0 0 34 4 0 0 31 
 
We observe some variance with respect to the use of DOM with animate direct objects. We 
have exactly the same number of instances where DOM is used as where it is not used, 
namely eight. However, there are no instances of DOM with inanimate objects, which means 
that the main prediction A is not confirmed. 

The more detailed analysis for our three selected verbs shows that the omission of DOM 
for animate objects is restricted to indefinite objects: 
 
(35) Summary of DOM with +animate and ±definite objects in Argentinian Spanish 

+ animate  
+definite 

verb fre- 
quen

cy +specific –specific 
–definite 

  cd cd cd 

  
+a –a 

 
cl 

+a –a 
+a –a cl 

+a –a 
+a –a cl 

+a –a 

conocer 8   4 4            
encontrar 8   7         1    
ver 3 1           2    
total 19 1  11 4        3    
 
All three examples of the omission of DOM, one with encontrar and two with ver, are given 
under A-(1): 
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A-(1a) he           encontrado  personajes  atrayentes 
  have.PRES.1.SG met       persons    attractive 
   ‘I have met attractive people’ 
A-(1b) al   ver   una  persona  vestida  de negro  decimos    “mira  ese falopero” 
  when see.INF a    person   clothed  in black  say.PRES.1.PL  look this junky 
   ‘When seeing a person drawed in black we say look at this junky.’ 
A-(1c) al   ver   una  persona  con  cresta  decimos    “mira  a  ese  payaso” 
  when see.INF a    person   with comb  say.PRES.1.PL  look A  this  clown 
   ‘When seeing a person with a comb we say look at this clown.’ 
 
Note that in all three cases the direct object is non-specific. According to our predictions and 
to what has been generally observed, this is a context where DOM is not required in Spanish. 
Thus, the omission of DOM is due here to the non-specificity of the direct object. 

Interestingly, A-(1b) provides another instance for the absence of DOM. This is 
particularly interesting because the object (ese falopero) is not indefinite, but definite and 
animate. Therefore one should expect the use of DOM. Note that the very same person 
uttering A-(1b) also utters A-(1c) in the same context and in combination with the same verb 
(mirar). Here, however, s/he uses DOM before the direct animate object (ese payaso). The 
explanation for this difference we have is that falopero, which seems to be a fashion word in 
Argentina, may refer not only to somebody who is addicted to drugs but also to somebody 
who died because of drug abuse and who is collected by the Argentinian police in a black 
trash bag, a fact to which the characterization vestida de negro probably refers. Therefore the 
reason why a is ommitted in front of falopero could be that the speaker would like to refer to 
a (almost) dead drug addict. 

The remaining instances where DOM is omitted with animate objects in the Argentinian 
corpus provides evidence for other factors which determine the use of DOM with animate 
objects. For the verb buscar we find two cases: 
 
A-(2a) Estos pensamientos son una forma más  de buscar  supuestos  demonios  para 
  these reasonings   are a   form  more to search  supposed  demons   for 
   explicar problemas mucho más   complejos".  
  explain  problems  much  more  complex 
   ‘These reasonings are more a form of looking for supposed demons in order to 

explain much more complex problems’ 
A-(2b) acaso   todavía  no  hemos     aprendido  que mientras  pueda      buscar  
  perhaps still    not have.INF.1PL learned    that while    can.SUBJ.3.S search.INF 
   el  culpable en  otro  lado, ... nuestra  conciencia  de "gente  normal"  
  the guilty    on  other side    our    conscience as   people normal   
   estará      más  tranquila 
  be.FUT.3.SG  more quiet 
   ‘Perhaps we have not learned yet that, while you can search the guilty on the other 

side, our conscience as ‘normal people’ will be better’ 
 
In A-(2a) the object is both indefinite and non-specific, which causes, as already seen in A-
(1), the omission of DOM. In A-(2b), however, the object is definite, but it is also non-
specific: the speaker does not refer to a specific guilty person, but to a non-specific (or 
generic) person. Thus, the reason why a is not used here is that the object is marked [–
specific], which contradicts the general prediction in C. 
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Another factor involving variation with respect to the use of DOM is shown in A-(3), 
where a relative pronoun, being the object of the embedded clause, is used without a: 
 
A-(3)  Opina         que los  niños   que el   padre  llevó        a  Jordania  están  
  thinks.PRES.3.SG that the children that the father  take.PAST.3.SG  to Jordan   are  
   mejor  sin     su  madre. 
  better  without her mother   
   ‘S/he thinks that the children which the father took along to Jordan are better without 

her mother’ 
 
Here the omission of a is due to the fact that the relative pronom que is used instead of 
quiénes which would be the standard relative pronoun in this context and which would require 
the use of DOM. However, que, which is very frequent in colloquial speech, is normally used 
without any preposition, i.e. also without the DOM-marker a (Real Academia Española 1973: 
529). 

The remaining case where a is not used with an animate object is shown in A-(4): 
 
A-(4)  Mañana   cuando  lleve         sus  chiquitos a  la  escuela  preguntele  
  tomorrow  when   bring.PRES.3.SG  your children  to the school  ask.IMP-her  
   a  la  profesora que  hace ella en los   casos que le    detallé 
  to the   teacher   what does she in these cases that to-you spread.PAST.1.SG 
  ‘Tomorrow when you bring your children to school ask the teacher what she does in 

these cases I spread to you’ 
 
Here, the omission of a is quite suprising, since one would expect the possessive sus chiquitos 
to be human, definite and specific. However, it could be the case that the speaker intended to 
say that when the person brings whatever children s/he has to school s/he should ask the 
teacher.  

As far as animate objects used in clitic doubling constructions are concerned, all instances 
we find contain the DOM marker a. All instances are restricted to preverbal animate object 
NPs used with the verb conocer: 
 
A-(5a) a la  foristai            lai    conocemos    hace  mucho 
  A the  participant of the forum her.CL know.PRES.1.PL makes long 
   ‘We have known the participant of the forum for a long time’ 
A-(5b) a la  forista  Shakii,           lai    conocemos    de hace  mucho 
  A the  participant of the forum Shaki her.CL know.PRES.1.PL of makes longtime 
   ‘We have known the participant of the forum Shaki for a long time’ 
A-(5c) ... que a  la  tal       Shakii,  se  lai    conozca      “de hace  mucho” 
  ... that A the afore-said  Shaki   one her.CL know.SUBJ.3.SG   of makes long 
   ‘... that one has known the afore-said Shaki for a long time’ 
A-(5d)  Y   a  Zumbudrulei,  me      gustaría    conocerloi    a través de sus opiniones 
  and A Zumbudrule   to-me.CL would-like know-him.CL through   his  opinions 
   ‘I would like to know Zumbudrule by his opinions’ 
 
The results of our detailed analysis for the use of DOM with inanimate objects are given for 
all verbs in table (36): 
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(36) Summary of DOM with –animate and ±definite objects in Argentinian Spanish 
–animate  

+definite 
+specific –specific 

–definite 

cd cd cd 

verb fre- 
quen

cy 
+a –a 

 
cl 

+a –a 
+a –a cl 

+a –a 
+a –a cl 

+a –a 

adorar 1  1              
amar 0                
buscar 4  1          3    
conocer 9  7 1         1    
encontrar 7  2 2         3    
llevar 5  5              
mirar 2  2              
traer 0                
ver 10  7 1         2    
visitar 0                
total 38  25 4         9    
 
As already mentioned, there are no instances of DOM with inanimate objects in the whole 
Argentinia corpus. Most cases of inanimate objects are definite NPs or clitic pronouns, as 
examplified in A-(6): 
 
A-(6a)  No  conocen       la   legislación que  los   protege 
  not know.PRES.3.PL  the legislation that them protect  
   ‘They don’t know the legislation that protects them’ 
A-(6b) ... los   que  no  la     conocian 
   those that not her.CL know.PAST.3.PL  
   ‘...those who don’t know her’ 
 
Examples for the occurence of indefinite inanimate objects are given in A-(7): 
 
A-(7a)  ¿Alguien    conoce  alguna  dirección ...? 
    somebody  knows  some   address     
    ‘Does somebody know any address?’ 
A-(7b)  y  segun  parece ves      bastante tele 
  and as    seems see.2.SG  enough   television    
    ‘and as it seems you are watching TV quite often’ 
 
In sum, although we are dealing with very informal speech the Argentinia corpus does not 
provide any example for the main prediction A showing an extension of the use of DOM. 
However we saw an interesting case of the lack of DOM with a non-specific definite animate 
direct object. 
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5.2 Spanish in Uruguay  
Table (37) provides the results for the use of DOM in our corpus from Uruguayan Spanish: 
 
(37) Overall summary of contrast ±animate and DOM in Uruguayan Spanish 

+animate  –animate 
clitic doubl. clitic doubl. 

verb fre- 
quen-

cy 
with a with-

out a 
object 

= 
clitic 

with 
a 

with-
out a 

with 
a 

with-
out a 

object 
= 

clitic 
with 

a 
with
out 
a 

no 
direct 
object 

adorar 0            
amar 1       1     
buscar 15  3     4 3   5 
conocer 13 3      7    3 
encontrar  13 2  4    4 2   1 
llevar 22 1 1 1    13 2   4 
mirar 70 4  31 1  1 21 2   10 
traer 4   1    2 1    
ver 56 11 3 14 1   14 1   12 
visitar 1   1         
total 195 21 7 52 2  1 66 11   35 
 
As in the Argentinian corpus, we can observe here some variations with respect to the use of 
DOM. While the majority of animate objects are either clitic pronouns or nouns used with 
DOM, we have seven instances where DOM is not used with an animate object NP. 
Furthermore we find one case where a is used in combination with an inanimate object, which 
seems to confirm our main prediction A. 

As far as conocer, llevar and ver are concerned, it is only the verb ver which occurs with 
animate objects lacking the marker a: 
 
(38) Overall summary of DOM with +animate and ±definite objects in Uruguayan Spanish 

verb + animate  

+definite  

fre- 
quen
cy +specific –specific 

–definite 

  cd cd cd 
  

+a –a 
 

cl 
+a –a 

+a –a cl 
+a –a 

+a –a cl 
+a –a 

conocer 3 3               
encontrar 6 2  4             
ver 29 10 1 14 1       1 2    

total 38 15 1 18 1       1 2    

 
In two of these cases, the omission of DOM is apparently due to the indefiniteness and – 
disputably – due to their non-specificity. Since both objects are preceded by a numeral and 
determined by a following relative clause one would rather assume that they are specific. 
This,  however, depends on the final definition of specificity, which is not agreed upon in the 
literature. An additional factor that might inhibit a DOM-marking is the plural. 
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U-(1a) de lluvia me permitió  ver,   a  la  puerta misma de la  carpa, dos enormes 
   at rain  me allowed  see.INF at the door  same  of the tent   two enormous    
   víboras de cascabel que    se    pasaban y   repasaban  una por encima de la  otra, 
   rattlesnakes       which REFL went   and re-went    one for  over      of the other 
   ‘As it was raining, I could see from the same door of the tent two big rattlesnakes 

which were intertwining’ 
U-(1b) y   veo         tres   hombres que  vienen corriendo hacia   mí   
   and see.pres.1.SG  three men      who  come  running  against  me    
   ‘and I see three men running towards me’ 
 
The third case where a is omitted with a definite direct object of the verb ver is shown in 
U-(1c): 
 
U-(1c) Al    ver aquellos  tres  pichones con   su   pelusa gris,  ...  
   to-the  see these    three pigeons  with their fluff  gray  
   ‘upon seeing these three pigeons with their gray fluff, ...’ 
 
In our view, here, the non-use of DOM could be attributed to the fact that the object is not 
marked with the feature [+human], but with the feature [+animal] which sometimes could 
cause the omission of a. Note, however, that in all other cases where in the Uruguayan corpus 
an animal is used as direct definite object it is marked with a. See, for instances, the examples 
in U-(2): 
 
U-(2a) ¿Ustedes  creerán        que veía     al   tigre?   
     you    believe.FUT.3.PL that saw.1.SG A-the tiger    
   ‘Will you believe that I saw the tiger?’ 
U-(2b) En  la  oscuridad apenas alcanzaba     a  ver    al   ciervo 
    in   the darkness  hardly succeeded.1.SG to see.INF A-the stag 
  ‘In the darkness I could hardly see the stag’ 
 
As far as the omission of a with verbs other than conocer, encontrar and ver is concerned, we 
only find cases with indefinite and non-specific animate objects: 
 
U-(3a) y  subió       a  la  superficie a  buscar  otra presa...   
   and rise.PAST.3.SG to the surface   to search  other prey   
   ‘and s/he rose to the surface to look for another prey 
U-(3b) a  confundir    a  la  Gracia que buscaba   y   elegía  hombres y   actitudes  
   and confound.INF  A  the Gracia that searched  and chose  men     and activities 
   para  las  fotos, ... 
  for  the photographs 
  ‘and confounding Gracia who was searching and choosing men and activities for the 

photographs, ...’ 
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U-(3c) Al    invadir    una casa,  se   desparraman  por todas partes, como  
  to-the  invade.INF a   house  REFL disperse     for  all   sides  like 
   enloquecidas  de  hambre, buscando  a  la  carrera  un  ser   vivo  que 
  mads       of  hunger  searching  in the race    a   being  living  that  
   devorar. 
  devour  
  ‘When invading a house they disperse to all sides, mad with hunger, looking quickly 

for a living being to devour’ 
U-(3d) El  inglesito        llevaba      consigo     un  perro foxterrier que 
  the little-English-man take.PAST.3.SG  with-himself  a   dog   foxterrier  which 
   como  ustedes lo saben  bien, son grandes cazadores de ratas, zorros, comadrejas 
  as    you    it  know  well  are great   hunters  of rats  foxes  weasels 
  ‘The little English man took along with him a foxterrier which is, as you know well, 

a great hunter of rats, foxes and weasels’ 
 
We also find one case for the use of DOM with an indefinite animate object: 
 
U-(4)   Triste  cosa  es,  chiquillos,  ver    morir  boqueando a  un  animal   
   sad   thing is  kids      see.INF die.INF gasping   A  a   animal  
   ‘a sad thing, kids, is to see an animal dying gasping and dying’ 
 
This could be a clear case providing evidence for the evolution of the use of DOM extending 
to other categories. We are dealing here with a non-specific animate object for which 
Standard Spanish rarely allows DOM, and we would predict that the use of a should occur 
more frequently. 

Both clitic doubling constructions we find in our Uruguayan corpus contain object nouns 
which are, as expected, marked with DOM: 
 
U-(5a) y  acaso   alguna noche lo  haya         mirado   como  lai      
  and perhaps one   night  him have.SUBJ.3.SG looked-at as    her   
   miraba         a  ellai. 
  look-at.PAST.3.SG  A  her 
   ‘and maybe one night s/he would have looked at him as s/he looked at her’ 
U-(5b) ella mei veía        a  míi  perfectamente, 
   she me see.PAST.3.SG a  me perfectly  
  ‘She could me perfectly see me’ 
  
As far as inanimate objects are concerned the results are summerized in table (39): 
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(39) Overall summary of DOM with –animate and ±definite objects in Uruguayan Spanish 
–animate  

+definite 
+specific –specific 

–definite 

cd cd cd 

verb fre- 
quen

cy 
+a –a 

 
cl 

+a –a 
+a –a cl 

+a –a 
+a –a cl 

+a –a 

adorar 0                
amar 1            1    
buscar 7  1 3         3    
conocer 7  6          1    
encontrar 6  3 2         1    
llevar 15  9 2         4    
mirar 24 1 19 2         2    
traer 3  2 1             
ver 14  7 1         6    
visitar 0                
total 77 1 47 11         18    
 
The hypothesis was that in American Spanish inanimate objects may have DOM. We found 
one instance of this with the verbs mirar:  
 
U-(5a) Entonces se    mira   con  gran lentitud  a  los  pies  y   alrededor de    los 
   then     REFL looks  with great slowness A the feet  and around   PREP the 
   pies,  hasta que se    ve   al   animal 
  feet  until that REFL sees  A-the beast 
   ‘Then one looks very slowy at the feet and around the feet, until one sees the beast’ 
 
This single example of DOM with an inanimate direct object in our Uruguayan corpus is only 
an apparent example in favour of our prediction A according to which DOM is extending to 
inanimate definite specific direct objects in American Spanish. In our opinion, the use of a in 
front of the object los pies is due to the fact that the object is followed by a prepositional 
phrase alredor de los pies (‘around the feet’). This triggers the use of a, intending the 
meaning of ‘looking to the feet’ rather than ‘looking at the feet’.  
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5.3 Spanish in Peru 
Table (40) shows the results of the evaluation of our corpus from Peruan Spanish: 
 
(40) Overall summary of of contrast ±animate and DOM in Peruan Spanish 

+ animate  – animate 
clitic doubl. clitic doubl. 

verb fre- 
quen-

cy 
with a with-

out a 
object 

= 
clitic 

with 
a 

with-
out a 

with a with-
out a 

object 
= 

clitic 
with 

a 
with
out 
a 

no 
direct 
object 

adorar 0            
amar 0            
buscar 14 1 2 3 1   6    1 
conocer 107 14 1 13 1   58 4  2 14 
encontrar  47 1 3 17   2 14   1 9 
llevar 54 2 2 11 1   24 3   11 
mirar 33       2    31 
traer 8   1    6 1    
ver 122 1 2 9    59 7   44 
visitar 17 2 2 3 1   7 1   1 

total 402 21 12 57 4  2 176 16  3 111 
 
In this search we found, again, some variation with respect to the use of DOM both with 
animate objects and inanimate objects.  While there are 12 instances where DOM is not used 
with animate objects, we find 2 instances for the use of DOM with inanimate objects.  

As far as our three selected verbs are concerned, all these instances of animate objects, 
except one, are with indefinite ones. This is shown in table (41): 
 
(41) Overall summary of DOM with +animate and ±definite objects in Peruan Spanish 

+animate  
+definite 

verb fre- 
quen

cy +specific –specific 
–definite 

  cd cd cd 

  
+a –a 

 
cl 

+a –a 
+a –a cl 

+a –a 
+a –a cl 

+a –a 

conocer 29 6 1 13 1       7 1    
encontrar 21   17        1 3    
ver 12 1  9         2    
total 62 7 1 39 1       8 6    
 
All six instances of indefinite objects without DOM are given in P-(1). Note that only in 
P-(1a) the non-specificity of the object is disputable, while in all other cases the objects are 
clearly non-specific, which still seems to trigger, as we have seen, the absence of DOM. The 
partitive construction in P-(1a) suggests a specific reading. However, it might also be possible 
that one or another of your friends had said this. 
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P-(1a) He          conocido un  amigo  de usted,que  dice  que quiere      verla  
  have.PRES.1.SG known   a   friend of you   who says  that will.PRES.3.SG see-her 
   de todas maneras 
   of all   manners 
   ‘I have known a friend of you who says that he will see her in any case’ 
P-(1b) Y  además    N.N. por ahí  ha          estado encontrando    
   and furthermore N.N  for  there have.PRES.3.SG been  meeting         
   antecedentes judíos 
  ancestors    Jewish 
   ‘and furthermore N.N. has met there Jewish ancestors’ 
P-(1c) casi    a  todos los  sitios  donde iba        encontraba    personas con  
  almost to all   the places where go.PAST.3.SG meet.PAST.3.SG persons  which 
   las  cuales cambiar     ideas sobre  temas   comunes   
  the ones  exchange.INF ideas about  subjects commun  
   ‘almost anywhere s/he went, s/he met persons which whom s/he could exchange 

ideas about commun subjects’ 
P-(1d) me    impresionó      mucho es encontrar unos  alemanes muy  diferentes 
  to-me  impress.PAST.3.SG much  is meet.INF  some  Germans  very different 
   del    estereotipo del    alemán  ...    
   of-the  stereotype of-the German ... 
   ‘what impressed me was to meet some Germans who were very different from the 

stereotypical Germans’ 
P-(1e) En  el   invierno... poca gente  se  ve   en las  calles   
   in  the winter    few  people one sees  in the streets    
   ‘in winter one sees few people in the streets’ 
P-(1f) ... que yo haya         visto  alguno    de  gente... lisiada  
   that I  have.SUBJ.1.SG seen somebody  of  people  fragile    
   ‘... that I have seen somebody of the fragile people’ 
 
However, what is particularly interesting in our little detailed research on conocer, encontrar 
and ver is that there is a number of indefinite animate objects used with DOM which exceeds 
the number of indefinite animate object without DOM. We found seven examples with 
conocer and one with buscar: 
 
P-(2a) Mi  tía,   bueno, que  era la  mayor,  que  tú  sabes, sobreviviente,  conocía  
  my aunt  well   who  was the oldest what you know  survivor      knew 
   a  todos. 
   A all 
   ‘My aunt, well, who was, as you know, the oldest survivor knew everybody’ 
P-(2b) porque  ahí  u... u... uno conocía        a  todos  
  because there      one know.PAST.3.SG  A  all     
   ‘because there everybody knew each other’ 
P-(2c) en el  colegio  no  conocí         a  ninguno  ... 
  in the  school  NEG know.PAST.1.SG  A  nobody    
   ‘in the school I didn’t know anybody ...’ 
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P-(2d) hasta ahora  no  encuentro     a  nadie   que le     haya         convencido  
  until now   NEG meet.PRES.1.SG A  nobody that to-him  have.SUBJ.3.SG convinced 
  esa obra. 
  this work 
   ‘until now I have met nobody whom this work would have convinced’ 
P-(2e) conversé     con   gente,  acá   conocí         a  un  judío, N.N. 
  talk.PAST.1.SG with people there know.PAST.1.SG  A a   Jew   N.N.  
   ‘I talked with some people, there I knew a Jew, N.N.’ 
P-(2f) ... tuve         oportunidad de conocer a  muchos sacerdotes y ... 
   have.PAST.1.SG opportunity  to know   A  many   priests    and   
   ‘I had the opportunity of knowing many priests and ...’ 
P-(2g) conocí        también a  un  hijo  de N.N. 
  know.PAST.1.SG also    A  a   son  of N.N.   
   ‘I also knew a son of N.N.’ 
P-(2h) Y  en Alemania conocí         a  otro   judío  también 
  and in Germany know.PAST.1.SG  A  other  Jew   also  
   ‘and in Germany I also I knew anoter Jew’ 
 
Note that examples P-(2a) – P-(2d) are instances where the indefinite object, being a pronoun, 
is standardly marked with DOM. In P-(2e), DOM would be possible in Standard Spanish 
since it is a specific object. However, in P-(2f) – P-(2h) we have non-specific objects marked 
with DOM. This could indicate that DOM is developing further in American Spanish as 
formulated in prediction B. 

The only instance where a definite object is never marked by DOM is in relative clauses 
where the object is the relative pronoun que:  
 
P-(3)  Los   que  conocí        eran  parientes...   
    those  who know.PAST.1SG were relatives    
   ‘those who I knew were relatives’ 
 
As already mentioned, que is almost never used in Spanish with a nor with other prepositions. 
What is interesting, however, is that the very same speaker who utters P-(3) also uses quién as 
relative pronoun. In this case s/he always marks it with DOM, as examplified in P-(4): 
 
P-(4a)  ... con   N.N.,  a  quien  yo  apenas  conocía,   
     with  N.N.  A  whom I   hardly  know.PAST.1SG     
   ‘... with N.N. whom I hardly knew’ 
P-(4b) ... un muchacho ... y,  ¿no?, a  quien  yo  no   conocía,...  
     a  boy       and no  A  whom I   NEG  know.PAST.1SG     
   ‘...a boy whom I didn’t know’ 
 
There is also one case of clitic doubling with an animate object. It is, as expected, used with 
a: 
 
P-(5)  A este chicoi loi  conocí     ahí,   en la  Acción  Católica   
    A this boy   him knew.1SG  there in the Acción  Católica    
   ‘I knew this boy there in the Acción Católica’ 
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The results of our research concerning inanimate objects in the Peruan corpus are summerized 
in table (42): 
 
(42) Overall summary of DOM with –animate and ±definite and ±specific (Peru) 

–animate  
+definite 

verb fre- 
quen

cy +specific –specific 
–definite 

  cd cd cd 

  
+a –a 

 
cl 

+a –a 
+a –a cl 

+a –a 
+a –a cl 

+a –a 

adorar 0                
amar 0                
buscar 6  2          4    
conocer 64  48 4  2       10    
encontrar 17 2 5   1       9    
llevar 27  10 3         14    
mirar 2  2              
traer 7  4 1         2    
ver 66  38 7         21    
visitar 8  2 1         5    
total 197 2 111 16  3       65    
 
What is remarkable here is that in two cases a definite inanimate object is marked with a:  
 
P-(6a) a cambio  de lo  cual  ir  en la  catedral  el  domingo  a  misa es encontrar 
   in  contrast to the that  go in the cathedral the sunday   to mess is meet 
   al   conjunto más  grande que  yo  haya    visto,  alguno de gente  lisiada,   
   A-the union    more big    than  I   have.SUBJ seen  some  of people fragile 
   paralítica,    manca,    ciega 
   handicapped one-armed blind 
   ‘instead of going in the cathedral on sunday to the mess it is meeting the union that  

is bigger than I have seen, some fragile, handicapped, one-armed, blind people, ’ 
P-(6b) ¿Y   qué  impresión  ha   tenido ahora  al encontrar  a  España tan cambiada 
    and  what impression have had   now   to meet     A  Spain   so  changed 
   incluso   políticamente? 
   including politically 
  ‘and what impression do you have now when you encounter a so much changed 

Spain, including politically?’ 
 
While P-(6a), where the use of a is due to the fact the speaker refers with conjunto to a group 
of human beings, cannot be considered as good instance of an evolution of the DOM-marker 
in American Spanish, this is not the case of P-(6b). Here the speaker refers to a country 
(Spain), which is specified by additional properties. Thus, the use of DOM is due to the fact 
that the object is marked with the feature [+specific]. Note that the very same speaker also 
uses Spain without DOM, but only when he refers to it in general, i.e. when it is non-specific: 
 
P-(7)  Íbamos      conociendo  España 
   go.PAST.1.PL  knowing    Spain    
  ‘we went to get to know Spain’ 
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The Peruan corpus also contains three cases of clitic doubling constructions with inanimate 
objects. But in constrast to what we would expect, there are no cases of clitic doubling 
triggering the use of DOM, as shown in P-(8): 
 
P-(8a) ... sitios  donde  la   religióni  lai  conocen        muy  bien 
     places where the religion   her know.PRES.3.PL very well 
   ‘... places where they know the religion very well’ 
P-(8b) Por supuesto,  Estados Unidosi  loi  conozco        totalmente  casi,   ¿no? 
   of course    States  United  him know.PRES.1.SG completely almost  no 
   ‘Of course I know the United States almost completely, don’t I?’ 
P-(8c) porque  educación iniciali loi  habían        encontrado muy bien  organizado 
   because education  primary her have.PAST.3.PL met      very well  organized 
   ‘Because they have found a very well organized primary education’ 
 
The only thing which is remarkable here is that in P-(8b) and P-(8c) the clitic does not agree 
in number or gender with the doubled object, which is, however, not uncommon in American 
Spanish. 
 
5.4 Spanish in Mexico  
The results of the evaluation of our corpus from Mexican Spanish are shown in table (43): 
 
(43) Overall summary of of contrast ±animate and DOM in Mexican Spanish 

+animate  –animate 
clitic doubl. clitic doubl. 

verb fre- 
quen

cy 
with a with-

out a 
object 
= clitic with 

a 
with-
out a 

with 
a 

with-
out a 

ob-
ject 
=  
cl 

with a with-
out a 

no  
direct 
object 

adorar 3  1 1        1 
amar 2           2 
buscar 21 1 2 3    11    4 
conocer 71 5 4 11  1 1 29 8   12 
encontrar  33 3 5 5    11    9 
llevar 94 6 2 31    45 3   7 
mirar 44        2   44 
traer 17  1 1    12   1 2 
ver 216 13 9 21 3  2 55 11  1 101 
visitar 4 2      1    1 

total 505 30 24 73 3 1 3 164 22  2 183 
 
In this corpus we find a relatively high number of instances of animate objects used without 
DOM. With inanimate objects there are three instances of DOM. 

Most instances of the omission of DOM with animate objects can be observed in 
constructions with the three verbs we selected for our more detailed analysis. The results of 
this analysis are presented in table (44): 
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(44) Overall summary of DOM with +animate and ±definite and ±specific 
+animate  

+definite 
+specific –specific 

–definite 

cd cd cd 

verb fre- 
quen

cy 
+a –a 

 
cl 

+a –a 
+a –a cl 

+a –a 
+a –a cl 

+a –a 

conocer 21 5 3 11       1  1    
encontrar 13 2 1 5        1 4    
ver 46 11 2 21 1   1  1  2 6  1  
total 73 18 6 37 1  2 1  1 1 3 11    
 
In total, there are 19 instances where DOM is omitted in constructions with conocer, 
encontrar and ver. Most of them are instances where the object is indefinite and non-specific. 
Some examples are given in M-(1): 
 
M-(1a) porque  como es un hotel,  ve      uno gente  de diferentes  clases .... 
  because  as   is a  hotel  see.3.SG one people  of different   classes  
   ‘because, as it is a hotel, one sees people of different classes ...’ 
M-(1b) Muchas veces  ve      uno  artistas, cantida d  de artistas ... 
   many   times  see.3.SG one  artists  quantity  of artists 
   ‘Often, one sees artists, many artists ...’ 
M-(1c) y  era  para  más  emoción  para  los  niños     ver   un  bebito 
   and was for   more emotion  for   the children see.INF  a   little-baby 
   ‘and children were moved when they saw a little baby’ 
 
There can also be found omission of DOM with definite objects, such as el muchacho que 
tiene conflictos con la autoridad in M-(2a). This is another instance of a non-specific definite 
direct object, comparable to the el culpable in A-(2b) above (even though it has a long 
relative clause). However, in the very similar M-(2b) the non-specific definite direct object is 
marked with DOM. 
 
M-(2a) nosotros encontramos con   frecuencia el  muchacho  que  tiene conflictos   
  we    meet      with  frequency  the boy       who  has  conflicts   
   con   la  autoridad 
   with  the authority 
   ‘we frequently meet the boy who has conflicts with the authority’ 
M-(2b)  para  conocer   a  la   persona  que Dios le   destinaba... 
  to   meet.INF  A  the  person    that God  him destine.PAST.3.SG 
   ‘… to know the person God destines to him…’ 
 
Again, we find several instances of the non-use of DOM with an animate definite object when 
it is used as que introducing a relative clause: 
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M-(3a) de irme   con   esta señori... señora,  que  no   conocía       yo. 
  to go-refl with this ma-    madam  who  NEG  know.PAST.1.SG  I 
   ‘to go with this madam whom I didn’t know’ 
M-(3b) ... que son  los   que  había        conocido en la   preparatoria 
   ... who are these who  have.PAST.1.SG known   in the high school 
   ‘who are these whom I have met at high school’ 
M-(3c) Maestro que  yo conocía a través de mi  hermano ... 
   master  who  I  knew   through   my brother 
   ‘(the) master whom I knew through my brother’ 
 
There are three instances of DOM with indefinite objects. The direct object in M-(4a) is 
indefinite and probably non-specific, although this is disputable. Otras gentes in M-(4b), 
however, is clearly non-specific, confirming prediction B, while DOM is triggered by the 
indefinite pronoun nadie in M-(4c).  
 
M-(4a) Encontré      a  muchos compañeros   que   iban  un  año   adelantados, ... 
  meet.PAST.1.SG A  many   fellow students who  went one year  in advance   
   ‘I met many fellow students who were one year in advance’ 
M-(4b) ... o  me  iba        a  un  deporte a  ver  a  otras  gentes, 
   ... or REF go.PAST.1.SG to a   sport   to see A other people 
   ‘or I went to a match in order to see other people’ 
M-(4c) Pero  yo ya  no  veo  a  nadie 
   but  I  yet NEG see A nobody 
   ‘but I don’t see anybody yet’ 
 
The Mexican corpus contains also three cases of clitic doubling constructions with animate 
objects, two of them in combination with the verb ver and with DOM:  
 
M-(5a) Ella estaba angustiada y   yo no  hacía nada   más  que...  más  que  estar 
   she was   anxious   and I  NEG made nothing more than   more than  be.INF 
  con  la  pena   de verlai     a  ellai  tan mortificada 
  with  the worry to to see-her  A her  so  humiliated 
   ‘She was anxious and I did nothing more than worrying to see her so humiliated’ 
M-(5b) y   no  el   señor  sentado en el   salón  y   viéndoloi   a  unoi      en  el  
   and NEGthe mister sitting  in the  saloon and seeing-him a  somebody in  the 
   escenario ... 
   stage 
   ‘and no, the gentleman sitting in the saloon and seeing somebody on the stage ...’ 
 
In both cases, the object is a pronoun, which regularily receives DOM marking, even when it 
is, as in M-(5b), an indefinite non-specific object. 

What is more remarkable is the third clitic doubling construction with animate objects 
found in our Mexican corpus, since the (preposed) object is used without DOM: 
 
M-(5c) Ni    los  mexicanosi  loi   conocíamos... 
   neither the Mexicans   them know.PAST.1.PL...  
   ‘we didn’t even know the Mexicans’ 
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Note that los mexicanos is non-specific, since it refers to the Mexcians in general, so what is 
is indeed expected is the absence of a.  

Table (45) finally resumes the results of the evaluations of the use of DOM with inanimate 
objects in the Mexican corpus: 
 
(45) Overall summary of DOM with –animate and ±definite and ±specific (Mexico) 

–animate  
+definite 

+specific –specific 
–definite 

cd cd cd 

verb fre- 
quen

cy 
+a –a 

 
cl 

+a –a 
+a –a cl 

+a –a 
+a –a cl 

+a –a 

adorar 0                
amar 0                
buscar 11  6          5    
conocer 38 1 23 8         6    
encontrar 11  4 1         6    
llevar 48  28 3         17    
mirar 0                
traer 13  7   1       5    
ver 69 2 35 11    1   1  19    
visitar 1  1              
total 191 3 104 23  1  1   1  58    
 
In total, we find three instances for the use of DOM with inanimate objects. But in all cases 
the use of DOM can be explained by the fact that the inanimate object is characterized by a 
meaning shift which implies an animate reading of it. The first cases is provided in M-(6a): 
 
M-(6a) con   la   señora M., la  que me llevaba,        digamos,    a  conocer  
  with  the  Mrs.   M,  the that me induce.PAST.3.SG, say.pres.1.sg to know  
   a  sus  amistades... 
  A her friendships 
   ‘with Mrs. M who induced me, well, to get to know her friends’ 
 
In this case DOM is certainly triggered by the meaning shift from the plural reading of 
amistades (‘friendship’) (abstract) to particular persons or friends. 

Both other cases of the use of DOM with a inanimate object are found in the same context 
in the following text passage: 
 
M-(6b) En aquella época en que nacían mis hijas, no se acostumbraba que nacieran en... en el 

sanatorio, sino en la casa, fíjate. Y estaba el Sagrado Corazón, y abajo... una estatua 
de Beethoven; y yo muriéndome con la niña que venía, y viendo a Beethoven. 
Cuando veo a Beethoven digo: "¡Ay! Aborrezco a Beethoven"... 

   ‘in the time when my children were born, normally they weren’t born in the hospital, 
but at home, just imagine. And I was in ‘Sagrado Corazón’, and under a statue of 
Beethoven; and when I was dying with my daughter who arrived and looking at 
Beethoven. Whenever I see Beethoven I say: Oh, I hate Beethoven.’    
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Here we are dealing with the meaning shift between the statue of Beethoven and the person. 
Thus, we conclude that it is not a good case of DOM with a inanimate definite direct object. 
Additionally it is a proper name and we have seen that proper names get DOM more easily 
than lexical NPs. 
 
5.5 Evaluation of the test searches 
The test search in the four corpora produced some interesting results, gave us new insights 
and  triggered new questions. One of our leading hypothesis to test was whether the American 
varieties would use DOM with inanimate direct objects and with animate non-specific 
indefinites. For both cases, Standard Spanish prohibits or rarely allows DOM. Relating to 
these two main questions we had formulated another three minor questions. In the following 
we give some preliminary results and comments to our questions and predictions discussed in 
the beginning of this chapter: 
 
A: Do we find DOM with inanimate definite direct specific objects? 
 Against our prediction we found only very few instances of DOM with inanimate 

objects and moreover, most of those instances could be explained by independent 
parameters, such as animacy or meaning shifts. 

B: Do we find DOM with animate indefinite non-specific objects? 
 We found some instances of DOM with non-specific indefinites. This might show 

some evolution of DOM in American Spanish, even though not fully anticipated. We 
had assumed above that this extension is unlikely to happen, since it would lead to a 
neutralization for the animate direct objects along the definiteness scale. 

C: Is there a difference between DOM-marking of animate definite specific and animate 
definite non-specific direct objects? 

 Surprisingly we could observe that there is a clear difference between these cases – not 
always, but still statistically relevant. It is, however, unclear whether this is a feature 
of American Spanish or of Standard Spanish as well.  

D: How stable is the distribution of DOM between animate indefinite specific  objects 
(obligatory) and animate indefinite non-specific objects (optional)? 

 As already indicated in B, there is no such stability in American Spanish. The question 
is whether this is only the case for the American variety or for Standard Spanish as 
well. 

E: What additional parameter may interfer or determine DOM? 
 Besides several other parameters mentioned above, we have seen that plural is an 

inhibiting factor for DOM. Furthermore, we could see an interesting interaction 
between agreement and DOM. The relative pronoun que does not allow for DOM, 
while quién(es) does.  

 
The second issue concerns the relationship between clitic doubling and (nominal) DOM. The 
general observation is that clitic doubling always triggers DOM for animate objects, while it 
does not trigger DOM for inanimate objects. However, if DOM develops into the inanimate 
domain, we would also expect some cases of clitic doubling together with DOM. 
Unfortunately, we have only very few instances of clitic doubling both with animate and 
inanimate objects. While in the animate case, one object is used without DOM – which is due 
to its non-specificity –, there is no single case where DOM is used with an inanimate object in 
a clitic doubling construction – so the results are not conclusive at all. This encourages further 
investigation.  
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6. Summary 
We have discussed the different parameters that determine DOM: the Animacy Scale, the 
Definiteness Scale, and topicality. Spanish is sensitive to all of these parameters, but in a 
different way: While the overall picture is shaped according to the Animacy Scale and the 
Definiteness Scale (only animate specific objects receive DOM), topicality plays a different 
role. In the evolution from Old Spanish to Modern Spanish, topicality was a “facilitating” 
category that eased the extension of DOM by dividing the definite cell into cells, one of 
which was the start for DOM. For the further evolution into the indefinite domain, the 
facilitating category specificity became active or relevant. While the extension of DOM along 
the Definiteness Scale came to a final point for Standard Spanish, American Spanish extends 
DOM along this scale to the non-specific indefinite cell, thus neutralizing the functional load 
of DOM for animate direct object. A second assumption was that American Spanish also 
extends DOM along the Animate Scale: it would allow for DOM with definite specific 
inanimate objects. In our quite restricted corpus search we have found no good occurrences of 
such cases. However, we found a higher variability in animate cases between definite specific 
and definite non-specific. Our test searches made clear that additional investigations are 
necessary that should combine corpus searches with grammaticality judgements of native 
speakers. Such an investigation will help us to understand the nature of DOM and its 
evolution in Spanish, but also the interaction between the different parameters determining 
DOM in general. 
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Ever since "specificity" has been stated to be a linguistically relevant category, there has been 
a great deal of research on those grammatical features that could be regarded as expressions, 
or at least as symptoms of the specificity-non-specificity-opposition. One of the features that 
have been acknowledged to be related to specificity is the position of the adnominal adjective 
modifier in the Romance languages, and particularly in Spanish. Several authors have shown 
that adjective position is sensitive to the specific or non-specific reading of the noun-phrase in 
which it is contained (cf. Picallo 1994; Bosque 1996, 2001; Demonte 1999; Leonetti 1999), as 
shown in example (1)1  
 

(1) (a) las cinco muchachas habían conocido a un famoso actor  (+ specific)  
  (b) las cinco muchachas habían conocido a un actor famoso  (± specific) 
 

It can be observed that NPs with prenominal adjectives normally have +specific reading (1a), 
while NPs with an adjective in postnominal position can either have a specific or a non-spe-
cific reading (1b). As the postnominal position appears with both readings, we could say that 
the adjective position is sensitive to the specificity opposition, yet not as an exclusively one-
to-one relationship with each position pattern belonging to one of the two readings. As shown 
in (2) the postnominal adjective can also easily occur in +specific contexts: 
 

(2)  las cinco muchachas habían conocido a un actor famosísimo  (+ specific)  
 

This configuration is found to occur particularly with elatives. In fact, we find elative adject-
ives in both positions; and in both positions they require a +specific reading.2  
Therefore, the most important observation at this point is that the prenominal adjective posi-
tion seems to be reserved for reference terms with a +specific reading. This view is also main-
tained in the papers cited above. At first glance, it seems possible to find counterexamples to 
this principle: 
 

                                                
1  The example is taken from Bosque (2001:19), but the order a/b is inverted. 
 I am indebted to Gustav Vella for the revision and the discussion of the present paper. 
2  Based on the fact that both elative use and prenominal position of the adjective seem to trigger a +specific reading, 

Bosque (1996, 2001) tries to explain the semantic effects of the prenominal adjective via the features of the elative adjecti-
ves. 
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(3) ?  Una sociedad con amplios recursos como la Telefónica sería capaz de salvar esta 
empresa  

(4) ?  un coche puede producir enormes gastos 
(5)  que cada uno se ocupe de sus propios asuntos 
(6)  para llegar a ser fiscal no se puede estar casado con una presunta terrorista 
(7)  la supresión de la ayuda supondría una verdadera catástrofe 
(8)  Preferiría dormir en una cómoda cama en vez de morirme de frío en esta 

colchoneta 
 

Yet, at least for some of these examples, one could question either the non-specific reading, 
their acceptability or their well-formedness as expressions of the Spanish language3. We will 
return to this question further on. 
For the moment, we could say that the prenominal adjective position nearly excludes a +spe-
cific reading of the NP (or rather inversely: a +specific context nearly excludes prenominal 
adjective position), while the postnominal adjective can appear in non-specific contexts as 
well as in specific contexts. Thus, what has to be explained, is in the first place the basis of 
this correlation, and in a second step the reasons for this asymmetry. 
Based on the fact that there is no one to one relation between the grammatical feature of ad-
jective position and the specific/non-specific opposition, and that we identified a rather weak 
correlation, we could argue, in a line with Leonetti (1999) that adjective position is not 
triggered directly by the specificity of the referent, but by factors that are indirectly related to 
specificity. In the following I would like to argue that adjective position depends on questions 
of relevance and of information structure, and that it is via these functional levels that it is 
related to specificity. 

Picallo (1994) and Bosque (1996, 2001) have given an explanation based on purely 
syntactic arguments, within a minimalist framework.4  

Leonetti (1999) follows a line of argumentation which has greater emphasis on semantics: 
his argument is based on the distinction between restrictive and non restrictive modifiers. 
Since the well-known, classical description of adjective position given by Andrés Bello (§ 
47), it is generally accepted in traditional Spanish grammar that the postnominal adjective in 
Spanish has a restrictive function, as can be seen in (9):  
 

(9) (a) lo levantó con su brazo fuerte  
  (b) lo levantó con su fuerte brazo 
 

In (9a), the adjective "fuerte" is used to distinguish the strong arm from the weaker one, i.e., it 
is used to single out the referent by distinguishing it from other potential referents of the head 
noun lexeme. In (9b), the adjective is not used for distinction. In fact, it is not used for refe-
rential purposes at all but rather for giving additional information about a referent already suf-
ficiently defined: "he raised it with his arm, as the arm was so strong" or even "he raised it 
and it could be observed how strong the arm was". 

The same holds for (10), which is an example in the plural:  

                                                
3  In (3), importantes recursos seems to refer pragmatically to the very specific resources of la Telefónica, even if, syntacti-

cally, it is related to una sociedad, which is clearly non-specific. In (4), some speakers might prefer to say gastos enormes. 
For the other examples, see the interpretations given below. 

4  Roughly speaking, prenominal attributive adjectives can be considered as the result of an overt movement of the adjective 
out of an adjectival clause to a specifier of a degree projection DegP. From this position, the adjective moves covertly to a 
position within a functional projection above the DP, preventing so the binding of the indefinite D° by a higher operator. 
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(10) (a)  que se ayude a los niños hambrientos ("those who are hungry")  
  (b) que se ayude a los hambrientos niños ("as they are hungry") 
 

In (10a), the speaker refers to a subset singled out by the adjective hambrientos. Not all of the 
children, but only those that are hungry are to be helped. The NP refers to the subset of the set 
described by the head noun. In (10b), the speaker specifies all the children in the referential 
domain. He or she asks to care for the children, and – in addition – he/she states that these 
children are hungry. We could even say that he or she states this in order to justify his/her 
request, to give a reason for it. This latter function of the adnominal modifier (adjectives as 
well as relative clauses and other NP modifiers) has been termed "explicative" in traditional 
grammar. Before trying to give a more exact analysis of what this could mean, we can make 
note that the non-restrictive modifier is hardly compatible with a non-specific reading of the 
NP (or better: with a non-specific context): it seems clear that non-restrictive modifiers 
require a ready-made referent to which they are applied, as Leonetti (1999) puts it: 

"entre los modificadores, indican especifidad los explicativos, en general, debido a que inciden so-
bre sintagmas capaces de establecer su referencia por sí mismos y ligados a interpretaciones fuer-
tes. Las relativas explicativas son normalmente incompatibles con antecedentes inespecíficos (...) 
Las expresiones referenciales admiten modificadores explicativos con mayor facilidad que las no 
referenciales" (Leonetti 1999:867)5 

In order to explain the apparent incompatibility between prenominal adjective position and 
non-specificity, we have to look more closely at the function of the adjective in prenominal 
position. The term explicative is not a very analytic one, it could even be alleged that it is just 
a cover-term for the great variety of functions that have been observed to be fulfilled by the 
prenominal adjective in Spanish and in the other Romance languages. In order to give an idea 
of this variety, here are some examples taken from different newspapers (cf. Jacob 1999): 
 

(11)  en el citado debate televisivo se exponía una mínima parte de la opinión general 
(12)  aún liberado de la cartera más pesada, el todavía diputado socialista no ha 

dejado de vivir sin sobresaltos 
(13)  Que una mujer que había demostrado durante más de una hora su extraordinaria 

capacidad intelectual cayera súbitamente en semejantes contradicciónes elemen-
tales 

(14)  Fernando Collor de Mello, ex presidente de Brasil, tendrá que contentarse con un 
8 por 100 de la herencia de su fallecida madre 

(15)  Sólo alguna que otra moción incordiante, que permita intensificar un poco el aco-
so parlamentario al ya asfixiado Gabinete de Chaves 

 
Summing up the immense research done in the field6, we can say that the only feature that all 
occurrences of prenominal adjectives seem to have in common, and the only feature on which 
all analyses of the prenominal position agree on, is that they are not restrictive. This should 
not be understood as a pessimistic or agnostic point of view, but rather as a definition e 
                                                
5  As Leonetti states, this is also a question of the type of information that is given by the modifier: while he assumes that 

explicative modifiers, give more detailed and even episodic information, restrictive modifiers give what he calls "essential 
and decisive" information. According to Leonetti, this fits particularly well for the attributive use of a NP: "... en el uso 
atributivo el contenido descriptivo del SN es esencial y decisivo" (Leonetti 1999:864; "attributive" is meant here in the 
sense of Donnellan 1966, very much akin to the concept of non-specificity). We should be conscious that that the question 
of being essential information is not the factor that makes the difference between specific and non-specific reading. 
Essentiality, or decisive function, is a quality of restrictive attributes whether they are used in attributive (intensional, non-
specific) contexts or in referential ones. As the postnominal position is the position of the restrictive adjective, it is normal 
to find postnominal adjectives with non-specific readings as well as with specific readings. 

6  Cf., among many others, Klein-Andreu (1983); Dellbecque (1996); Demonte (1999 etc.); Jacob (1999).  
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negativo: in fact, my argument in this paper is that the postnominal adjective is focalised, and 
thereby restrictive, while the prenominal adjective, being not focalised, and thus not 
restrictive is free for any other function that an adjective could fulfil within the sentence. Here 
is a totally inductive and by no means exhaustive list of some of the pragmatico-semantic 
functions that can be fulfilled by adjectives in prenominal position:7 

A. Prenominal adjectives can have a deictic or anaphoric function, i.e. they can directly 
"identify" the referent (in the sense of Strawson 1959) by pointing directly to a situationally or 
textually given, referentially unique individual, as in (11), where citado functions in a partly 
similar way as a demonstrative determiner (aquel debate). 

B. Prenominal adjectives can further be used as a quasi metalinguistic device to enhance or 
to question the denomination inherent in the head noun lexeme, as in (12): el todavía 
diputado. Todavía is a (temporal) limitation of the validity of the denomination diputado 
applied to the referent. This interpretation is compatible with the fact that todavía, originally, 
is not an adjective but an adverb. But in this construction type, it shares its functions with 
certain adjectives like la antigua estación, el presunto etarra, una mera intención, un verda-
dero milagro. 

C. Moreover, prenominal adjectives can have a quantitative meaning, indicating a degree, 
quantity or intensity attributed to the concept that is described by the head noun. Inherently 
quantitative adjectives like grande or alto are typically prenominal in Romance languages; 
non-quantitative adjectives can acquire such a quantitative meaning when they are preposed 
to the head-noun, as in (13), where extraordinara and semejantes could easily be paraphrased 
by enorme, tanta or the like (cf. also expressions like profunda indignación, notable 
grandeza, importantes efectivos ...).  

D. Finally, prenominal adjectives are a very suitable rhetorical means for making 
additional ("parasitic") predications, as in (9b, su fuerte brazo) or (10b, los hambrientos 
niños). This additional predication can consist of purely additional background information, 
as in (9b) and (14), or it can enter into junctional interaction with the main predicate, 
expressed by the finite verb, as in (10b). Here the children are said to need help because they 
are hungry. Very often, this "parasitic" predication can have a more subtle rhetorical 
motivation, as in (15): if a statement is not made "overtly" by a finite verb, but "hidden" 
within a referring NP, it has more of a presuppositional than an assertive character, and thus 
cannot be rejected by the interlocutor. 

This list of possible pragmatic or semantic tasks for adjectives appearing within NPs 
covers most of the instances of prenominal adjective position. Yet, how do these functions of 
the prenominal adjective interact with specificity or non-specificity? More precisely, why 
should all these functions be incompatible with a non-specific reading of the NP they appear 
within? The answer is clear for prenominal adjectives of type A (deictic/anaphoric use): a 
deictic/anaphoric reference constitutes per se a specific reading. As for the other uses, there is 
no a priori necessity to postulate their incompatibility with non-specific contexts.  

For the interpretation of the type B (affirmation or questioning the denomination made by 
the head noun), let us reconsider the example (6), una presunta terrorista. This example seems 
to prove that it is possible to construe contexts where prenominal adjectives appear in NPs 
with a non-specific reading. However, it does not seem very probable to find this example 
outside a context where the speaker has a specific person in mind: in spite of the impersonal 
construction this sentence seems to apply to a specific case, i.e. to some person within the 
context who has actually applied for a specific office of an attorney and who is actually 
married to an alleged terrorist, such that the NP under consideration, presunta terrorista, does 
have a specific referent. 

                                                
7  The following list is a summary of Jacob (1999), which is partly based on literature cited in the preceding footnote. 
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More generally, we could say that the type B function of adjectives, i.e. to confirm or to re-
lativize the applicability of the head noun in a context, normally presupposes such a referent 
for whom this applicability could be questioned. We could therefore say that the semantic 
function of prenominal adjectives of type B is pragmatically improbable with non-specific 
readings, although not logically impossible, as shown by the examples (6) and (7)8. 

On similar lines we should interpret example (13), as an instance of the type C (quant-
ity/intensity): in this example, the subjunctive mood of the matrix verb, together with the 
indefinite article of the subject (una mujer), seem to indicate a non-specific context for  the 
entire sentence ("that a woman may fall in such contradictions ..."). Yet the indicative mood 
of the relative clause already shows that, rhetorically, this exclamation applies to a very 
specific case (in fact, it applies to a talk given by Angela Davis re-appearing for a book 
presentation in Spain in the late nineties). Once more, this example shows that there is no 
logical incompatibility between the quantitative function of the adjective and a non-specific 
reading, but that on the other hand, there is a high affinity between this function and a 
+specific reading, based on pragmatic/semantic probabilities: most of the cases of type C deal 
with quantities or intensities that are considered to be exceptional. A statement about an 
exceptional intensity or quantity, normally, is a statement about observable facts, i.e. about 
something that has a first level reference, thus, it is highly probable to find this applied to NPs 
with a strong reading. 

As Bosque (2001:18) states, the quantitative use of adjectives is reminiscent of his own ob-
servation that elatives normally combine with +specific readings of the NP. Just like 
adjectives stating exceptional intensities or quantities, the elative has its typical context in the 
domain of observable facts: you hardly treat an actor as famosísimo ("quite famous") unless 
you are talking about somebody you have already in mind as a real or at least as an imagined 
person. The elative is a very typical instance of what traditional grammar has termed "subject-
ive judgement", and recognized as a typical context for prenominal adjectives9. 

This also holds for the type D of prenominal adjectives ("parasitic predication"): it is 
difficult to imagine a speaker giving "additional information" about something that in itself 
has a purely attributive function and doesn't refer to a specific referent. Additional 
information for a non-specific NP would normally have a restrictive function and would 
consequently be placed in postnominal position10. Considering that the "normal" function of 
an adnominal adjective, at least in argumental NPs, is referential, it could be seen as a kind of 
rhetorical "misuse" employing it for predicative purposes. Nonetheless, this use is still 
possible, provided, that the NP actually has a referent to which the predication can apply, 
meaning that the NP must have a +specific reading.11  

Nonetheless we have to accept that it is not completely impossible to find type D 
adjectives in non-specific contexts, as shown in (8, dormir en una cómoda cama).12 Again, the 

                                                
8  Apparently, the interpretaton given for (6) does not hold for (7), where una verdadera catástrophe has a clearly attributive 

function. Note that this NP appears in predicative position, and that it is thereby covered by what I will say below about 
the neutralization effects between both positions in predicative contexts. 

9  In this sense, the elative is different from the other comparative forms of the adjective, viz. the superlative and the compa-
rative, which easily appear e.g. within definitions, i.e. in non-specific, attributive contexts. 

10  This is also the argument of M. Leonetti (l.c.): there is no reason and hardly a possibility to give more information about a 
non-specific argument other than elaborating the definition itself. We could also quote the Property Predication 
Restriction treated by Leonetti in a different context (Leonetti 1998). This constraint says that "Properties may only be 
predicated of strong NPs" (Leonetti 1998:§ 2.2, quote 7). 

11  This predicative use is responsible for the just mentioned general observation that the prenominal adjective normally has a 
"subjective" character. Only predications can be subjective, while reference terms (and adjectives used for reference) can 
only be more or less "successful" in their referential task, i.e. to define something for reference. 

12  Note that 8 is a typical instance of what traditional grammar has termed the picturesque use of the prenominal adjective: 
very often, prenominal adjectives are used to paint an imaginative situation where the referents gain a kind of imagined 
reference: we could say that in (8), the speaker tries to bring about the image of a bed to the hearer, and to evoke the 
feeling of comfort associated with this bed. 
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relation between prenominal adjective position and +specific reading turns out to be one of 
pragmatic affinity or probability, and not one of logical necessity, neither one of inconditional 
grammatical rules. 

On the basis of the last examples, we can see that in addition to their referential and their 
attributively defining function, adjectives can also have a predicative function: besides el 
actor famoso or el famoso actor we find el actor es famoso. In fact, this holds for any 
syntactic category which contains descriptive predicates: any adjective, verb, or noun phrase 
can be used either to describe an argument, or to predicate a feature to a an argument: Pedro 
es un actor famoso/un famoso actor. This means that in order to determine the 
semantic/pragmatic function of an adjective within an NP, we first have to determine the 
function of the NP in itself. From this point of view, it is quite astonishing that most of the 
analyses on adjective position don't even mention the question if the NP under consideration 
is placed in an argumental position or in a predicative position. In fact, the behaviour of the 
adjective is considerably different depending on whether it belongs to a predicative or to an 
argumental noun phrase. The most important observation is that in predicative NPs, the 
opposition between the restrictive function and the predicative function of the adjective fades, 
or rather, it is partly neutralized. It is possible to invert the position of the adjective and the 
noun without changing much in the semantics of the sentence: 

 
(16)(a)  la clase resultó una distracción agradable  
  (b) la clase resultó una agradable distracción 
 

It is not easy to grasp the semantic difference between these two sentences. Pragmatically, in 
both cases, it is stated that the trip was a distraction, and a pleasant one. This can easily be ex-
plained from my interpretation of restrictive adjective use and of the D-type-explicative ad-
jective use given above: in both cases the semantic content of the adjective is finally predica-
ted to the referent coded as subject of the sentences. In (16a) this is obtained by making the 
content of the adjective an essential (and thereby restrictive) part of the content of the predica-
te NP. In (16b) this is obtained by making the adjective a secondary, "parasitic" predicate be-
sides the main predicate which is given by the noun.13 In terms of specificity, we could say 
that the commutability of adjective position (or better, its neutralization) in predicative NPs is 
compatible with the fact that predicative NPs a priori have an attributive function (in the sense 
of Donnellan), not a referential one. 

But what, then, is the factor triggering adjective position in predicative NPs? Let us 
consider the following example (taken from the review El Pais Semanal 200:20):  

 
(17)  Gates es un millonario atípico, y también un atípico Pitagorín  
 

In either of the two NPs it is stated that Gates is not a typical specimen of the class defined by 
the respective noun lexeme. He is as atypical a millionaire as he is an atypical geek. Thus, the 
different position patterns don't seem to be triggered by a different referential or semantic rea-
ding. They either are triggered by a purely aesthetic interest in the chiastic construction or by 
the different presuppositional conditions: while millonario of the first NP is a clear presuppo-
sition for Bill Gates, and thereby a topical part within the predicate of the sentence, in the se-
cond NP, atípico is already mentioned, and thus topical, whereas Pitagorín is the most 
focalised part of the whole sentence. 

                                                
13  Speaking extensionally: in (16a) it is stated that the subject referent is an element of the intersection between the set of 

pleasant things and the set of trips. In (16b) it is stated that the subject is part of the set of pleasant things, and at the same 
time, that it is part of the set of trips. These strategies are logically and extensionally equivalent. 
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In fact, we could try to derive the whole question of adjective position, be it in predicative 
or in referential contexts, from the information structure of the sentence. It here seems to be 
the case that the postnominal position is more focalised than the the prenominal one. At the 
same time, it also seems possible to impute the restrictive semantic effect of the postnominal 
adjective to this focality. If we take seriously the definition given by Knud Lambrecht, consi-
dering focus as “the semantic component of a pragmatically structured proposition whereby 
the assertion differs from the presupposition” (Lambrecht 1994:213), we could, in a general 
way, postulate a fundamentally "contrastive" function for focalised items within sentences: in 
Gates es un millonario atípico, the uttered proposition differs from the general – and thereby 
presupposed – assumption "Gates is a typical millionaire" just in one item: the one expressed 
by atípico. In (...) y un atípico Pitagorín, which is an elliptic version of Gates es un atípico 
Pitagorin, the uttered proposition differs from its explicit linguistic context (i.e., the sentence 
Gates es un millonario atípico) in just one item (namely Pitagorín). In fact, the theory of in-
formation structure on which these considerations are based14, does not require a distinction 
between focus and contrast. What we do need to distinguish are two "phases" of focalisation: 
besides the focus in its strict sense (as the asserted difference between the uttered proposition 
and its presuppositions), we also need a means to highlight the conditions for asserting a 
certain element. Consider sentences of the following type: 

                                                
14  My considerations are based on a conception of information structure that presents at least two pairs of oppositions: on the 

one hand, any uttered sentence has to be anchored to some address of the cognitive knowledge store or to some item of 
the discourse representation supposed to be common to both hearer and speaker. This anchoring can be implicit, or it can 
be made explicit by some pointer or link (in the terminology of Vallduví 1992). Further, any sentence will consist of some 
information conveyed, which is related to the item identified by the link or anchor, and which we could call rheme, 
according to Vallduví/Vilkuna 1998. These two elements are essential for any utterance that has a propositional content, 
although the link needs not necessarily be an explicit material component of the utterance, but can remain implicit (e.g. 
when we have a simple predication in a pro-drop language like sp. duerme).  

  Besides this semantic/cognitive level, where the utterance is anchored to a given state of information, we can postulate 
a second, more strictly pragmatic level of structuration, which is not essential, but which is very common and 
pragmatically important, especially in ordinary spoken discourse: the utterance is normally related to its context by certain 
relevance indicators. The speaker/writer can highlight those elements of her/his utterance which constitute the difference 
with the pragmatically given alternatives in a given communicative situation. In terms of the Relevance Theory outlined 
by Sperber/Wilson (1995), we can define context as a set of more or less "manifest" assumptions, a set which is fed from 
the explicit utterances as well as from knowledge and deduction. Since relevance, for Sperber/Wilson, is the 
connectedness of an uttered proposition to this set of assumptions, we can assume that a section of an uttered proposition 
is identical to a corresponding section of one or more of the manifest assumptions given in the context. We could call this 
the presupposed or background part of the utterance. On the other hand, the speaker can highlight the element of his 
utterance that forms the difference with the most manifest assumption given in the context. This we call focus – very much 
in line with Lambrecht (1994:213), who considers focus as “the semantic component of a pragmatically structured 
proposition whereby the assertion differs from the presupposition”. Considering that in Relevance Theory, an uttered 
proposition is made either in order to add assumptions to the context, or to corroborate or eliminate assumptions already 
given, consequently we could postulate a selection process among the manifest assumptions given the context. Besides the 
focus, as the modifying or corroborating element of an utterance, we could assume a selector or hedge, an element that 
rules out certain of the alternative manifest assumptions given in the context, identifying specifically those, to which the 
focus element has to be applied. The hedge or selector functions as a constraining condition made by the speaker for the 
assertion of the focus.  

  This seems to me a more explicit explanation of the relation of focus and its alternatives than the one given by Rooth 
(1985 etc.) in his Alternative Semantics, which, by declaring the alternatives to the focus as a part of its meaning, lacks an 
explanation for the selective process that defines the relation between the focus and its alternatives. 

  As said, hedge and focus are normally, but not necessarily, marked in ordinary discourse, via the well-known highlight-
ing strategies such as word order (hedge tends to precede focus in the sentence), intonational pitch (a raising pitch for the 
hedge, a falling one for the focus) and the syntactic operations related to this, such as cleft or extraposition structures, 
focalizers, and so-called "topicalizers" for the hedge. Naturally the different morphosyntactic and intonational devices for 
this highlighting can be stronger or weaker, more explicit or more implicit.  

  Note that in the light of these definitions we don't need to distinguish any longer between focus and contrast: focus and 
hedge are actually a nearly ubiquitous strategy for contrasting the uttered proposition to one or more propositions given in 
the context (i.e. in the set of manifest assumptions). The only remaining difference is to define whether there is a contrast 
to propositions of the explicit discoursive context or to propositions stemming from knowledge and deduction. 
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(18)  The young Gates was a quite atypical geek 
 

Here, the focalised and thus asserted item atypical is directly correlated to young, as a precon-
dition for this assertion. The same holds for sentences like 
 

(19)  Tomorrow, we will have beans for dinner  
 

where the focus beans depends in its asserted "truth" from the condition of tomorrow. 
The asserting force of the focus, thus needs a second component, which I propose to term 
hedge or selector, and which we could define as the element selecting one presupposition 
from several possible presuppositions in the context, or, as we said, which states a limiting 
condition for the asserted fact. The hedge, together with the focus in its strict sense, form the 
highlighting strategy for distinguishing an uttered proposition from the presupposed ones. 
Both elements are dependent on word order, or on morphological or suprasegmental marking 
(i.e., intonational pitch) to fulfil their highlighting (or rather: highlighted) function. For both 
elements, we could also say that the speaker treats them as decisive for the truth-conditional 
and pragmatic (assertive) force of his/her utterance. 

When the hedge or the focus is formed by an adnominal modifying adjective we could 
term it a "restrictive" adjective: this means, the semantic component expressed by this adjecti-
ve is the crucial element which the speaker wants to assert, irrespective of whether the NP is 
collocated in an argumental or in a predicative position.  

 
(20)  El Gates adolescente fue un pitagorín atípico  
 

The "restrictive" function of the postnominal adjective turns out to be the mere result of the 
highlighting effect which the postnominal position has within the NP. The higlighted position 
makes the postnominal adjective part of this hedge-focus-system, which we could, slightly 
modifying Lambrecht, define as the asserted part of a sentence: when the adjective is placed 
as a hedge (El Gates adolescente in 20), things are asserted to be true only if the entities 
referred to by the NPs have the quality stated by the postnominal adjective. If the adjective is 
placed as a focus proper (un pitagorín atípico in 20), we could further say that the whole 
sentence consists in asserting that the quality stated by the adjective has to be predicated to 
the entity referred to by the NP.  

Note that this doesn't allow for any prediction about the specificity of the NP, as we can 
see in (1b), where postnominal famoso carries the strongest focus of the utterance, 
irrespective to whether we have a specific or non specific reading of the NP. On the other 
hand, the de-focalised prenominal position of the adjective leaves room for the non-restrictive 
function of the adjective, thus permitting the adjective to be used for other pragmatic and/or 
semantic purposes (outlined above). These are, as we have seen, either totally incompatible 
with a non-specific reading of the NP (cf. the deictic use of type A) or, in their majority, they 
have a high pragmatic affinity with +specific usages of NPs. 

To sum up, we could say that the apparent sensitivity of adjective position for the specific 
or non-specific reading of the NP under consideration is nothing more than a very indirect 
correlation. It turns out to rely on the pragmatic affinity between the specificity of the NP re-
ferent and certain semantic-pragmatic functions of the adnominal adjective. These functions, 
on their part, depend on the syntactic position of the NP (argumental or predicative), and on 
the stronger or weaker focalisation caused by the position of the adjective within the NP. 

As a concluding overview these correlations are schematically put together as follows: 
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grammatical   
feature 

discoursive 
function 

semantic/pragmatic 
function 

referential reading example 

prenominal  - focus in argumental NPs   
  parasitic predication, 

quantitative, meta-
linguistic, anaphoric ... 

+ specific 
(these functions normally 
require a ready made 
referent) 

que se ayude a los 
hambrientos niños 

  in predicative NPs   
  part of the predicate – referential  

(since predicative) 
la clase resultó una 
agradable 
distracción 

     
postnominal + focus  

(or hedge) 
in argumental NPs   

  essential feature in a 
description 
("restrictive") 

± specific  
(depending on other 
contextual factors: e.g. 
intensional operators etc.) 

que se ayude a los 
niños hambrientos 

  in predicative NPs   
  essential part of the 

predicate 
("restrictive") 

– referential  
(since predicative) 

la clase resultó una 
distracción 
agradable 
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1. Introduction 
This paper offers a first rough sketch on the subject of specificity in Sardinian. The focus is 
on indefinites, but I will also consider some other phenomena that are mentioned in the 
context of specificity such as partitive constructions and prepositional accusatives (cf. von 
Heusinger & Kaiser 2003a). I will also include some remarks on what is usually called 
“collective nouns” in Sardinian linguistics, because, among the Romance languages, this 
phenomenon seems to be limited to Sardinian. The discussion of these topics will also lead 
me to consider some other semantic and pragmatic categories such as countability, genericity 
or knowledge of the speaker. The results presented here should be regarded as provisional and 
not aiming at completeness; among others, the state of the art of the phenomena under 
discussion may be somewhat more extensive than the few studies taken into consideration 
here. However, whereas we may find a lot of information on subjects like e.g. the inventory of 
indefinite pronouns, it is not to be expected that we will find much more on the subject of 
specificity, which has never been a topic of discussion in Sardinian linguistics until now. The 
most important aim of this paper is thus to provide an overview and to illustrate some 
possibilities of future research. 

For the purposes of this article, I regard specificity rather informally as the function of 
nominals to refer to particular entities, whereas non-specific nominals potentially refer to any 
arbitrary member of a certain class (cf. Lyons 1999, 165; see Stark 1993 for this and other 
definitions). Specificity may sometimes be related to definiteness, but it is a different 
semantic-pragmatic category. Thus, an indefinite expression like a car may refer, depending 
on context, either to a particular car as in Yesterday I bought a new car (specific), or to a yet 
unknown car as in I need to buy a new car (non-specific). Definite NPs2 often refer to specific 
entities, but not necessarily. An example for non-specific definite NPs is the generic use of 
the definite article in sentences like The cat is a creature of ever-changing fortunes3. For a 
theoretical framework concerning the relationship between specificity and definiteness, see, 
among many others, von Heusinger & Kaiser (2003b). Generally, I do not distinguish 
between different types or degrees of specificity in this article (see Haspelmath 1997 for a 
finer-grained view and some syntactic implications). However, it is important to differentiate 
between known and specific: In I saw some strange animal yesterday, the animal is specific, 
although the exact species is unknown. With indefinites that indicate more than one item, as 
in the plural expression some animals, it is the exact quantity which is not known or regarded 
as unimportant by the speaker, although the entities themselves may be specific or non-
specific. 

The paper is organised as follows: I will first have a look at indefinites in Sardinian 
(section 2); I will then turn to three special issues: the Sardinian partitive construction (section 
3), so-called “collective nouns” (section 4), and the prepositional accusative (an instance of 
                                                
1 I would like to thank Robert Hagen, Lucia Grimaldi, and Eva Remberger for the critical review of this paper. Many of 

their helpful comments could not, however, be included in this paper for lack of space or time. I would also like to thank 
the participants of the mailing-list sa-limba for having provided me with some grammaticality judgments. 

2 For reasons of simplicity, I use NP in its old-fashioned sense, in order not to be obliged to distinguish at each point 
between NPs, DPs or even QPs. 

3  This sentence was taken from http://homepage.ntlworld.com/alienor/catcult3.htm. 
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DOM = differentiated object marking, section 5). I will finally present a summary and some 
further remarks, partly from a diachronic perspective (section 6). The rest of this introduction 
offers some information about Sardinian, since this language is not well known outside 
Romance philology. 

Sardinian is an independent Romance language (in the sense of an “Abstand” language), as 
can be seen from both historical and structural facts. From the point of view of historical 
linguistics, Sardinian does not fit too well into the classical distinction between Western and 
Eastern Romance. As shown in table (1), Sardinian goes with Western Romance with respect 
to (1a), i.e., the preservation of final -S,  but with Eastern Romance when we look at what 
happened to the Latin nexus -CT- (cf. 1b). The other two criteria, (1c) and (1d), are not 
uniform in Sardinian.  The Vulgar Latin prothetic vowel preceding initial S+cons., see (1c),4 
is present in one group of varieties (Logudorese)5 and absent in another (Campidanese). We 
cannot say, however, that Campidanese is thus predominantly Eastern Romance, because the 
Western Romance sonorization in (1d) is always present in these varieties. And, vice versa, 
Logudorese goes with Western Romance with respect to (1c), but for (1d), it shows, in a small 
part of its territory, the lack of sonorization that is typical for Eastern Romance. 

 
(1) Sardinian with respect to the distinction between Eastern and Western Romance 

 
Phenomenon WESTERN R. SARDINIAN EASTERN R. 
(a) Lat. /-s/ 
LIBROS 

preserved 
Sp. libros 

preserved 
libros 

lost or > /-i/  
It. libri 

(b) Lat. /-kt-/  
LACTEM 

> /-it-/  > other 
Occ. lait; Sp. leche 

> /-tt-/ 
latte 

 > /-tt-( It.),  /-pt-/ (Rum.) 
It. latte / Rum. lapte 

(c) V.Lat. proth. vowel 
*ISTARE 

preserved 
Sp. estar 

depending on variety 
istare / stai 

lost 
It. stare 

(d) Lat. /-p, t, k-/ 
VITAM 

sonorized 
Sp. vida 

depending on variety 
bida / bita 

preserved 
It. vita 

 
Other phenomena that may be mentioned from a historical perspective are: 

 
(2) (a) The origin of the definite article from IPSE (> su, sa) and not from ILLE (> le, la, 

il, el etc.) 
  (b) The preservation of Latin /k/ preceding /i/ and /e/ instead of its palatalization: 

CAELUM > /kelu/, FACERE > /faker/, at least in Logudorese dialects (Campi-
danese: /tSelu/)  

  (c) The preservation of Latin final /-t/ in the 3rd person singular: /faket/ 
  (d) The preservation of Latin vowel qualities: PÌLÙM > /pilu/, and not /pelo/ as in 

Spanish and Italian 
 

Phenomena like (2b,c,d) belong to the so-called archaic features of Sardinian. For a long time, 
Sardinian has actually been regarded as the most archaic Romance language with respect to 
Latin, an opinion that has recently been challenged in several articles (Koch 2004, Krefeld 
2004, Mensching 2004).6 The most famous scholar of Sardinian was Max Leopold Wagner, to 

                                                
4 This criterion is not as valid as the other three ones, since Old Italian still had the prothetic vowel. However, from the 

point of view of the modern situation, it may serve its purpose.  
5  See below for some further explanations concerning these varieties. 
6  In the latter article, I show that the classification of Sardinian as archaic is almost exclusively valid for the lexicon, in 

particular with respect to the phonological representations and some isolated entries. 
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whom we owe the best dictionary of Sardinian (DES),7 among many other writings, most of 
them fundamental. At the same time, he was the greatest defender, and in part the creator of 
the archaicity hypothesis. I will return to the issue of archaicity in section 6. 

As far as the structure of Sardinian is concerned, the following characteristics may be 
mentioned: the verbal inflectional system, which is mostly analytical (cf. Remberger 2002, 
e.g., future/conditional forms: app’a cantare ‘I will sing’, dio cantare ‘I would sing’), the 
absence of adverbs ending in *-mente and elatives ending in *-issimu,8 epenthetic vowels 
before a pause  (see the “copy rule” sketched in (3a),9 and, in syntax, the formation of yes/no-
questions and exclamative sentences by fronting a constituent (see 3b)): 
 

(3) (a) Epenthetic vowel (copy rule)  

  CVCVC __   !    CVCVCV

[FF] [FF]

 
  (b) Fronting of constituents in yes/no-questions and exclamative sentences 

      Mad/returning/at home (you) are To sing/water (you) want
      ‘Are you mad/returning/at home?’ ‘Do you want to sing/water?’

 or: ‘You are mad/returning/at home!’ or: ‘You (do) want to sing/water!’

Maccu/
Ghirande/

In domo

maccu/
ghirande/

in domo
ses ?/!

Cantare/
Abba cheres ?/!

cantare/
abba

 
Finally, it has to be mentioned that Sardinian is divided into two main groups of varieties, 
Logudorese in the Northern half and Campidanese in the Southern half of the island. The 
Logudorese varieties include Central Sardinian (also called Central Logudorese or Nuorese), 
spoken in and around the province of Nuoro. Sardinian is still vital in the villages but clearly 
decreasing. There are several orthographical traditions and a quite ample literary production. 
Since the 1970s, several proposals of standardization have been made, without any success. 
The most recent and first official attempt (2001, Limba Sarda Unificada = LSU) was made 
after regional and national legislation had permitted the use of Sardinian as an official 
language. This standard has a rather low acceptance among the speakers and has, 
consequently, a poor prognosis for being established (see Mensching & Grimaldi 2005). 
 

                                                
7 The DES is an etymological dictionary, but it includes, for each entry, many local variants. A more complete and more 

recent dictionary is the monolingual dictionary DitzLS by Mario Puddu. Although the DitzLS shows many more variants, 
their exact provenance is not indicated and the material is mostly taken from literary texts.  

8 Both can be found today, but they are recent Italianisms of low acceptance among the speakers. 
9 In contrast to Italian, the epenthetic vowel is not always the same (/e/ in Italian) but an exact copy of the preceding vowel, 

as sketched in the rule in (3a), where all the features (FF) of the preceding vowel spread onto the empty slot. See example 
(25b) below: [agáttada] (Wagner's transcription for [a'gatta∂a]) from /agattat/). Epenthetic vowels sometimes appear in 
writing; cf., e.g. movet  móvede in (15a), aer  aere in (16c). For an autosegmental approach (using OT) to Sardinian 
phonology, see Bolognesi (1998). 
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2. Indefinites with respect to specificity in Sardinian 
In this section, I will sketch the inventory and the use of indefinites in Sardinian. In 
accordance with the subject at issue here, I have categorized them by using criteria of 
specificity. In many cases, it cannot really be maintained that specificity or the lack of 
specificity is an intrinsic property of indefinite pronouns, adjectives or articles in Sardinian or 
other Romance languages (maybe with some exceptions). What we may safely say, however, 
is that some indefinites clearly show up more frequently in specific contexts than others. The 
categorization I will set up in this section is thus based on the “affinity” of these items to 
specific or non-specific NPs, similar to the approach by Stark (1993) for Old Italian. Note that 
the feature [+/- specific] I will sometimes use is provisional – I am neither sure about its exact 
location within the language system, nor if it is a primitive feature at all. For this paper, which 
has to be regarded as a first tentative approach (as I already said), I have neither done a 
quantitative examination nor have I asked any native speakers for their judgements in a 
systematic way. What follows is mostly based on a rough and rather impressionistic 
estimation and, in part, on concordances drawn from texts found on the internet and the 
Sardinian Text Database (STD), which is also available online.10 I also used some standard 
dictionaries and grammars. The following tables provide a summary of some of the results:11 
 

(4) Sardinian indefinites with respect to specificity 
 

  (a) Elements that are [+specific] or show a strong affinity to [+specific] NPs 
 

Determiners, adjectives/quantifiers 
 
paritzos, -as (Log.)12 ‘several’, ‘some’ 
unos (-as) cantos (-as) (de)  ‘some’ 
argunos, -as ‘some’ 
diversos, -as ‘several 
unu, -a  ‘a’, indefinite article 
unu (-a) tzertu (-a) ‘(a) certain’ 

Pronouns 
 
paritzos, -as (Log.) ‘several’, ‘some’ 
unos (-as) cantos (-as)  ‘some’ 
argunos, -as ‘some’ 
fulanu, -a  ‘whatshis(her)name’ 
nichele (Log.)         " 
bodale          " 

 
  (b) Elements that are [-specific] or show a strong affinity to [-specific] NPs 
 

Determiners, adjectives/quantifiers 
 
cali(n)cunu, -a ‘some’, ‘any’ 
carchi ‘some’ 
calesisiat / ittesisiat ‘what(so)ever’ 
perunu, -a ‘no ... whatsoever’ 
nessunu, -a / (ne)mancu unu, -a ‘no’  

Pronouns 
 
cali(n)cunu, -a ‘someone’, ‘anyone’ 
cali(n)cunua cosa ‘something’, ‘anything’ 
chiesisiat, chinisiollat ‘whoever’ 
ittesisiat/itasisiat, itasiollat ‘whatever’ 
nemos ‘no one, anyone’ 
nudda ‘nothing’ 

 

                                                
10  The Sardinian Text Database (and also the mailing-list mentioned in footnote 1) is part of our internet project at the Freie 

Universität Berlin (http://www.lingrom.fu-berlin.de/sardu/), cf. Mensching (1999), Remberger (1999),  Grimaldi & 
Remberger (2001), Grimaldi (2004). 

11 Jones (1993) and the grammars I consulted (e.g. Pittau 1972, Lepori 2001) have sections devoted to indefinite pronouns, 
which I will generally not quote with every item. In these works, no reference is made to specificity. 

12 This element is exclusively Logudorese. The items for which no variety is indicated are both Logudorese and Cam-
pidanese, although I generally quote the (Central) Logudorese form. Note e.g. that -os is pronounced  [us] in 
Campidanese, a fact that is reflected in most of the orthographical systems; see algunus in (14a) and unus in (14b).  
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2.1 Elements that are [+specific] or show a strong affinity to [+specific] NPs 
 
Determiners, adjectives/quantifiers 
 
The indefinite article is unu, una which has most frequently a specific interpretation (but see 
the introduction of this article): 
 

(5)  Bi fit, in d'unu tempus anticu, in d'una biddichedda posta in pedes de unu monte, 
unu frailarju meda, meda connottu. (STD – Jaccu.html) 
‘There was, in an ancient time, in a little village situated at the foot of a mountain, 
a very, very famous blacksmith.’ 

 
The behaviour of unu does not seem to differ from that of indefinite articles in other Romance 
languages. In order to express specificity unambiguously, tzertu can be used; cf. the examples 
in (6). This element often appears with proper names like in (6b), and most frequently in the 
fixed expression a unu tzertu puntu as in (6c). 

 
(6) (a) Tantas familias de unu tzertu rangu haian visitatu cussa creatura. 
  (http://www.torpe.net/prosa%20sarda/contos2003/024cherchi.html) 
  ‘So many families of a certain rank had visited this child.’ 
  (b) chirca unu tzertu Manuele Procu chi est su prus riccu de su mandamentu 
   (http://www.torpe.net/prosa%20sarda/contos/spanu032.html) 
   ‘search for a certain Manuele Procu who is the richest (man) in the whole 

district’ 
  (c)  A unu tzertu puntu Maria comintzat a prangher. (STD – SANNA/chichi.html) 
   ‘At a certain moment, Maria begins to cry.’ 

 
There are several items that denote an indefinite quantity and mostly or even exclusively 
occur in specificity contexts. The most widespread of these is unos cantos, whereas paritzos 
and argunos are limited to some regions only. For unos cantos; see ex. (7a-c). Ex. (7d) shows 
the variant unos cantu, where the second element is not declined (cf. Blasco Ferrer 1986:102-
103,210; Jones 1993:34-35). It cannot be judged from this example whether unos cantu marks 
specificity here, because the context is not known. (7e) is an example used in cooking recipes; 
this clearly shows that it can have a non-specific reading:13 
 

(7) (a) su bider s'amica [...] a pustis de unos cantos meses l'aiat fatu ismenticare una tristura (STD – 
ANTAS/ANTAS4.html) 

   ‘Seeing the friend [...] after some months had made him forget a sadness’ 
  (b) A custu l'imputabant de esser su capu de sas bandas de sos sardos chi [...] aiant 

fatu unos cantos secuestros. (STD – BERN/Bern8.html) 
   ‘This one was charged of being the head of the gangs of the Sardinians who [...] 

had made some kidnappings.’ 
  (c) tutelare unos cantos caràteres distintivos tìpicos de su sardu, es.: limba e non 

lingua; etc. (http://www.uls.it/321.948.page?SCREEN=template_uls_doc) 
   ‘to protect some distinctive characteristics of Sardinian, e.g.: limba and not 

lingua; etc.’ 

                                                
13 This is the case because cooking recipes are hypothetical in nature. 
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  (d) unas cantu cosas serbint a mimi puru (DitzLC. s.v.) 
   ‘some things are of use for me, too’ 
  (e) Cogher galu pro unos cantos minutos e pustis includire su basile. 
   (http://www.faeddos.iofm.net/ritzetas.html) 
   ‘Still cook for some minutes and then add the basil.’ 
 

A rather rare synonym of the latter item is argunos. This element is given as exclusively 
Campidanese in the DES and also in the grammar by Blasco Ferrer (1986), although Lepori 
(2001:173) describes it as having been in disuse for some time (“da tempo in disuso”). 
Examples (8b,c) are, however, from Logudorese. So far, I have not found any example for 
argunos used with non-specific NPs.  
 

(8) (a) Nci fiat abbarradu male meda una borta chi algunos piciocos [...] dd’iant pigadu 
in giru pro meda tempus. 

   (http://www.cesdonbosco.com/filologia/abracadabra/sr/burricheddu.pdf) 
   ‘He had been so bad once when some children [...] had been pulling his leg for a 

long time.’ 
  (b) Lis apo fatu ajunta de algunas ateras legendas de Santas. 
   (http://www.limbasarda.org/LIMBATESTOS/TESTOS/garipazucca.html) 
   ‘I added [to the book] some other legends about Saints (f.).’ 
  (c) sos duos vistires in'ambos finitos, però, sa mamma, l'haiat natu a Maria chi los 

deviat ritoccare in argunos puntos 
   (http://www.torpe.net/prosa%20sarda/contos2003/024cherchi.html) 
   ‘the two dresses were both finished, but her mother said to Maria that she should 

work on them again at some places’ 
 
A further item is paritzos, which is restricted to Logudorese and, as far as I could see, seems 
to be limited to specific contexts. 

 
(9) (a) S’ultima orta chi nacchi sos mortos nd’han pesadu su ballu in Mores paret sia 

bistadu paritzos annos faghet; tra su 1915¸1920. 
   (http://web.genie.it/utenti/c/cartagio/Tronada.htm) 
   ‘The last time that the dead did their dance at Mores seems to have been 

several/many years ago between 1915, 1920.’ 
  (b) In paritzos pabiros si podet leggere chi “[...]” 
   (http://www.isolasarda.com/capoterr_s.htm) 
   ‘In several/many/some documents it can be read that “[...]”’ 
 

Note that in contrast to unos cantos and argunos, this element is ambiguous between ‘some’ 
and ‘several’ or even ‘many’.14 

An additional item in this group (i.e., for denoting indefinite quantities) is rather rare and 
regarded as an Italianism by some speakers: diversos. 15 This element is very difficult to judge 
because its meaning is often ambiguous between ‘several’ and ‘different’; in the latter sense it 
is not an indefinite and thus not considered here. The few occurrences I found where the 

                                                
14  See footnote 16 below. 
15  Another synonym, which I am not going to discuss, is varios, -as. It seems that it is regarded even as a stronger Italianism 

than diversos and is mainly used in poetry.  
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reading ‘different’ is excluded have a specific meaning, as in (10). Here, the guests in (10a) 
and the exemplaries in (10b) are particular, concrete entities, hence specific: 
 

(10) (a) B'aiat diversos ospites su sero [...] E gai est istadu pro diversos seros. 
   (STD – ANTAS/ANTAS20.html) 
   ‘There were several guests in the evening. [...] And so it was for several 

evenings.’ 
  (b) de custa [ferramenta] nd'at abarradu diversos esemplares e los podimus ammirare 

in sos museos (STD – SANNA/ISTSARD3.html) 
   ‘Of this [tool], there have remained several exemplaries and we can admire them 

in the museums.’ 
 
Pronouns 
 
The latter three items are used as pronouns as well, also predominantly or maybe almost 
exclusively with a specific reading. See the two examples for paritzos in (11a,b) from 
contexts of Sardinian linguistics. (11a) is referring to indefinite pronouns, which are a closed 
class so that the reading can only be specific; in a similar fashion, in (11b) the commission 
referred to had a fixed number of members, and the members who are referred to by paritzos 
are well known to the writer of this sentence. For argunos, see example (12), which is again 
Logudorese. This item, used as a pronoun, seems to be even less frequent than argunos used 
as an adjective (see above). I am rather inclined to interpret the NP in this example as 
specific, but it really cannot be decided whether the writer had in mind some specific person 
or not. Unos cantos is rather rare as a pronoun, too, but it can be found more frequently than 
argunos; see (13a,b), where it is used in a specific sense: 
 

(11) (a) Paritzos sunt solu agetivos, ateros sunt agetivos e pronumenes, ateros sunt solu 
pronumenes. (http://www.limbasarda.it/gram/gram_agin.html) 

   ‘Some are only adjectives, others are adjectives and pronouns, others are only 
pronouns.’ 

  (b) Paritzos de sos limbistas de sa cummisione [...] ant, a malu sentidu [...] firmadu 
s'aprovatzione “cunditzionada” de su documentu cun s'improminta chi s'istandard 
podiat èssere mudadu [...].(http://www.fontesarda.it/sr/sr0039.htm) 

   ‘Some of the linguists of the commission have, in a not very intelligent way, [...] 
signed a “conditioned” approval of the document, with the condition that the 
standard could be changed [...].’ 

  (c) B’aìat paritzos de sos òmines de sa Lege.16 
(http://www.sufueddu.org/trad_mc/mcghseu_02_01-12.htm) 

   ‘There were some men of the law.’ 

                                                
16  This is one proposal for translating Mark 2:6 into Logudorese; see the web page indicated above (in the commentary part), 

where the translator says: “Qui ‘paritzos’ non significa ‘parecchi’ ma ‘alcuni’”. 
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(12)  E dd'at fatu proite bi credet, pro sarvare sa diversidade nostra chi argunos in 
Sardigna piant a bòlere sacrificare pro more de unu provincialismu [...]. 
(http://www.fontesarda.it/sr/sr0040.htm) 

   ‘And he did it because he believes in it, in order to save our diversity, which some 
[people] in Sardinia would like to sacrifice because of a [kind of]  provincialism 
[...].’ 

 
(13) (a) S’acurtziein assoras unos cantos de sos Sadduceos. (Luke 20:27, Seu 2004, proposal 1, 

see http://www.sufueddu.org/trad_lc/lcghseu_20_27-38_39-40.htm) 
   ‘Then some of the Sadducees approached.’ 
  (b) Unos cantos si sunt iscambiados paràulas curtzas e fritas. 
   (http://www.libros.iofm.net/corodenieddore/Coro%20de%20Nieddore%20(Capitulu%202).pdf) 
   ‘Some [of the people] changed brief and cold words.’ 

 
A very interesting piece of evidence for the diatopic and diachronic distribution of these 
elements is the comparison of various translations of a Bible passage (Luke 9:27) in (14).17 
Let us first look at (14b) in comparison with (14c,d), where we have unos cantu in 
Campidanese and paritzos in Logudorese (but cf. 13a above, where the same translator uses 
unos cantos). Interestingly, (14a), an older translation into Campidanese, shows argunos (in 
its adjectival use, however, and in the dialectal variant algunus): 
 

(14)  (a)                (b)              (c)              (d) 
 

Diodati Ghiani 2004 Seu Proposal 1 Modifications  

E nau a bosu sa 
beridadi: Inci sunt 
algunus presentis 
innoi, is calis no hant a 
tastai sa morti 
finzaschì no hapant 
bistu su Regnu de 
Deus ». 

Si ddu nau deaderus 
(deaveras): nci at unus 
cantu de is chi funt 
presentis chi no ant a 
tastai sa morti innantis 
de ari biu s’arrenniu 
de Deus». 

E bos naro in veridade 
chi bi ndh’at paritzos 
de sos chi sun innoghe 
etotu chi no an a 
assazare sa morte 
fintzas chi no bidan su 
regnu ‘e Deus. 

 E bos naro in veridade 
chi bi ndh’at paritzos 
de sos chi sun innoghe 
etotu chi no an a 
connoscher sa morte 
fintzas chi no bidan su 
regnu ‘e Deus”. 

 
‘You can be sure that some of the people standing here will not die before they see God’s kingdom.’ 

 
Argunos, as stated above, seems to be obsolete in Modern Campidanese and was thus 
replaced by unus cantu in the modern translation. 

Finally, I include some place-holder words or oblitive pronouns in this section, like 
English what's-his/her-name, whatsit, what-d'you-call-it. We might wonder if they really be-
long to the class of words we are discussing here. I included them here because at least with 
persons, they usually refer to specific persons whose name is not remembered or not retained 
as important. In Sardinian, one example is (unu) fulanu. Note that, at least in (15a,b) unu 
fulanu can almost be translated by ‘someone’: 

                                                
17  See http://www.sufueddu.org/trad_lc/lcghseu_09,18-27.htm. 
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(15) (a) Pregunto a unu fulanu: “Pro piaghere, / A it'ora móvede sa litorina?” /“Nel Bar 
l'orario, guardi, può vedere”. (STD – LITERAS/litbator.html) 

   ‘I ask a whatshisname: “Please, at which time does the train leave?” – [Italian] 
“In the bar look, you can see the time table”. 

  (b) Unu fulanu, Tito Livio, nos ammentat unu fattu: “Dum Romae consulitur…” 
   (http://www.unionesarda.it/UNIONE/2004/CA0709/LOPI/LET01/A00.html) 
   ‘A whatshisname, Titus Livius, reminds us of a fact: “Dum Romae  

 consulitur…”’ 
  (c) E isse nerzèit: “Andhade a sa tzitade a sa 'e Fulanu e nàdeli: “Su Mastru narat: Su 

tempus meu est acurtzu; fato sa Pasca in domo tua cun sos dischentes mios.” 
   (Matth. 26:18; http://www.sufueddu.org/trad_mt/MtSeu26.htm) 
   ‘He said: “Go to [the house of] a certain man in the town and tell him, “Our 

teacher says, ‘My time has come! I want to eat the Passover meal with my 
disciples in your home.’”’ 

 
Similar elements are nichele (Log.), itaddi(s)nanta (Camp.) / itelinana, itesinarat, itesinata 
(Log.),  bodale / bodali , taniele (Log.), taligeni (Camp.).18  
 
 
2.2 Elements that are [–specific] or show a strong affinity to [–specific] NPs  
 
Adjectives/Quantifiers 
 
The item carchi is ambiguous, similar to the English some, in the sense that it may either refer 
to one element the identity of which the speaker cannot ultimately settle (cf. Haspelmath 
1997:45-48 for the category “knowledge of the speaker”) or it may indicate an indeterminate 
small quantity. In both senses it is rather neutral to the specific/non-specific distinction, 
although its occurrence with non-specific NPs seems to prevail slightly. In (16a,b), we see 
carchi in the first sense, specific in (16a) and non-specific in (16b).19 Examples (16d-g) show 
the other meaning of carchi, indicating a quantity. In (16c), we have a generic statement, 
whereas in (16d,e) there is a future context; these occurrences are thus non-specific. Compare 
the indication of a non-specific space of time in (16d,e) to the specific one expressed by unos 
cantos in (7a) and paritzos in (9a) above. However, the latter option is not excluded for 
carchi, as (16f) shows, which is referring to the past and is thus specific. (16g) provides 
another example for the specific use of carchi.20 

                                                
18 See, among others, DitzLS (s.v.) and Lepori (2001:40). There are differences with respect to the reference of these items 

either to persons and/or to object, to names in general, etc. The descriptions I found are not uniform. E.g. itaddi(s)nanta 
can refer to objects and persons according to DitzLS (s.v. itadhinànta), whereas Lepori (2001:40) differentiates between 
itaddina(n)ta (only for persons) and itasina(n)t(a) (only for objects). These elements might deserve a study of their own. 
See section 6 for some further comments. 

19 (16b) is an example for the common use of carchi in dictionary explanations, a fact which confirms the high degree of 
compatibility with non-specific NPs. 

20 Note that carchi does not usually trigger plural morphology on the NP even when used in its plural sense (see 16c-f). (16g) 
is an example for its occasional use with a plural NP; cf. Jones (1993:35), who states that some speakers indicate the 
plural reading by using the plural form of the noun. 
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(16) (a) L'ant postu ocru malu. L'ant fatu carchi maghia. (STD – ANTAS/ANTAS5.html) 
   ‘Someone cast the evil eye on her. Someone did some [kind of] magic to her.’ 
  (b) arrocare in carchi logu a unu o un'animale pessighíndhelu (DitzLS, s.v. acantonai) 
   ‘to corner a person or an animal in some place (=somewhere) when following him 

(her, it) ’ 
  (c) Internet nos dat sa possibilidade de poder aere e dare no solus infrommasciones o 

imbiare e retzire posta, ma puru imbiare e retzire carchi mella. 
   (http://www.languages-on-the-web.com/links/link-sardinian.htm) 
   ‘Internet gives us the possibility not only to have information or to send and to 

receive mail, but also to send and to receive some impressions.’ 
  (d) Unu suportu chi pustis de carchi mese at a esser dadu su matessi dae sa 

comunidade de isvilupadores indipendentes. 
   (http://www.ioideo.it/articolo.asp?ID=506&IDmagazine=2003001&IDLanguage=SAR) 
   ‘A support that, after some months, will be provided anyway by the community of 

independent developers.’ 
  (e) Dae inoghe a carchi mese, custos ant a dever dare su parrer issoro subra de 

sa norma ISO TC 204. 
   (http://sc.mondediplo.com/article.php3?id_article=117) 
   ‘From now to some months, these will be obliged to give their opinion about the 

norm ISO TC 204.’ 
  (f) Dae carchi annu, sas chessas che fin inghiriande sa domo de su cuile. 
   (http://www.luigiladu.it/contos/sos_settant'annos_de_tziu_tatanu.htm) 
   ‘For some years, the lentisks had been encircling the house of the enclosure.’ 
  (g) Est propriu una limba totta autonoma cun a torra carchi dialettos e variantes. 
   (http://www.serrentese.com/noas_links/linguasarda/lingua.htm) 
   ‘It is actually a totally autonomous language, however with some dialects and 

variants.’ 
 
A synonym of carchi is cali(n)cunu, which appears to be limited to Campidanese (in contrast 
to its use as a pronoun, see below), where carchi (Camp.: calchi) is restricted to only a few 
varieties.21 See the examples in (17) for both senses mentioned with respect to carchi (17a,b 
vs. 17c-e); non-specific in (17a,c,d) and specific in (17b,e).22 

                                                
21 Calchi is Campidanese according to DES I,269, but both Blasco Ferrer (1986:102-103) and Lepori (2001:41) explicitely 

indicate calicunu as the Campidanese variant of carchi. 
22 The plural form cali(n)cunos is extremely rare and might be restricted to a few varieties or even only to some individual 

speakers. Some five or six examples could be found on the internet, strangely enough all with a specific reading. 
However, a brief inquiry of a few speakers seems to indicate the opposite: A sentence like “Would you like some sweets” 
(calicunos durches) was more readily accepted than “Yesterday I bought some books” (calicunos libros). Since the issue 
needs some further research, I decided not to include it here. 
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(17) (a) - E ite tias cherrer fagher ? - Calincunu traballixeddu ligeru ... 
   (http://www.miali.logudoresu.name/Paristorias/Mayas4.htm) 
   ‘- And what would you like to do? Some/any light little job ... ’ 
  (b) calicunu diariu naràat chi de seguru sa bomba bi l'aìant posta pro sos artìculos chi 

aìat iscritu (http://www.uthalabi.it/Nurai/n5.html) 
   ‘some newspaper said that they had surely put the bomb there for the articles that 

it had written’ 
  (c) Immoi seu unu pagheddu a forasa e dinai, cmq23 candu acciappu calicunu euro 

giai ti zerriu! 
   (http://forum.webmasterpoint.net/archive/index.php/t-10542.html) 
   ‘Now I am a bit out of money, however, when I get some Euros I'll call you!’ 
  (d) dopo calicunu minutu unie is pulpos e is calamaros 
   (http://www.ogliastracoloriesapori.it/ricette.htm) 
   ‘after some minutes add the octopusses and the squids’ 
  (e) A pustis de calincunu mesi, una busca scentìfiga fata de un'enti corsicanu agàtat, 

in s'erba-àliga de a sut''e mari, una cantidadi de tòriu (cosa arradiu-ativa). 
   (http://www.artivu.com/Artivu/2a.htm) 
   ‘After some months, a scientific search performed by an official Corsican entity 

finds, among the algae under the sea, a quantity of thorium (a radio-active 
substance).’ 

 
Sardinian has some elements of free choice (which are non-specific by nature; see 
Haspelmath 1997:49), namely calisiollat, itasiollat (both Camp.), calesisiat, ittesisiat. Here 
are some examples for most of these items: 
 

(18) (a) Podeus scriri de sa Sardìnnia, aici comenti de calisisiat atru logu, in calisiollat 
lìngua de su mundu. 

   (http://www.comitau.org/Mangaras/ainas/Ita_esti_sa_literadura_sarda.pdf) 
   ‘We may write about Sardinia, just like about whatever/any other place, in 

whatever/any language of he world.’ 
  (b) su dinare lis depiat arribare de calesisiat manera (STD – Bern9.html) 
   ‘the money should get to them in whatever/any way’ 
  (c) cussu tenit su diritu de arrocai itasisiat detzisioni nosta (DitzLCS) 
   ‘this (man) has the right to block whatever/any decision of ours’ 

 
Negative (polarity) items are  perunu, nessunu, and mancu unu (cf. 19). These items, too, are 
necessarily non-specific, because evidently something that is not there cannot be specific: 

                                                
23 cmq = Italian chat abbreviation for comunque. 
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(19)(a) unu tipu de tzeramica chene perunu ornamentu (STD – SANNA/ISTSARD3.html) 
   ‘a type of pottery without any ornament’ 
  (b) nessunu limbista [...] prima de mene, s'aíat piccau s'impreu de istudiare, [...] su 

númene de tottu sas biddas [...] de sa Sardinna 
(http://web.tiscali.it/pittau/Sardo/pref_DiLS2.htm) 

   ‘no linguist [...] before me, had undertaken the effort of studying […] the name 
[sic] of all the villages [...] of Sardinia’ 

  (c) Issa est sicura de no aer intesu mancu unu murrunzu. (STD – BERN/Bern1.html) 
   ‘She is sure of not having heard any grumbling.’ 
 

Pronouns 
 
The item cali(n)cunu used as a pronoun, ‘someone’, also appears to be neutral, maybe with a 
slight predominance of non-specific meanings. In (20a,b) it is clear from the context that 
calicunu refers to an unknown but specific person; in (20c,d) we find this element in contexts 
that are typical for non-specificity (questions, indirect negation). Example (20e) represents the 
dialectal variant carchi(d)unu, also non-specific in this case. 

 
(20) (a) Chi b'esseret calicunu indiosadu de mene, custu l'ischio; mi lu contabant sas 

cumpanzas, ma non m'amento mancu su lumen issoro. (STD – BERN/Bern4.html) 
   ‘That someone was in love with me, this I knew; my friends were telling me so, 

but I do not even remember their name.’ 
  (b) calicunu nd'aiat batutu sa criatura (ca calicunu la deviat aer posta in 

s'approendatogliu) (http://www.torpe.net/prosa%20sarda/contos/farris012.html) 
   ‘someone had brought the child there (because someone must have laid him or 

her into the rack)’ 
  (c) Calicunu fit contrariu a si cojubaret cun sennor Bennardu? 
   (STD – BERN/Bern4.html) 
   ‘Was anybody against her marrying Mr Bennardu?’  
  (d) Movèin dae incùe e atraessèin sa Galilea, ma no cherìat chi calicunu l’aeret 

ischidu. (Mark 9:30 - www.sufueddu.org/trad_mc/mcghseu_09_30-37.h) 
   ‘From there they went out and began to go through Galilee, and He did not want 

anyone to know about it.’ 
  (e) cando morgio eo carchi unu, no isco galu bene chie, s’at a mandigare fintzas a 

mie   (http://www.cesdonbosco.com/filologia/abracadabra/sr/boghe.pdf) 
   ‘when I die, someone, I don't know very well yet who, will eat even me’ 

 
Pittau (1972:80) mentions sa pessone as an equivalent to calincunu. This element seems to be 
rare; I only found one example on the internet, where it is clearly non-specific:24 
 

(21)  Amabilissimu Deus si narat cando sa pessone si prepassat [...] a si cominigare. 
(http://web.genie.it/utenti/c/cartagio/messa14.htm) 

   ‘“Most gentle God” one says when (some)one is getting prepared [...] for the 
communion.’ 

                                                
24 See Haspelmath (1997:53) for this kind of expressions (generic nouns). It cannot be decided here whether this item is 

really lexicalized as a pronoun.   
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The situation of the inanimate counterpart of ‘someone’, cali(n)cuna cosa, is similar to 
cali(n)cunu, see (22); non-specific uses in (22a,b), and an example for the occurrence in 
specific contexts in (22c). Example (22d) shows the synonym carchi cosa in its non-specific 
sense:25 
 

(22) (a) ca parit chi sia fendi una cosa contras a calicunu o a calicuna cosa 
   (http://www.condaghes.it/public/totususardu.pdf) 
   ‘because it seems that he or she is doing a thing against someone or something’ 
  (b) perunu istúdiu  iscientíficu podit dimustrai calincuna cosa de diferenti. 
   (http://www.fontesarda.it/sr/sr0008.htm) 
   ‘no scientific study whatsoever can prove anything different.’ 
  (c) Is coloris, is sonus, is caras de piçocus, [...] a sa processioni po Sant'Efis e' 

calincuna cosa ki si depit biri. (http://pensamentus.blog.tiscali.it/bs1418841/bs1418841) 
   ‘The colours, the sounds, the children's faces on the procession of Sant’Efis is 

something that must be seen.’ 
  (d) Pariat chi mi cheriat narrer carchi cosa, ma ite? (STD – ANTAS/ANTAS6.html) 
   ‘It seemed that he wanted to tell me something, but what?’ 
 

The pronominal items of free choice are chinisiollat (Camp.) and chiesisiat for persons and 
ittesisiat for things: 
 

(23) (a) sa luche de su caminu fit paca e podiat ingannare a chiesisiat. 
   (STD – BERN/Bern1.html) 
   ‘the light on the way was rare and could deceive whosoever/anybody’ 
  (b) chinisiollat chi bengat naradhu de aspetai (DitzLS, s.v.) 
   ‘whoever may come, tell him to wait’ 
  (c) mi podinti donai itasisiat, no dus fatzu intrai 
   (http://www.comitau.org/Mangaras/gramatiga/gramatiga_sarda.pdf) 
   ‘they can give me whatsoever/anything, I do not let them enter’ 

 
Finally, I mention the negative pronouns nudda ‘nothing/anything’ and nemos 
‘nobody/anybody’. For the latter, the synonyms niunu and nessunu (both with several variants 
that cannot be discussed here) exist: 

 
(24) (a) Ego no apo nudda contra a nemos, ma tue, allega pro tene. 
   (STD – ANTAS/ANTAS2.html) 
   ‘I have nothing against anybody, but you, speak for yourself.’  
  (b) Sa rosa chi apassida in su giardinu / fit tempus chena mirada dae niunu 
   (STD – mortfrad.html) 
   ‘The rose, faded in the garden / which has for some time not been looked at by 

anybody’ 
  (c) Dae sa die nessunu prus b'ad andau pro chircare su gravegliu de oro. 
   (STD – gravegli.html) 
   ‘From that day, nobody else has gone there in order to look for the golden pink.’ 

                                                
25 I include calincuna cosa here rather for reasons of symmetry, although I do not think that it is really lexicalized in 

Sardinian. 
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3. The partitive construction 
Partitive constructions in the Romance languages are related to non-countability and can vary 
with respect to specificity. E.g., in Old Italian, the partitive construction was specialized on 
mass nouns and was a rather clear marker of specificity, at least in the singular (cf. Stark 
2003). A first rough description of the Sardinian partitive construction is given by Wagner 
(1993:372)26, who stresses the fact that it is used without the definite article in this language. 
We would thus get  the contrast de abba in Sardinian versus dell’acqua/de l'eau in Italian and 
French.27 Wagner also states that the nouns with which it is used denote water or food 
(Wagner 1993:372). He gives the following examples from Barbargia varieties of Sardinian: 
 

(25) (a) e inúe s’aháttada de ábba vríska?  (Urzulei) 
  (b) e ínúe s’agáttada de ábba vríska?   (Samugheo) 
   and where REFL.CL.-finds of water fresh 
  (c) e inúi ind’ádi de ábba vríska?     (Séulo) 
  (d) e aŭi nd’ áda de ákva vríska?   (Cruccuris) 
   and where ADV.CL. has of water fresh 
   ‘and where is there (some) fresh water?’ 

 
(26) (a) ğammínde de bínu             (Busachi) 
   give-me-ADV.CL. of wine 
   ‘give me (some) wine’ 
   (b) non č’ind’áda de bane ?         (Barbagia) 
   not ADV.CL. has of bread 
   ‘is there no bread?’ 

  
Consider, however the following example, that can be found in the STD:  

 
(27)  za bind’adesse’ de tempus po’ faeddare (STD – zacband.htm) 
   ‘There will be time to speak’ 

 
The nominal that appears in this example does not match the lexical classes (water or food) 
given by Wagner. The example rather indicates that the lexical classes to which the 
construction applies correspond to the general Romance situation sketched above, i.e., non-
countability. This is confirmed by Jones (1993:17), who states that the preposition de appears 
with indefinite plurals or non-count nouns which function as direct objects.28 

Note that all the examples given so far show constructions that are typical of the 
appearance of non-specific NPs (questions, imperatives, future; cf. Haspelmath 1997, Stark 
2003). We could therefore draw the conclusion that the partitive construction is a marker of 
non-specificity in Sardinian, in contrast to the findings of Stark (2003) for Old Italian, a fact 
that might have to do with the lack of the definite article. But we will see in a moment that 
this conclusion is wrong, i.e., whereas it may be true that the construction preferably appears 
with non-specific NPs, it is not the function of de to mark the NP as [-specific]. 

                                                
26 The first edition is from 1951; I quote a more recent (but largely unaltered) edition. 
27 There seems to exist a partitive construction with the definite article, cf. Ma b’aìat de sos òmines de sa Lege, indicated as 

an alternative of the translator to ex. (11c) above. The translator comments: “Ho usato una forma comune nel mio 
logudorese.” (http://www.sufueddu.org/trad_mc/mcghseu_02_01-12.htm). This construction needs some further research. 

28 But note that the partive construction in (27) is a predicate nominal. 
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From a syntactic point of view, another striking fact must be mentioned: in almost all of 
the examples, the pronominal adverb nde (variants inde, indi)29 appears, a fact noted by 
Blasco Ferrer (1984:84-85), where we read that, in Sardinian, the partitive object is 
introduced by the preposition de and is often anticipated by the adverbial clitic derived from 
the Lat. INDE.30 What Blasco Ferrer does not mention, however, is the fact that the 
preposition typically appears in dislocation structures, which is also the case in the examples 
in (25c,d), (26a,b) and (27), all instances of right dislocation. This issue is well dealt with in 
Jones's Sardinian Syntax (1993:17). According to Jones, the preposition de appears with 
indefinite plurals or non-count nouns which function as direct objects only when dislocated to 
the right and (optionally) when dislocated to the left. These are cases of Romance clitic 
dislocation structures, hence the appearance of the adverbial clitic. See Jones's examples in 
(28)31 and (29), taken from the Central Logudorese dialect of Lùvula (cf. Jones 1993:17, 217). 
 

(28) (a) Bimus meta abba. 
   drink-1PL much water 
  (b) (De) abba, nde bimus meta. 
   (of) water ADV.CL. drink-1PL much 
  (c) Nde bimus meta, de abba. 
   ADV.CL. drink-1PL much of water 
  (d) Bimus abba. 
   drink-1PL water 
  (e) (De) abba, nde bimus. 
   (of) water ADV.CL. drink-1PL  
  (g) Nde bimus, de abba. 
   ADV.CL. drink-1PL of water 
 
(29) (a) Appo mandicatu petha. 
   have-1SG eaten meat 
  (b) *Appo mandicatu de (sa) petha 
   have-1SG eaten of (the) meat 

 
As we see in these examples, a direct object that is not dislocated is not, and, according to 
(29b), must not be embedded into the partitive construction.32 

Summarizing, we can say that the so-called partitive construction in Sardinian has nothing 
to do with specificity but just seems to be a syntactic reflex of dislocation structures. I am not 
going to analyze the concrete syntactic mechanism underlying the construction. It seems that 
like in other Romance languages, certain types of dislocation require the obligatory insertion 
of a clitic. The clitic for non-definite NPs is nde, which cannot be coindexed with an NP but 
only with a PP, at least in clitic right dislocations, and thus forces the preposition de to appear. 
It has to be noted that the interrogative dislocation structures introduced in (3b) above in 
section 1 are also most frequently clitic dislocation structures as (25c,d). 

According to Wagner (1993:372), the construction at issue is found in Central Sardinian 
and in Campidanese rural dialects. The sentences in (30) are given by Wagner as examples for 
the fact that the urban dialects as well as the peripherical dialects do not use this construction: 
                                                
29 This clitic is analogous to French en and Italian ne. 
30 His addition “especially in Campidanese” cannot be confirmed by the examples given above, which are mostly 

Logudorese. 
31 Note that meta, according to Jones, remains stranded in its base position. 
32 Also cf. Jones (1993:217), who states that indefinite NPs in direct object position are not introduced by de, where by 

direct object position he means that they are in their base position and thus not dislocated. 
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(30) (a) dámmi ábba vríska 
  (b) dónami ákwa vríska 
   give-me water fresh 
   ‘Give me fresh water’ 
 

Note that, since Wagner did not capture the syntactic properties of the partitive construction, 
these examples are not appropriate at all because apparently no dislocation is involved. In 
order to see if Wagner is right about his supposition about urban and peripherical dialects, we 
have to look for examples with dislocation structures, of course. I tentatively did this at least 
for the town of Nuoro, with the following result: The sentence (31a) is a yes/no-question with 
the interrogative particle a and a clitic left dislocated bare direct object. Ex. (31b) is also a 
yes/no-question with the same interrogative particle. Note that the direct object has been 
moved to a position following the particle.  
 

(31) (a) A bi nd'at, pane? 
  (b) *A bi nd'at, de pane? 
  (c) Pane, a bi nd'at? 
  (d) *De Pane, a bi nd'at ? 
   ‘Is there bread?’ 
 

In both cases, the partitive construction is ungrammatical, which confirms Wagner’s claim at 
least for the town of Nuoro.33  

There are some issues left to which I will return in section 6. 

4. Collective nouns 
Very roughly speaking, this section is about singular nouns used in a plural sense. Phenomena 
similar to the ones we are going to examine can sometimes be related to specificity, as in the 
following example from Spanish, with a singular NP and a definite article: 
 

(32)  ¿Te gusta la patata? 
   ‘Do you like potatoes?’ 
 

However, what we have here is not a plural sense, as the English translation might suggest, 
but a generic reading. As such, the nominal expression in (32) is non-specific. At first sight, it 
might seem to be the case that, in Sardinian, singular nouns work in the same way, since the 
sentence in (32) can be translated literally with respect to the structure of the NP as in (33a): 
 

(33) (a) A t’agradat sa patata? 
   ‘Do you like potatoes?’ 
  (b) So ispidzolande sa patata. (Jones 1993:34) 
   ‘I am peeling (the) potato(es)’ 
 

In (33b), however, the sense cannot be considered generic, because the speaker is actually 
peeling some specific potatoes. As we shall see, the Sardinian phenomenon under discussion 
is not tied to specificity, but rather to countability, a category that is however, related to 
specificity, at least from the point of view of the historical development of the Romance 
languages. As mentioned by Stark (2003:135), (non-)specificity and countability are two key 
                                                
33 However, Pittau (1972:131) says that the construction (31b) can be used in very rare cases (see his example for ‘Do you 

want meat?’: A nde kerer de pettha? besides A nde keres pettha?). 
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features that organize the indefinite paradigm in Romance. With respect to countability, Latin 
“was able, with its rich morphological declension system [...], to mark the difference between 
‘contoured’ (caseus ‘one (piece or sort of) cheese’) and ‘diffuse’ (caseum, cheese as a 
substance [...])” (Stark 2003:135). She goes on to say that the loss of this system “might then 
have provoked the appearance of new ‘classification devices’ and the evolution of a new 
Romance classification system by indefinite determiners”, including the partitive and bare 
nouns. 

Generally, we can distinguish several types of uncount nouns, for example those which are 
uncount nouns “by nature” because they designate substances (gold) or abstract concepts 
(health). Another type are nouns that are countable when they refer to individual items but 
can turn into uncount nouns when they refer to a substance made of those items, cf. the 
following examples:34 
 

(34) (a) Could you peel some potatoes? (countable) 
  (b) Serve this dish with mashed potato. (uncountable) 
 

The relationship between the individual items in (34a) and the substance in (34b) corresponds 
to the one that Latin was able to mark morphologically. What is special about the so-called 
“collective” nouns in Sardinian is that they do not denote a substance but something like an 
indefinite number. See the following examples taken from Jones (1993:34): 
 

(35) (a) So ispidzolande sa patata. 
   ‘I am peeling (the) potatoes.’ 
  (b) Tunca sa janna chi no’intret sa thithula. 
   ‘Close the door so that the mosquitoes do not come in.’  
 

Note that, in contrast to potato in (34b), patata in (35a) does not mean a substance made of 
potatoes but a “collection” of potatoes.35 According to Jones (1993:33), this type of 
“collective nouns” can be formed out of singular count nouns denoting fruit, vegetables, 
insects and small animals, the result being plural or collective reference.36 However, I think 
that a better way to describe the reading of the singular nouns in (35a,b) is to classify them as 
“object-mass nouns” in contrast to “substance-mass nouns”. For this distinction, see Barner 
and Snedeker (in press) and the literature quoted there, in particular Gillon (1992), who 
observes that many mass nouns in English have individuals in their extensions, e.g. furniture, 
hair, spaghetti, silverware, jewelry, clothing, traffic, infantry, and footwear. These are object-
mass nouns. As Barner and Snedeker note, object-mass nouns cannot undergo pluralization, 
whereas substance-mass nouns can have a plural (e.g., two waters, two coffees, but not: *two 
furnitures). In a similar way, in Sardinian, we have the singular form patata meaning either a 
single potato or an amount of potatoes, the latter being an object-mass reading. Consequently, 
the plural form patatas can only mean ‘individual potatoes’ but not ‘amounts of potatoes’. 
Some additional examples of nouns that can get an object-mass reading can be found in Pittau 
(1972:68-69); also cf. Mensching (1994): mela ‘apple(s)’, pèssiche ‘peach(es)’, pira ‘pear(s)’, 
furmica ‘ant(s)’, musca ‘fly', 'flies’, preducu ‘louse’, ‘lice’, tìttula  ‘mosquito(es)’, tilipirche 
‘grasshopper(s)’, pische ‘fish’,  foza 'leaf', 'leaves',  preda ‘stone(s)’.  

                                                
34 Examples taken from http://www.onestopenglish.com/english_grammar/countability.htm. 
35  Note that unlike most Romance languages, the names of fruit and trees are the same in Sardinian (see Pittau:1972:69), so 

that a noun like pira may have three meanings: ‘pear’, ‘pears’ and ‘pear-tree’. 
36  Blasco Ferrer (1986:83-84) also mentions this phenomenon as belonging to a semantically well defined field, namely the 

one of fruit. The other semantic categories mentioned by Jones and visible in the above examples are not mentioned by 
Blasco Ferrer. 
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According to Blasco Ferrer (1986:83-84), the definite article is missing when the collective 
reading is intended, cf. his examples: 
 

(36) (a) Apo mandigadu sa pira 
   ‘I ate the pear’ 
  (b) Apo una bértula prena de pira 
   ‘I have a pack-saddle full of pears’ 
  (c) A mi nde pesas de mela? 
   ‘Would you weigh (some) apples for me’ 
 

Note that the example (36c) is a right dislocation construction that shows “partitive” de (see 
section 3), which would not support a definite article anyway; with respect to examples 
(36a,b) there is a clear contradiction with Jones’s examples in (35), where the definite article 
is present. The rule formulated by Blasco thus does not seem to hold. The examples of the 
words mentioned above (and others, such as frore ‘blossom’) that can be found in the DitzLS 
most often have a definite article as in (37a-e), but not exclusively so, see (37f,g,h): 

 
(37)(a) sa mela ocannu est liera 
   ‘the apples this year are in good state’ 
  (b) b'at àrbures chi in atunzu iscútinan sa foza 
   ‘there are trees which drop the leaves in autumn’ 
  (c) su bentu abbandhonat sa foza a su destinu suo 
   ‘the wind leaves the leaves to their destiny’ 
  (d) dhoi fiat sa musca a gurdonis, in cussu logu brutu 
   ‘there were flies in bunches, in that ugly place’ 
  (e) su tilibirche s’annu beniat a nues, in tempus de messonzu 
   ‘the grasshoppers came in clouds this year, at the time of the reaping’ 
  (f) s'àrbure s'est barriada de fiore. 
   ‘the tree was charged with blossoms’ 
  (g) si totu custu frore benit a bonu amus pira meda 
   ‘if all these blossoms come out we have many pears’ 
  (h) b'at frommija chi faghet su nidu in sa linna fràziga 
   ‘there are ants that make their nest in rotten wood’ 

 
As the examples show, the use of a singular noun in its object-mass reading has nothing to do 
with the presence or the absence of a definite article. In fact, if we used a morphological 
plural instead of the object-mass singular, we would get exactly the same distribution. 
Example (37g) shows that object-mass nouns can co-occur with quantifiers, the syntax of 
which determines the presence or the absence of a determiner.37 In many cases, the determiner 
in Romance languages gives the NP a generic sense (see 38a,b,e), whereas in other cases it 
leads to a specific reading (see 38d). These regularities are due to the rules of the definite 
article in Romance which cannot be discussed in depth here. 
 

                                                
37 I.e., with tottu ‘all’, the definite article or a demonstrative pronoun is obligatory, whereas meda ‘many’ does not support 

any determiner. 
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5. The prepositional accusative 
The so-called “prepositional accusative”, i.e., differentiated object marking (DOM) through 
the preposition a, can be found in several Romance languages. For Spanish, it has been shown 
that specificity is a relevant feature in this construction (see von Heusinger and Kaiser 
2003b). Before I deal with the issue of specificity, I will discuss the semantic and syntactic 
properties of DOM in Sardinian. To begin with, see the following examples:  
 

(38) (a) Appo bidu a Zuliana 
   ‘I saw Zuliana’ 
  (b) Deppimus muttire a sorre tua. 
   ‘We have to call your sister’ 
  (c) Eris amus bidu a su sìndicu. 
   ‘Yesterday we saw the Mayor’ 
 

In Mensching (1994:61), where these examples are taken from, I stated that in contrast to 
Spanish, this construction is only used with nominals of the following types: 
 

(39)  personal names, relation words, nouns designating particularly respected or 
important persons, personal pronouns 

 
Blasco Ferrer (1986:180) refers to the construction as “accusativo personale” and says that the 
preposition a is used with a personal object (“oggetto personale”), by which he seems to mean 
that the object is marked as [+human], as has been traditionally assumed for Spanish. 
According to Blasco Ferrer, this construction is subject to certain conditions: if the 
complement is a personal or an interrogative pronoun, the preposition a is obligatory. In 
contrast, still according to Blasco Ferrer, when the animated object is determined by an article 
or another determiner, the preposition will be automatically missing, as in (40): 

 
(40) (a) an saludadu cussu síndigu 
   ‘they greeted that mayor’ 
  (b) appo biu is óminis de s’atra dí 
   ‘I saw the men of the other day’ 
 

However, it seems to me that determination is not responsible for the lack of DOM in these 
examples,38 but that the nominals at issue just fail to meet the conditions stated in (39): in 
(40a), the demonstrative adjective cussu indicates that the speaker does not refer to the Mayor 
(i.e., the one of his or her village which he particularly respects), and in (40b) it is clear that 
the men at issue are unknown individuals. The other examples given by Blasco Ferrer 
(1986:80) can be explained along the same lines. 

However, the facts might not be as simple as this, as can be seen from the following 
conditions formulated by Jones (1993:65-68) for the dialect of Lùvula: 

                                                
38 See Jones (1993:67-68) for further discussion. 
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(41) (a) Accusative a occurs obligatorily before determinerless NPs of type I, i.e., NPs in 
which the omission of the determiner is entirely conditioned by internal properties 
of the NP: personal pronouns, forenames, names of towns, professional titles or 
other forms of address, kinship or endearment. 

  (b) for some speakers, accusative a occurs optionally before definite NPs with human 
reference. 

 
See the following examples taken from Jones (1993:66), where (42) corresponds to (41a) and 
(43) to (41b): 
 

(42) (a) Appo vistu a segnora Ledda. 
   ‘I saw Mrs Ledda’ 
  (b) Non connosco a issa. 
   ‘I do not know her’ 
  (c) Istimu a frate meu. 
   ‘I love my brother.’ 
  (d) Non connoskío a manneddu. 
   ‘I did not know (my) grandfather’ 
  (e) An furatu a Ercole. 
   ‘They have stolen Hercules (e.g. a horse).’ 
  (f) Appo vistu a Nápoli 
   ‘I have seen Naples.’ 
 
(43) (a) An assessinatu (a) su re. 
   ‘They have assassinated the King.’ 
  (b) Maria at vistu (a) su dottore 
   ‘Maria saw the doctor.’ 

 
Note that most of these examples (with the exception of 42f) may also be captured by my 
conditions in (39); notably, (43a,b) are both cases of an important and particularly respected 
person.39 

For Spanish, von Heusinger and Kaiser (2003b) identified at least two types of varieties 
with different sets of features that characterize the prepositional accusative:  

 
(44) (a) [+animate] [±definite] [+specific] 
  (b) [-animate], [±definite] [+specific] 
 

It seems that specificity is also a defining feature in Sardinian: personal pronouns and the 
classes of nominals indicated both in (39) and in Jones’s condition (41a) are inherently 
specific. If Jones’s condition (41b) is correct, we might, however, construct cases with non-
specific determined NPs. In fact, some speakers I asked did not exclude sentences such as the 
following: 
 

                                                
39 However, I must confess that I cannot exactly recall the source of the description given in Mensching (1994). If I 

remember correctly, at least the use of this construction with particularly respected persons was indicated to me by some 
speakers. I think that the construction needs some further research. 
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(45)  Cras amus a elezer a su sìndigu. 
   ‘Tomorrow we will elect the mayor.’ 

 
The features of the Sardinian DOM-construction could then be described as follows by using 
the formalism adopted by von Heusinger and Kaiser: 
 

(46) (a) [±animate] [-definite] [+specific] 
  (b) [+animate], [+definite] [±specific] 
 

If the description in Mensching (1994) could be shown to be correct, at least for some variety, 
a third constellation would be 

 
(47)  [+animate], [±definite] [+specific]. 

 
This description would be too rough, however, and should be refined maybe with a fourth 
feature that makes reference to the fact that the individual designated by the NP is well known 
and/or particularly respected or considered important by the speaker. In order to identify such 
a feature, which might be a special subcase of specificity, it may be useful to look at 
languages that have particular determiners for specific or non specific NPs. For example, 
Lyons (1999:57 ss.) reports that the non-specific determiner in Samoan is used, among other 
contexts, where there is a particular referent, but the identity of this is considered unimportant 
or uninteresting, which is something like the contrary of what we find here. I briefly return to 
this point in section 6. 

6. Concluding remarks 
In this article, I have tried to examine some aspects of Sardinian in which the issue of 
specificity might be involved.  

For indefinites, it is clear that some items are exclusively used with NPs that are 
understood as specific. These are unu tzertu ‘a certain’, and (unu) fulanu, which is an oblitive 
pronoun meaning something like ‘(a) whatshisname’ in the first place, but which can be used 
in the sense of ‘a certain (person)’as well. It seems reasonable to assume a feature [+specific] 
for these items. Sardinian has quite an ample inventory of such oblitive pronouns, which 
would merit some further research. One group is fully lexicalized, i.e., intransparent:  nichele 
(Log.), bodale, taniele (Log.), taligeni (Camp.). Another group is still analyzable, similar to 
correponding elements in other languages such as what-d'you-call-it in English.  The basic 
types are: itaddi(s)nanta (WHAT+ITDAT-CL/THEMDAT-CL+SAY3-PL) and ittesinara(n)t 
(WHAT+ITSELFREFLCL+SAY3-SG/PL). In an informal way, we may say that in the first case, the 
specificity feature is still visible in the shape of the clitic ddi, which, as a personal pronoun,  is 
necessarily [+specific]. In the second case, the underlying syntactic structure contains a pro, 
which has the same property.40 On the non-specificity side, there are, as in all languages, two 
main types, i.e., negative (polarity) items and free-choice elements: nudda ‘nothing’, nemos, 
niunu, nessunu ‘nobody’, perunu, mancu unu, nessunu ‘no’; calesisiat and ittesisiat 
‘what(so)ever’, chiesisiat ‘who(so)ever’, among others. Here, the lack of specificity in the 
NPs with which these elements combine, follows straightforwardly from the semantics of 
these items. 

One group of elements I examined are those indefinites that indicate an indeterminate 
quantity, which means that the exact quantity is unknown, not remembered or not considered 
                                                
40 These items must be lexicalized in some way because they can be merged as nominals in the syntactic derivation. 

However, I think there is no need to postulate a semantic description in the lexicon because they can be fully parsed and 
thus be interpreted.   
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important by the speaker. According to the texts I consulted, the items paritzos and argunos 
‘some’ seem to be used exclusively in non-specific contexts, whereas the synonym unos 
cantos could be shown to admit a non-specific reading as well, although this seems to be 
rather rare. Carchi and its synonym calincunu (as an adjective) are rather neutral, maybe with 
a slight preference for non-specific contexts. A first small inquiry of speakers seems to 
confirm this situation. So, further research might show that paritzos, argunos and also 
diversos have a feature [+specific], whereas for charchi and calincunu, but also for unos 
cantos, it is already clear at this stage that they are just not specified for [+/-specific]; the 
preference to combine with either specific or non-specific NPs must then follow from  
something else, probably on the pragmatic level. The same is true for calincunu as a pronoun 
in the sense of ‘someone’ and calincuna cosa ‘something’. These items rather have features 
that encode the fact that the exact identity of a person or thing is unknown, considered 
unimportant or intended to remain concealed from the hearer. Let us provisionally call this 
feature [-known]. Carchi and calicunu in their adjectival function also have this feature, 
which can trigger two variants of meaning: in carchi/calincunu libru either the identity of the 
object itself is unknown (so we get the reading ‘some book’) or the exact quantity is unknown 
(which yields the meaning ‘some books’). Since something that is non-specific implies that its 
identity is unknown (whereas specific referents may have either a known or an unknown 
identity), these properties will suffice to explain the relatively high frequency of occurrences 
of the latter items in non-specific contexts.  

Among the other phenomena examined, the prepositional accusative, a case of DOM, is the 
only one in which specificity is involved, similarly to Spanish but with some differences that 
are not yet altogether clear for the lack of data and because the existing studies are not 
uniform in the interpretation of this phenomenon. In one of these interpretations, we find 
something like the inverse situation from the one just sketched with respect to some indefinite 
pronouns, in the sense that DOM may presuppose a feature [+known] at least for some 
speakers. If this could be generalized, future research might reveal that [+/-specific] is not a 
feature of DOM in Sardinian. 

With respect to the partitive construction, which may involve sensitivity to the 
specific/non-specific distinction in other Romance languages, it has been shown that this 
construction is just a syntactic device triggered by clitic dislocation, and I would thus prefer 
the designation “pseudo-partitive”. Its relationship to non-specific NPs is only indirect, in the 
sense that the dislocated element is a bare NP, which, as such, often has a non-specific 
interpretation. The reader might have noticed that I overlooked an important fact: the first two 
examples in section 3, i.e., examples (25a,b), taken from Wagner and repeated here as (48a,b), 
do not show the adverbial clitic: 

 
(48) (a) e inúe s’aháttada de ábba vríska?  (Urzulei) 
  (b) e ínúe s’agáttada de ábba vríska?   (Samugheo) 
   and where REFL.CL.-finds of water fresh 
 

The truth is that I do not know what to make of these examples. Are they examples of non-
clitic right dislocation? Or do some varieties accept a “real” partitive construction? These 
questions cannot be answered here, because, so far, I have not found any further examples of 
this type. Similar to what has just been pointed out for DOM, this case, too, shows that there 
are still many gaps in the investigation of Sardinian syntax. To these observations we may 
even add another fact: It is not mentioned in any study on Sardinian known to me that Italian 
has exactly the same “pseudo-partitive” construction with dislocated bare DPs as Sardinian.41 

                                                
41 Thanks to Lucia Grimaldi, who pointed this out to me. Cf. Renzi et al. (1988:153-154, 160-173); also see the internet 

discussion at http://forum.accademiadellacrusca.it/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?p=210&. 
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See the following examples, analogous to the examples (27) and (28e,g) in section 3, with 
clitic right dislocation in (49a,b) and clitic left dislocation in (49c). 

 
(49) (a) Ce n'è stato, di tempo, per parlare 
   There-CL. ADV.CL. is been of time for speaking 
   ‘There was time for speaking’ 
  (b) Io non ne voglio, di soldi 
   I not ADV.CL. want of money 
   (http://www.carabinieri.it/arma/curiosita/fiabe/Fiabe_08_Piccola_Fiammiferaia.htm) 
   ‘I don't want money’ 
  (c) d'acqua non ne aveva ingoiata 
   of water not ADV.CL. had-3SG swallowed 
   (http://italialibri.net/autori/ecou.html) 
   ‘He hadn't swallowed (any) water’ 

 
In addition, it has to be noted that the same phenomenon exists in Catalan (cf. Solà et al. 
2002:1233-1236). Usually, the literature on Sardinian directly or indirectly suggests that there 
is a contrast between Sardinian and other Romance languages, because the latter use the 
definite article in the partitive construction whereas Sardinian does not. As I have shown, this 
is definitely wrong.42 

In contrast to this construction, another phenomenon really seems to be restricted to 
Sardinian: the so-called “collective nouns”, which I examined in section 4  (pira = ‘pears’). 
Whereas it is a common strategy in languages to use singular NPs to express that something is 
understood as generic (and thus necessarily as non-specific), Sardinian singular nouns can 
additionally have a collective meaning. It could be shown that they are an interesting case of 
object-mass nouns, related to uncountability and not to the lack of specificity.  

Let me conclude with some diachronical remarks, beginning with the phenomenon that I 
have just mentioned, i.e., the “collective” use of singular nouns. Max Leopold Wagner (1993: 
329-330) makes some interesting comments about the history of this feature, arriving at the 
conclusion that the “collective singular” is used regularly, as in Latin, where other Romance 
languages have only some isolated examples. This really seems to be a true archaism; cf. 
Wagner's example from Latin: boni assiduique domini villa abundat porco, haedo, agno, 
gallina,  lacte, caseo, melle. The last three nouns could be singular in all Romance languages 
(a fact that Wagner doesn’t mention), being substance-mass nouns, but, indeed, the first four 
are object-mass readings that do not seem to exist in other Romance languages. It has to be 
noted, however, that Wagner's identification of Sardinian phenomena as archaic is, in most 
other cases, based on very superficial observation and thus often wrong (cf. Mensching 2004). 
An example for this is the aforementioned partitive construction, of which Wagner (1993: 
328-329) says that the lack of the definite article continues the Latin tradition.43 First, as we 
have seen, this construction is not a real partitive construction and is thus not comparable with 

                                                
42 For Catalan, Solà et al. (l.c.) explicitly mention that the preposition is optional with NPs dislocated to the left and 

obligatory for NPs dislocated to the right, and I think that this is also the case in Italian, as it is in Sardinian (cf. section 3). 
This might be due to the fact that the left dislocated element can either be a hanging topic (without the preposition) or a 
“real” topic (with the preposition), whereas a hanging topic does usually not appear at the right periphery of a clause 
(Cecilia Poletto, personal communication). 

43  According to Wagner, the use of this construction, which he wrongly thinks to be limited to water and food, is more or 
less the same as on the Iberian Peninsula. Wagner quotes Old and Classical Spanish examples like cogió del agua (Cid 
2801) dar de la fruta (Santa Teresa) and then adds: “solo che il sardo non usa, in questo caso, l’articolo ma si attiene 
strettamente alla tradizione latina. Non sarà un puro caso che gli esempi latini si riferiscano pure alle vivande: sede, et 
comede de venatione mea (Volgata Gen. 27,19); afferte de piscibus (Volgata Joh. 21,10); catelli edunt de micis (Matt. 
15,27)”. 
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the Romance construction that has a definite article. Second, it is not even restricted to 
Sardinian, as I have just shown. Third, even if it were a real partitive construction, it has to be 
kept in mind that Latin had no articles, so that the comparison between a Romance and a 
Latin bare NP is not a valid argument. According to Blasco Ferrer (1984:84-85), the 
construction may have been borrowed from Catalan, but then we might say that it may have 
also, or even more probably, been borrowed from Italian (see above). It has to be said, 
however, that, whereas a high degree of borrowing is a fact for Sardinian (as we will see 
below), this generalization mostly applies to the lexicon. In contrast, the syntax seems to have 
remained rather autochthonous.44 The fact that Sardinian, Catalan and Italian have the same 
property rather seems to indicate that no borrowing is involved in this case.45  

In contrast to the latter observation, it is a rather striking fact that almost the whole system 
of indefinites is not autochthonous. The elements carchi and tzertu were clearly taken from 
Old Italian.46 Other elements borrowed from Old Italian are paritzos and 
cali(n)cunu/carchi(d)unu, as well as the negative markers (ne)mancu unu, nessunu, perunu 
and the oblitive pronoun bodale (< cotale). Argunos, unos cantu and another oblitive pronoun, 
fulanu, were clearly taken from Spanish, whereas diversos may have its origin in either of 
these two languages (or even Catalan), although most probably it is a recent Italianism. The 
elements of free choice calesisiat, ittesisiat, calisiollat, itasiollat are loan translations from 
Italian or Catalan (It. qualsiasi, qualsivoglia, Cat. qualsevol), but Sardinian created some 
additional elements according to these models. First, since it(t)e/it(t)a (but not cale) means 
both ‘which’ and ‘what’, ittesisiat and itasiollat could extend their use from adjectives to 
pronouns. As a second step, analogous pronouns for persons were formed by changing 
it(t)e/it(t)a ‘what’ to ‘who’, thus deriving chiesisiat, chinisiollat. The oblitive pronouns 
ittaddi(s)nanta and ittesinara(n)t appear to be original Sardinian formations with yet a low 
degree of lexicalization because they are still inflected. The only indefinites that were 
inherited from Latin are nemos (<NEMO) ‘nobody’ and nudda (<NULLA) ‘nothing’, and, if 
Wagner (see DES II,165) is right, the oblitive pronoun nichele ‘whatshisname’ (< Lat. 
*NICIL < NIHIL).47 Note that nudda and, particularily  nemos, are true archaisms, in the 
sense that they have been lost in (almost)48 all other Romance languages. 

Returning to the issue of specificity, we might now ask if Sardinian is conservative with 
respect to the languages which it borrowed the respective items from. According to Stark 
(2003:136), Old Italian certo and diverso seem to be rather clear markers of specificity, as 
tzertu and diversu still are in Sardinian today. As rather clear markers of non-specificity, Stark 
(2003:137) mentions, among others, persona, qualche, qualcuno, veruno. For calincunu (< 
qualc(hed)uno, cf. DES I,268-269), the situation has changed in Sardinian, as I have shown: 
for this item, as well as for charchi (< qualche) I could only detect a slight predominance of 
specific contexts. Therefore, it seems that carchi took the same path as qualche in Italian (cf. 
Stark 2003:145: “qualche will only later become an indicator of SPECIFICITY”). Veruno (> 
perunu) did not change its properties with respect to specificity, because as a negative item it 
is necessarily non-specific (see above). As for sa pessone ‘someone’, it seems to correspond 
to the Old Italian persona in its use as a pronoun mostly marking non-specificity (see Stark 
2003), but presents the innovation of being accompanied by the definite article in Sardinian.49 

                                                
44 E.g. the interrogative construction illustrated in (3b), which is still so vital that Sardinians use it in their regional Italian 

(sentences like ‘Venuto sei?’).  
45 The use of the preposition with clitic-dislocated bare NPs may either have a common origin in the three languages or it 

may have developed independently as consequence of the existence of both clitic-dislocation and adverbial clitics. 
46  See DES for details on these and most of the following items. 
47  I think, however, that Wagner's derivation is problematic, among other reasons because the change from /i/ to /e/ remains 

totally unexplained.  
48  NULLA has also survived in Italian. 
49 It might be interesting to have a look, under the same perspective, at the items borrowed from Spanish and Catalan. For 

Spanish, I tentatively counted the occurrences of algunos in the “Comedias” and “Dramas of Calderón de la Barca” 
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Of course, this type of diachronic examinations can only be done on a more solid empirical 
basis than the one I was able to offer here. 

The situation that I have just sketched is quite typical for Sardinian: the system is highly 
innovative, but at the same time some isolated archaisms remain, particularly in the lexicon, 
but exceptionally also in grammar (cf. Mensching 2004). In the case of indefinites, the 
innovation is mainly based on borrowing from other languages, which has sometimes led to 
some quite interesting extensions. May all this suffice for now as a first attempt to approach 
the subject of specificity and related categories for Sardinian. In part, the phenomena 
examined in this article led us quite far away from the subject of this volume. I hope, 
however, that this provisional paper has illustrated some interesting points for future research 
within and outside the subject of specificity. 
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1. Introduction 
The aim of this essay is to explore the syntactic function of grammatical gender, its role at the 
computational component and in the constituent structure of some pronominal categories in 
Catalan and Spanish.  

In the Principles and Parameters framework, gender is characterized as a non interpretable 
feature in the Phi set of a noun.  It triggers concord with all elements associated with NP, but 
it does not appear to specifically intervene in syntactic computations, such as projecting the 
syntactic visibility of a nominal argument, like structural case does. With person and number, 
the two interpretable elements of the Phi set, gender seems to participate in the operation of 
abstract agreement as a ‘fellow traveler’, either as an unvalued feature in a functional probe or 
as a non-interpretable one in the Phi-set of the lexical category that constitutes its potential 
goal. In short, gender declension seems to have a very low profile, or none at all, at the 
syntactic component. 

Under a minimalist perspective, one may ask why an apparently inert feature like this one 
is so pervasive and robust in many languages. The question has its interest if one considers 
that general principles of economy guide the conjecture that there are no artifacts or 
inefficiencies (i.e. imperfections) at the computational component. This assumption lies 
behind the hypothesis proposed in this study where it is claimed that gender declension is the 
morphological exponent of an abstract interpretable feature in the functional layer of nominal 
structures.  

Such an abstract feature is argued to encode mental processes of entity/object 
categorization. The grammatical mechanism used to translate these processes in a linguistic 
form surfaces as gender declension in Catalan and Spanish, but it may take other forms in 
other language families. In the course of the discussion, I also claim that the presence of this 
abstract feature and the values assigned to it by the operation of agreement, feed the 
expression of grammatical number. 

The present proposal advocates for a rather abstract conception of some syntactic features 
that constitute the functional layers of nominal structures. In the next section, it is proposed 
that gender declension is the formal manifestation of a merging and checking procedure 
between a functional category containing a categorization feature and NP. Section 3 explores 
de relation of gender with number features. Discussion on these issues leads to section 4 
where the properties of genderless arguments are examined.  The hypotheses suggested in 
these sections, lead to section 5 where the feature composition and the constituency of the so-
called third person l-pronouns is studied.  

                                                
* I have benefited from the suggestions of R.Fiengo, L. Hernanz, G. Rigau, and the members of the NYU Linguistics 

Department, to which this research was presented in its first stages of elaboration. Thanks also to C.Grinevald, J.C. Rubio 
and J.M. Tatjer for facilitating relevant literature. This study is a revised version of the talks given at the NEREUS II 
Workshop ‘Specificity and the evolution/emergence of nominal determination in Romance” (Freie Universität Berlin, 
October 2004) and at the 18th Symposium on Romance Linguistics (Leiden University, December 2004).  I thank both 
audiences for their comments and questions. Research for this paper is supported by the projects:BFF2003-08364-C02-01 
(Ministerio de Ciencia y Tecnología-FEDER) and 2001SGR 00150 (Generalitat de Catalunya). 
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One of the main ideas brought up by the discussion and the empirical evidence considered in 
its support is that some aspects of the functional nominal structure should be invariant but 
their specific realization may cross-linguistically appear very different.  

2. Gender 
As is well known, all Catalan and Spanish common nouns must morphologically belong to 
one of two possible declensions: the masculine or the feminine (i.e. [±fem]).1 Determiners, 
demonstratives, pronouns or adjectives syntactically related to nominal expressions by 
concord, agreement or co-reference, also show [±fem] declension, as shown in the following 
Catalan examples: 
 

(1)  La     ploma  negra,   encara no  la    puc       fer   servir 
   the-fem pen-fem black-fem, still  not it-fem can.pres-1.sg make use 
   ‘The black pen, I still can not use it’ 
 
(2)  No el     tanquis,    e       calaix      groc 
   not it-masc close.2.sing, the-masc drawer-masc yellow-masc 
   Don’t close it, the yellow drawer 

 
Neither Catalan nor Spanish have neuter nouns. The label ‘neuter’ that has been traditionally 
applied to some pronominal forms such as the Catalan clitic ho ‘it’, its Spanish counterpart lo 
‘it’ and the tonic form ello ‘it’, as well as to some demonstratives like això/allò-
esto/eso/aquello ‘this/that’ is not a grammatical gender, complementary to masculine and 
feminine. ‘Neuter’ is a term borrowed from the three gendered Latin system and stands for the 
absence of gender declension.  

Leaving aside the morphological expression of natural gender distinctions (which also 
surface as declension) one can say that the interpretation of common nouns that denote 
concrete or abstract entities, either mass or count, is not affected by belonging to a particular 
formal gender type.2  This fact has lead to the assumption that gender features are non 
interpretable. Interestingly however, the expression of gender declension is a sine qua non 
condition for assigning number features to a category in Spanish and Catalan. Genderless (i.e. 
neuter) categories are also numberless and can not participate in any phenomena related to 
grammatical number (see section 3). The correlation suggests that grammatical gender has 
some role other than triggering concord or passively participate in agreement operations by 
being a ‘guest’ in a Phi-feature set.  

The relation of gender with number suggests that declension may act as the formal 
exponent of an interpretable feature, which I claim to be hosted in the functional projection 
that immediately dominates NP. This feature is the linguistic expression of non-linguistic 
processes of entity categorization, that is, the attribution of a class or a type to the stuff 
denoted by the lexical entry of common nouns. In many Indoeuropean languages, the 
presence of this abstract feature is formally manifested as declension, but it may cross-
linguistically take other forms. Languages appear to be able to implement the procedure by 
using other grammatical tools. One of them is resorting to the inclusion of noun classifiers or 
noun classes as functional elements in the NP structure. They serve to catalog the entities 
denoted by nouns in various different ways: perceptual distinctions (physical or functional), 

                                                
1 For the purposes of the present discussion, we can very generally say that the feminine surfaces as the morpheme /a/ in 

both Catalan and Spanish. The masculine, which is the unmarked grammatical gender in both languages, surfaces as /o/ in 
Spanish but is phonologically null in Catalan. 

2  See Mascaró (1985, 101) for a list of a very few cases where declension has some semantic import as in the Catalan pair 
cistell/cistella ‘basket.masc/big basket.fem’, where it is related to size. 
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(in)animacy hierarchies, or ranks of objects within scales determined by several (non-
linguistic) factors. As an illustration, consider the distribution and interpretation of noun 
classifiers in Yidini and Jacaltec respectively:3 
 

(3)  mayi       jimirr    bama-al  yaburu-Ngu julaal  YIDINI (Central Australia)4 
   ncl:vegetable  yam  ncl:person   girl    dig.past 
   ‘The girl dug up the yam’ 
 
(4)  swatx’ ix       ix   ixim     b’itx          JACALTEC (Mayan)5 
   made  ncl:woman girl  ncl:corn  tamale 
   ‘The girl made the tamales’ 

 
In the above cases, the noun classifiers surface as independent lexical items and are akin to 
nouns with a generic meaning that have been morpho-phonologically reduced to varying 
degrees. They are similar to the English nouns body, thing or place found in expressions like 
somebody, something or someplace.6 The classifier/noun class paradigms may cross-
linguistically vary, but irrespective of dialectal or language idiosyncrasies, noun classifiers 
have been observed to always occupy a fixed position in nominal constituents, form a closed 
system within the language and not to be subject to speaker or register variation (see Craig 
(1986 b) and Grinevald (1999)). This grammatical behavior is typical of the functional 
elements that constitute extended projections of the lexical categories they are related to. 
Many scholars following different theoretical or methodological traditions have suggested 
that the declension for gender typical of many Indoeuropean languages is akin to these 
syntactic objects known as noun classifiers.7  I adopt this insight and develop it within a 
Principles and Parameters perspective considering the suggestion that gender is a classifier-
like element, but a pure formal marker devoid of semantic content per se.  
 
2.1 The functional category c 
Entity categorization (or kind attribution to objects) appears to be a cognitive process that is 
not specifically human.8 In humans, the process may be reflected in natural language, being 
expressed in some types of syntactic categories such as common nouns. Suppose that 
categorization (in kinds or types) of the stuff denoted by common nouns is rendered as an 
abstract feature in a functional category that we can label c (as a mnemonic device for 
<CLASS>). Class, kind or type attribution to the stuff denoting N is instantiated by the 
syntactic mechanism of Merge between c and N as shown in (5): 
 
(5)                    c<CLASS>  
 
                    c            N    
 
In languages like those exemplified in (3) and (4), the classifiers realize the feature content of 
the category c in (5) with an overt and independent lexeme. In Romance, the abstract feature 
in c is non-overt. We may refer to it as [+Gender] for convenience. The [±fem] declension 
                                                
3 I will not attempt to discuss in any depth the properties of classifier languages. The cursory look at them and the cross-

linguistic data brought up to the fore in this discussion is intended to support the suggested hypothesis on the syntactic 
role of formal gender.  

4  From Dixon (1982, 185) cited in Wilkins (2000, 158) 
5  From Craig (1986 a, 264) 
6  See Postal (2004), who labels them non-chromatic nouns. 
7  See, among others,  Jespersen (1924), Greenberg (1978), Corbett (1991), Zavala (1990), Grinevald (2000).  
8  See Hauser, Chomsky and Fitch (2002). 
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forms are the morphological mark of a checking operation between the abstract [+Gender] 
feature in c and N. More concretely, the procedure applies between the interpretable but 
undervalued feature in c (the ‘classifier’ feature [+Gender]) and a non-interpretable but 
morphologically realized feature in N, [±fem], which expresses the two possible values that 
[+Gender] may take in Catalan and in Spanish.  

The checking procedure between the features of the two categories, the functional and the 
lexical, may be conceived as similar to the relation between the interpretable [+Tense] 
features in T and the overt morphemes [±past] in V, under the hypothesis recently suggested 
in Pesetsky and Torrego (2004), who adopt Chomsky’s (2000, 2001) proposal that unvalued 
features are always probes. Pesetsky and Torrego separate, however, the property of 
interpretability from that of valuation and suggest that unvalued interpretable features can be 
probes that are valued by the non-interpretable features of their goal.  

In the case of nominals, the [±fem] declensions in N are the morphemes that realize a non-
interpretable feature in the goal. They enter into an agreement relation with the unvalued but 
interpretable feature (the probe [+Gender]) in c. The agreement-checking operation values 
[+Gender] in one of two possible forms in Catalan and Spanish ([±fem]) and syntactically 
deletes their corresponding in N. Given that the now valued [+Gender] surfaces as a suffix in 
Catalan and Spanish, a subsequent N raising operation to c can be assumed to apply at some 
component of the grammar:                   
 
(6)                           c<CLASS>  
 
                  c                        NP 
 
           N[±fem]   [+G][±fem]       t   
 
The syntactic object [c c N] corresponds to bare nouns that stand for types (kinds or classes) of 
objects, not for their instantiations. Class/types are abstract entities that, like numbers, are not 
located in space or time. The category cP must be merged with a Determiner, phonologically 
null or overt, in order to be able to refer to tokens of the types denoted by c, or to sets of 
tokens of it (see Longobardi 1994). 
 
2.2 Bare nouns 
The kind/type reading of bare NPs obtains in some structures where the determinerless 
construction represented in (6) is licensed. In Catalan and in Spanish, its distribution is 
severely restricted to properly governed positions and in particular lexical environments: as a 
complement of instrumental prepositions or as the objects of light verbs and intensional 
predicates, among a handful of others (see Bosque 1996).9 The following Catalan examples 
illustrate them. Note that they can indistinctively be constructed with count or mass nouns:   
       

                                                
9  See Bosque (1996) for extensive discussion on bare nouns.  
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(7) (a) Necessita  acompanyant/ escorta/       corbata/ aigua 
   s/he needs  escort-masc/ bodyguard-masc/ tie-fem/ water-fem 
 
  (b) Té     bicicleta   /bolígraf      /biblioteca  / or 
   s/he has bicycle-fem/ball pen-masc /library-fem / gold-masc 
 
  (c) Porta         bigoti         /jaqueta   /maleta 
   s/he dons/wears  moustache-masc /jacket-fem /suitcase-fem 

 
The only possible interpretation of the NPs in the above constructions is that of a kind and 
they lack number content. Their apparent singularity is due to the fact that the [-plural] 
inflection, which is phonologically null, is the default option. Note that the determinerless 
nominals exemplified in (7) are not indefinites. They are never affected by the scope shifting 
operations that characterize indefinites (see Chierchia (1998), following Carlson (1977)). 
These nominals are unable to shift over verbs of propositional attitude, as shown in (8); over 
negation, as shown in (9); or over some types of adverbs or adverbial phrases, as shown in 
(10): 
 

(8)  pro vol   portar  maleta 
   s/he wants  to carry suitcase.fem 
   ‘S/he wants to be a suitcase carrier’ 
 
(9)  pro no  té  cotxe  
   s/he not has car 
   ‘S/he is not a car owner’ 
 
(10)  pro fa    servir  ploma moltes vegades/repetidament 
   s/he makes use   pen   many  times/repeatedly 
   ‘She is a recurrent pen user’ 

 
Bare singular nouns (mass or count) can also be found in Bazilian Portuguese, with a 
distribution much less restricted that in Catalan and in Spanish. Munn and Schmitt (1999) also 
claim that these bare singulars have the interpretation of a kind/type and not that of a token. 
The Brazilian Portuguese example (11) from Munn and Schmitt (1999) shows that, under 
discourse anaphora, a co-referring pronoun can be in the singular or in the plural, a fact that 
suggests them that the bare structures under consideration have no specification for number, 
under the reasoning that kinds do not distinguish singular from plural instances of the kind: 
 

(11)  Tem criança  na    sala.  E   ela  està / elas  estão ouvindo 
   have child   in-the  room. And  s/he is  / they  are  listening 

 
Summarizing, I have suggested that gender declension should be associated with a functional 
category c that contains an abstract interpretive feature that relates grammar with processes of 
entity categorization. The valuation of the feature hosted in this syntactic category can cross-
linguistically surface in several ways: as an independent lexeme (i.e. a noun classifier) or, 
more abstractly, as formal gender declension. Whatever its surface form is, its linguistic 
function is that of assigning the stuff-denoting N a kind/type reading. The specific syntactic 
operation of type/class attribution to N is one of merging between the functional category c, 
with interpretable but unvalued features, and a lexical category N, with valued, but non 
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interpretable features [±fem]. The procedure is conceived as similar to the checking-valuing 
operation that obtains between Tense and the overt morphemes in V, suggested in Pesetsky 
and Torrego (2004). 

3. Gender and Number 
As said, bare nouns conforming to the representation [c c N] in (6), and licensed in the 
restricted environments exemplified in (7)-(10), lack grammatical number. It has been 
suggested that an important function of classifiers in general is that of making countable or 
measurable the noun with which they are associated.10  Units, groups, quantities or measures 
can linguistically be realized as grammatical number, or as more or less lexicalized 
expressions of portion, grouping or counting. In languages of the Mayan family, as in the 
examples (12 a, b) below, number is realized as an independent lexeme that appears at the left 
of the classifier preceding the noun: 
 

(12) (a) heb’        nax  winax                       JACALTEC (Mayan)11 
   pl.human ncl.man man 
   ‘The men’ 
 
  (b) hex     no7      tsitam 
   pl.animal ncl.animal pig 
   ‘The pigs’ 

 
The association of class/type attribution (or gender) with number can surface in several ways. 
As is known, noun classes are fused with number in the Bantu languages and appear 
morphologically as prefixes, as in the example (13): 
 

(13)  ba-shányana      bá-ne       bá-fumane    di-perekisi SESHOTO (Bantu) 12 
   ncl:person/plur-boy ncl.plur-these ncl.plur-found  ncl:tree/plur.peach 
   ‘These boys found peaches’ 

 
Number is realized as a suffix following gender declension in Catalan and Spanish. As in the 
Bantu example above, concord for gender and number spreads to all elements syntactically 
related to the head noun, as in the Catalan example (14): 
 

(14)  Les/aquestes/unes/dues     portes       negres 
   the/these/some/two.fem.plur door.fem.plur black.fem.plur  
   ‘Two black doors’ 

 
Ritter (1993) has argued that gender is a feature, or a property, of the Number functional 
projection of Romance nominals. I claim, on the contrary, that the opposite dependence holds 
between gender and number. Gender declension or, properly speaking, the category c appears 
to be a relational element in nominal structures, in a similar way that prepositions are 
                                                
10 See Croft (1994) with evidence from a variety of languages. Doetjes (1996) and Cheng and  Syebesma (1999) and (to 

appear) make the same claim analyzing data from several varieties of Chinese. For Japanese, see Muromatsu (1995, 
1998). 

11 From Zavala (1990, 164). He reports that nominals without a number lexeme can ambiguously be interpreted as singular 
or plural, as in the following example: 

 (i) te7            sila 
  ncl.wood  chair 
  Chair(s) 
12  From Demuth (2000, 273) 
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conceived as relational items (see Hale and Keyser (2002)). In Catalan and Spanish, only 
categories that can express a grammatical gender (i.e.[±fem]) can have grammatical number. 
We will shortly see that categories that are not, or can not, be assigned a declension type (the 
so-called ‘neuter’ arguments) can not be assigned number features and lack all properties 
related to their expression. 

Prior to looking at the evidence, assume that number is also an interpretable feature in a 
functional category c that hosts a valued [+Gender] feature specified as [±fem], as a noun 
classifier or as a noun class. Number in a [+Gender] c participates in the same type of 
syntactic operations that gender does. Like gender, number is an interpretable but unvalued 
probe in c. It is assigned a value by agreement-checking with the corresponding non-
interpretable but phonetically realized features in the goal N (see section 2). The differences 
among the few languages we have looked at with respect to the realization of gender/class and 
number, either as free lexemes (Mayan) or as affixes (prefixes in Bantu and suffixes in 
Romance) can possibly be reduced to known variants that we can find in a variety of 
constructions in the linguistic systems. The three variants are abstractly represented in (15 a, 
b, c): 
 

(15)  (a)         c<CLASS>  
 
         c         NP                            ROMANCE (suffix) 
 
  N[[±fem] [±plur]]   [Ge,Num]    t    
      
 
   (b)         c<CLASS>  
 
        c         NP                             BANTU (prefix) 
 
     [Class/Num]       N[[Class,Num]   
      
 
   (c)          c<CLASS>  
 
        Number     c                   MAYAN (independent lexemes) 
                                                                                                               
            c          NP                         
 
          Classifier        N  

 
The variants under consideration above are whether or not N raising to c applies (Romance 
versus Bantu), or whether or not there is an EPP-like feature in c that induces merging or a 
free number lexeme in [Spec, c], as in the Mayan languages. Note that the glosses in the 
examples (12 a, b) show that the lexeme for number must be selected by the classifier (cf. 
heb’ (plur.human)/ hex (plur.animal)). This suggests that a (lexical) Specifier-Head agreement 
relationship is taking place.  

4. Genderless arguments 
The behavior of arguments that do not receive declension for gender shows that number is 
dependent on the value assigned to the content of c. The so-called neuter categories do not 
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participate in any phenomena related to the expression of grammatical number. If they are 
subjects of predication, the verb appears in the default singular, even under coordination, as 
shown in (16 a). Coordinated neuters can only link singular (and neuter) pronouns as well, as 
in (16 b). The following Spanish examples are from Quer 2001): 
 

(16) (a) Eso     y   lo     de Mario nos preocupa      /*?preocupan mucho 
   that.neut  and the.neut of Mario us  worry.pres-3.sing/*?plur      a lot 
   ‘That and the (thing) about Mario worry us a lot’ 
 
  (b) Esto     y   aquello  lo/*los  considero        un error  /*errors 
   this.neut  and that.neut. it/*them consider.pres-1.sing a mistake /*mistakes 
   ‘I consider this and that a mistake’ 

 
These arguments behave like argument CPs. Clauses can not be assigned a declension class. 
They also lack number. The following Catalan examples show that independently of whether 
the coordinated CPs denote different propositions, as in (17), or different events, as in (18), 
they do not trigger plurality in the predicate:13 
 

(17)  [[Que x sigui   un nombre senar]  i    que x  sigui (també) divisible per dos]] 
    that x  is.subj an odd    number and that x is.subj (also)   divisible by  two 
   is/*are  contradictory.sing/*plur 
   és/*són contradictori/*-s 
   ‘That x is an odd number and that x is (also) divisible by two is contradictory’ 
 
(18)  [[Que  detinguessin en    Lluís] i  [que escorcollessin     la casa d’enPere]  
    that  arrest.subj.past-3.pl Lluís  and that search.subj.past-3.pl Pere’s house  
   va/*van tenir      lloc  simultàniament/amb   poques hores de diferència 
   took.past-3.sing/*plur place simultaneously/within a few  hours of difference  
   ‘That Lluís had been arrested and that Pere’s house had been searched took place 
   simultaneously’ 

        
As opposed to series of nominals, summation procedures (which apply to grammatical 
singulars) cannot apply to a series of argument CPs, which are unable to antecede a co-
referring pronoun in the plural. CPs can only antecede neuter pronouns, which are 
numberless. In the Catalan example (19) the intended anaphoric pronoun is a neuter clitic, 
whereas in the Spanish (20) is a neuter strong pronoun:14  15 

                                                
13  We can see that the complex NPs or the nominalizations corresponding to (17) and (18) obligatorily require their predicate 

in the plural, but we have already seen that all NPs show declension for Gender (masculine or feminine). Grammatical 
gender feeds grammatical number: 
  (i) [[La proposició    que x és un nombre senar] i  [la (proposició)  que x és també divisible per dos]]  
    the proposition.fem that x is  an odd  number  and the (proposition) that x is  also divisible by  two 
   *és/són contradictories 
   *is/are contradictory.plur 
  (ii) [[La detenció d’en Lluís] i   [el registre de la casa d’en Pere]]  *va/van tenir lloc 
   the  arrest.fem of Lluís  and  the search.masc of Pere’s house   took.*sing/plur place 
   simultàniament/amb  poques  hores de diferència 
   simultaneously/within a few   hours of difference 

  
14  The pronoun ellos ‘them.masc.plur’ is gramatical in (20) only if interpreted as the summation of the referencial indexes of 

Pedro and Ana, but not if its antecedent is the coordinated CPs. 
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(19)  [Que es       bombardegés la  ciutat] va causar 
   that  SE.impers. bombarded   the city   caused 
   [que  se       saquegessin els  magatzems]. 
   that  SE.impers. looted     the warehouses.  
   El diari      ho/*els  va descriure amb  molta cruesa 
   The newspaper it/*them described       very crudely 
 
(20)  Dicen       [[que Pedro  está en París] y   [que Ana no  terminó aún el 
   say.pres-3.plur  that Pedro  is  in Paris and that  Ana not finished yet the 
   artículo]], pero no  quiero        ocuparme de ello/*ellos   ahora 
   paper    but  not want.pres-1.sing think    of it-neut/*them now 
   ‘It is being said that Pedro is in Paris and that Ana didn’t finish the paper yet, but I  
   do not want to think about it/*them’ 

 
Floating quantification is also impossible with coordinated CPs because a grammatical plural 
able to license the floating quantifier can not obtain. The following example is in Catalan:16 
 

(21)  [[Que dimiteixi el primer minister] i   [que se      substitueixi el  cap   de 
   that  the prime minister resign    and that  SE.imper. substitute  the head of 
   la policia]] ha/*han  estat proposat/*-s      (*ambdós/*cadascun) com  a 
   the  police has/*have been proposed.sing/*plur (*both/*each one)   as   a 
   solució  a  la  crisi 
   solution to the crisis   

            
The examples above show that number content is dependent on a gender feature valued as 
[±fem]. Argument CPs are linguistic expressions that grammatically behave like categories 
that denote undifferentiated mass. Note that this should be a grammatical property of clausal 
arguments, since the propositions or states of affairs that CPs denote are not necessarily 
conceived or understood as homogeneous mass. Witness, for example, the events described 
by the CPs in the example (18) above, which can be compared or contrasted by the inclusion 
of adverbs or adverbial phrases. The account I suggest for the observed phenomena is that 
CPs can not formally express the notion of class or type with grammatical mechanisms (i.e. 
gender declension or any other). If formal gender (or class attribution) licenses grammatical 
number, as it is claimed, argument CPs or Catalan and Spanish neuter arguments should lack 
this feature. The next section shows that this is also the case with neuter pronouns. 
Summarizing, it has been argued that the function of gender is that of making ‘visible’ an 
interpretable categorization feature in the functional category c, morpho-phonologically 
                                                                                                                                                   
15  It is possible to induce a mass reading to a series of coordinated nominals by using an anaphoric neuter pronoun to refer to 

the objects they name. The following pair of Spanish sentences minimally differ in interpretation (mass versus summation 
reading), also reflected in their English glosses: 
  (i) Isabel  compró  un cepillo, tres  maletas, aquella camisa y el  libro. No  gastó  mucho dinero en ello 
   Isabel  bought  a  brush, three suitcases, that   shirt and the book. (She) didn’t spent much money on it 
  (ii) Isabel compró un cepillo, tres  maletas, aquella camisa y  el  libro. No      gastó mucho dinero  
   Isabel bought a  brush, three suitcases, that   shirt  and the book. (She) didn’t spent much  money   
   en ellos 
   on them 

16  As in the previous cases (see note 14), floating quantification is licensed in the corresponding nominalizations: 
  (i) [[La dimissió del primer ministre]    i  [la substitució del cap de la policia]]      han estat 
   the resignation.fem of the prime minister and the replacement.fem of the head of the police have been 
   proposades     (ambdós/cadascuna) com a solució  a  la  crisi 
   proposed.fem.plur (both/each one)    as  a solution to t he crisis  
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instantiated as the [±fem] declension. The hypothesis that grammatical number is also an 
interpretable feature of the syntactic object c has also been proposed. It has been claimed that 
the expression of grammatical number is fed by gender declension. That is, only entities that 
can be classified by grammatical means, i.e. nouns but not clauses, can have number features. 

5. Pronouns 
The preceding discussion sets the stage for considering the feature composition and the 
structure of pronominal categories. This final section is devoted to briefly discussing l-
pronouns.17 These elements have generally been argued to be Determiner Phrases (DPs)18 and 
assumed to conform to the functional architecture of NPs. In this section, I claim that l-
pronouns do not have Person features, but they are basically classifiers. Their main 
constituent is the category c, the feature content of which accounts for their anaphoric 
properties. The present analysis supports Kayne’s (2000) contention (following Benveniste 
1966) that the so-called ´third-person’ l-pronouns do not have Person features. In fact, person 
and gender appear to be practically in complementary distribution in the Catalan and Spanish 
pronominal domains. 
 
5.1 L-pronouns of the Nominative and the Accusative series 
Various proposals on pronominal systems in a variety of languages have suggested that 
pronouns are syntactic objects that may have different internal structure and morpho-syntactic 
properties.19 Déchaine and Wiltschko (2002) have argued that pronouns can not uniformly be 
conceived as DPs dominating a more or less complex internal structure. Following their basic 
insight, but slightly altering their terminology to suit the preceding discussion, I claim that 
Catalan and Spanish l-pronouns instantiate two of the three morpho-syntactic types proposed 
by them. The two types are abstractly represented in (22 a) and (22 b):20 
 

(22) (a) DP                    b. c 
 
   D     c  

 
The abstract structure (22 a) corresponds to strong (or tonic) l-pronouns. The structure (22 b) 
is a sub-component of (22 a) and corresponds to clitics and, possibly, to pro as well. The later 
constitute minimal-maximal projections since, by hypothesis, they do not dominate (or are 
dominated by) another syntactic object (see Chomsky 1993, 1995). The subprojection c in 
(22) is the functional category that merges with N in nominal structures (see (5) above). 
Consider the paradigm of l-pronouns of the Nominative and Accusative series: 
 

                                                
17 The so-called l-pronouns are derived from the Latin demonstrative ille-illa-illud. I include in the set the neuter Catalan 

demonstrative ho, derived from the Latin demonstrative hic-haec-hoc. 
18  See Postal (1969), Abney (1987) and Cardinaletti and Starke (1999), among many others. 
19  See, among others, Cardinaletti (1993), Cardinaletti & Starke (1999), Ritter (1995), Noguchi (1997), Koopman (1999) and 

Wiltschko (2002). 
20 Déchaine and Wiltscho suggest that pronominal elements can cross-linguistically belong to three possible different 

syntactic categories, which they characterize as pro-DPs, pro-φPs, and pro-NPs. Instances of these elements in the 
languages they consider are shown to differ with respect to their internal constituency and their binding possibilities. I 
focus on the issue of pronominal constituency, leaving aside the co-referential or variable-like properties of pronouns as 
well as their syntactic position in a sentential structure. The category c in the stuctures (22 a, b) roughly corresponds to 
Déchaine and Wiltschko’s ϕ  projection. I do not asume here that c (i.e. their ϕ category) dominates a phonologically null 
NP, as they suggest.    
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(23)                                                             +Gender                                    -Gender 
                                   masc.sing     fem.sing    masc.plur     fem.plur      ‘neuter’ 
STRONG PRONOUNS 
                 CATALAN          ell              ella           ells              elles 
                 SPANISH            él               ella           ellos            ellas              ello 
 
CLITIC PRONOUNS 
                 CATALAN          el                 la            els/los21         les                ho 
                 SPANISH            lo                 la            los                las                lo 
                                           

 
The paradigm (23) shows that number features are licensed by a c specified as [+Gender] 
(realized as [±fem]). Neuters are [-Gender] in c and, as all genderless arguments (like CPs or 
some demonstratives), lack grammatical number. The list in (23) also shows that the 
morphological composition of clitics is a subset of that of strong pronouns. The morphemes 
that correspond to the syntactic categories DP and c are represented in (24):   
 

(24) DP       DP 
          
  D            c                                             D                      c 
 
                     c                                                                       c 
 
                     [+Ge(±fem)][±plur]                                             [-Ge] 
       
     el      (l)     -Ø/o-     -Ø/-s                         el         (l)      -o 
                       -e/a-      -Ø/-s                                                ho 
 

              STRONG  PRONOUNS                                                              STRONG  PRONOUNS 
                            

                                       CLITIC PRONOUNS                                                         CLITIC PRONOUNS 
 
The segment (l) that precedes the sequences of gender and number morphemes in the case of 
clitics, or intervening between DP and c in the case of the strong forms is neither a 
Determiner nor the morphological realization of the feature person. I take the (l) segment 
preceding clitics or intervening between DP and the morpho-phonological realization of c in 
the structures (24) to probably be a remnant of the Latin forms, from which l-pronouns derive. 
This segment appears to have a function akin to what English do support has in the clausal 
domain, given the suffixal status of gender and number morphemes. In the Spanish and 
Catalan pronominal domains, like in those of many other languages, gender and person are 
practically in complementary distribution.22 Class/type, or gender declension, characterizes 

                                                
21 The morphological alternation els/los in Catalan reflects the form that the pronoun takes in proclisis or enclisis 

respectively: Els miro / Mirar-los ‘(I) see them.masc / To see them.masc’. The alternation is irrelevant in the present 
context. 

22  The exception are some complex first and second pronominal forms like the Spanish nosotros/nosotras – 
vosotros/vosotras (lit. ‘we-other’.masc/fem, and ‘you-other’ masc/fem). These are first and second person forms nos/vos 
combined with the Latin alteri (see Par (1923, 22)),which  show gender declension and are in the plural. Arguably, these 
forms may correspond to a structure similar to (i): 
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entities distinct from the speaker or the addressee. Person characterizes the participants in a 
given discourse exchange, either as individuals (j/yo-me ‘I-me’ or tu-te ‘you.sing’) or as the 
participants with their respective associates (nos-ens ‘we-us’ or (v)os-us ‘you.plur’). The first 
and second person morphemes for the singular and the plural simple forms j/y-n and t-v 
respectively (see Kayne 2000) are invariably genderless.23  
 
5.2 L-Pronouns meet classifiers 
Noun classifiers and noun classes have been shown to have pronominal functions in some 
languages. The example (25 b) in Seshoto (Bantu) is the pronominalized counterpart of (13) 
above, repeated below as (25 a). In this case, the noun classes are fused with number, appear 
prefixed onto the verb and are interpreted as pronoun.24 
 

(25) (a) ba-shányana      bá-ne       bá-fumane   di-perekisi SESHOTO (Bantu)25 
   ncl:person/plur-boy ncl.plur-these ncl.plur-found ncl:tree/plur.peach 
   ‘These boys found peaches’ 
 
  (b) bá-di-fúmáne 
   they-them-found 

 
The same phenomenon occurs in the Mayan languages, which lack third person pronouns and 
use noun classifiers as anaphors.26 Consider the following example in Kanjobalan:27 
 

(26)  [nax šunkaš]i  š-Ø-s-lo7eytox  naxi    [7išim paat]j   7ey-Ø y-ib’an  meša 
   ncl:man John   ate         ncl(he)  ncl:corn tortilla exist  on     table 
   katu7 š-Ø-s-lo7eytox naxi    7išimj     y-ul  saam 
   then  ate         ncl(he)  ncl(it/them) in   pan 
   ‘John, he ate the tortilla(s) on the table and afterwards he ate the one(s) on the  
   pan(s)’ 

 
Unless interpreted by context, the glosses show that an antecedent like 7išim paat 
‘ncl.tortilla(s)’ and its anaphor, the classifier 7išim in this case, are ambiguous with respect to 
number. The following example, also from Kanjobalan,28 shows the classifier lexeme 
independent of the number lexeme. Both forms act as pronominal anaphors in the subsequent 
sentences: 
                                                                                                                                                   

(i) [… [ c [N]]] 
 Note, in this connection, that the morpheme s- for the possessive third person is genderless, and also numberless. Number 

(and gender) in the Romance possessives are in concord with those of the head noun, as in the following Catalan 
examples: 
(ii) a. les meves    llibretes 
   the my.fem.plur notebooks.fem 
   'My notebooks' 
  b. els seus          llibres 
   the his/her/their-masc.plur books.masc 
   'His/her/their books' 

23  We may speculate on the possibility that the person feature is simply a categorization variant of the abstract category c. In 
this case, categorization would cut across participant types (speaker or addressee). I do not pursue this issue here. 

24 Bresnan and Mchombo (1987) have also shown the pronominal status of these affixes in Chichewa, on the basis of their 
syntactic distribution and phonological properties. 

25  From Demuth (2000, 273). 
26  See Craig (1986, 1994), Zavala (1990) and Grinevald (2002) 
27 From Zavala (1992, 172). 
28 From Zavala (1990, 186) 
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(27)  [eb     nax  tsonwon]i wul   7ewi    sastoo  eb’ naxi 
   pl:human ncl:man seller  came yesterday already pl.  ncl (they) 

   tsinab’ul      palta eb’  naxi    skan  titi7   xa7    eb’ naxi 
   Huehuetenango but  pl. ncl (they) remain here act.absol.3 pl.  ncl (they) 
   tit  trosanto      7osi 
   came Todos Santos  three days ago 
   ‘The sellers who came yesterday, already left for Huehuetenango, but the ones 

that remained here are the ones that came from Todos Santos three days ago’ 
 
The pronominal items we have considered, the Seshoto prefixes in (25 b) or the Kanjobalan 
lexemes in (26) and (27), may not differ in a fundamental way from the Romance 
pronominals. These anaphors can be analyzed as c projections headed by noun class/gender 
features plus number (Bantu/Romance) or as cP projections (Mayan), the later headed by a 
noun classifier with the lexeme for number in [Spec, c]: 
 

(28)    c                                                  cP   
 
               c                                    number        c’  
       n.class/gender  
             number                                               c 
                                                                       classifier 

 
The proposal that l-pronouns are classifier-like elements, similar to those of the Mayan or the 
Bantu types, seems at this point a logical conclusion to reach at, given the hypothesis 
developed in the previous section. The observed multiformity can arguably be assumed to be 
confined to the lexicon and its morphological properties.  

As a final note, it should be pointed out that the dative clitic series li/els or le/les, in 
Catalan and Spanish respectively, are problematic for the proposed account. They are l-
pronouns that show inflection for number, but no overt gender declension. In the Romance 
domain, this is also the case for French, Friulan, Occitan, Portuguese and Sardinian.29 These 
forms derive from the Latin masculine illorum (which is also the origin of the possessive 
llur/leur) and never had overt gender declension in Romance (see Par (1923, 23)). Some 
dialectal varieties both of Catalan and of Spanish appear to suggest, however, that the 
exponent of the category c surfaces as morphemes related to (in)animacy distinctions, which 
may formally be expressed as spurious case instead of gender declension: oblique for dative 
in the case of Catalan (the alternation li-hi) or accusative for dative in some varieties of 
Spanish (the so-called laísmo and loísmo).30 The distribution of dative forms has not been 
accurately described yet and there are many cross-linguistic and cross-dialectal puzzling 
differences in this domain. I can not offer, at this point, a consistent account for these facts. 
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Abstract 
This contribution discusses divergences and significant typological correlations among the 
family of Romance languages (French, Italian, Romanian, Spanish). It  proposes to reinterpret 
the complex system of indefinite nominal determination in central Romance languages (i.e. 
French and Italian, both featuring an indefinite article and a partitive article) as a device of 
‘nominal classification’ in a broad sense, marking the conceptually important distinction 
between a single, contoured and shaped referent vs. a non-contoured substance. This 
classification system arose when nominal declension in Latin, which differentiated these two 
referentially highly relevant cognitive concepts via overt gender and number affixes, was 
partially or completely lost. In contrast to modern central Romance languages, which require 
obligatory (indefinite) determination in almost every argument position, modern peripheral 
Romance languages like Romanian or Spanish, possessing a simpler and more flexible system 
of determination, developed a system of differential object marking in order to 
unambiguously indicate contoured and highly individualized referents in direct object 
position. 

1. The problem: Different systems of indefinite nominal determiners in 
Romance noun phrases  
Despite some well-known and fruitful generalizations and hypotheses assuming homogenous 
semantic and syntactic systems of nominal determination for all Romance languages (e.g. 
Chierchia 1998, Longobardi 2001), the data in (1) demonstrates that there is considerable 
variation: 

(1) (a) Sp.: Has visto *(un) águila? 
Fr.: As-tu vu *(un) aigle? 
It.:  Hai visto *(un‘) aquila? 
Rom.: Ai văzut (un) vultur? 
(Did you see an eagle?) 

  (b) Sp.: Compro pan. 
Fr.: J‘achète *(du) pain. 
It.:  Compro (del) pane. 
Rom.: Cumpăr (nişte) pîine. 
(I buy (some) bread). 

                                                
∗ This contribution is originally published as a contribution to a forthcoming volume on nominal determination edited by 

Alex Klinge and Henrik H. Müller at John Benjamins. It is based on a talk first given at the Copenhagen Determination 
Symposium in august 2004 and integrates very helpful comments by Hans Kamp, Giuseppe Longobardi, Roberto 
Zamparelli, Henrik Müller and Alex Klinge, and, of course, the participants of NEREUS II, which I all would like to 
thank very much. 
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 (c) Sp.: Me falta agua. 
  Fr.: Il me faut *(de l’)eau. 
  It.:  Mi occorre (dell’)acqua. 
  Rom: Îmi trebuie (nişte) apă. 
  (I need (some) water). 

  (d) Sp.: Demostró paciencia en esta situación.  
Fr.: Elle montra *(de la) patience dans cette situation. 
It.:  Dimostrò (*della) pazienza in questa situazione. 
Rom.: Demonstră răbdare în această situaţie.  
(She showed patience in this situation) 

  (e) Sp.: Veo (a unos) estudiantes en el edificio. 
Fr.: Je vois *(des) étudiants dans le bâtiment. 
It.:  Vedo (degli) studenti nell‘edificio. 
Rom.: Văd (nişte) studenţi în clădire. 
(I see (some) students in the building) 

  (f) Sp.: Salen estudiantes del edificio.  
Fr.: Il sorte *(des) étudiants du bâtiment. 
It.:  Escono ?(degli) studenti dall‘edificio. 
Rom.: Ies studenţi din clădire.   
((Some) students leave the building) 

 
In Spanish, French, Italian and Romanian indefinite nominals with existential reading show 
quite heterogenous characteristics in argument position Romanian. Table 1 presents an 
overview over the three most frequent and grammaticalized indefinite determiners used with 
indefinite nominals in argument position1: 
 

Spanish French Italian Romanian 
‘Zero’: 

abstract / “mass-
denoting”, rarely: 

“entity-denoting“ nouns 
(non-specific): singular. 

 
Plural noun phrases 

(mostly postverbally). 

‘Zero’: 
rarely with abstract 

nouns (only in more or 
less idiomatic 
expressions). 

 
 
 

No bare plurals. 

‘Zero’: 
abstract / “mass-

denoting” (non-specific): 
singular. 

 
 
 

Plural noun phrases 
(mostly postverbally). 

‘Zero’: 
abstract / “mass-

denoting”, “entity-
denoting” (non-specific): 

singular. 
 
 

Plural noun phrases 
(mostly postverbally). 

Uno: singular countable 
noun phrases. 

Un: singular countable 
noun phrases. 

Uno: singular countable 
noun phrases. 

Un: singular countable 
noun phrases. 

No ‘partitive article’. Du: 
abstract / “mass-
denoting” in non-

countable singular noun 
phrases. 

Del: 
“mass-denoting” in non-
countable singular noun 

phrases. 

No ‘partitive article’. 

 
Table 1: Distribution of indefinite nominal determiners in four Romance languages 

                                                
1 Including ‘zero’ as a possible null determiner for the sake of a similar underlying syntactic structure (cf. Longobardi ZS: 

23: “Let us tentatively suppose, then, that mass/plurals, unlike singulars, can be introduced by an empty determiner.”). 
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Bare noun phrases in argument position occur in Spanish, Italian and Romanian, under very 
restricted grammatical conditions: they are in fact the only option with abstract nouns, even in 
the singular (cf. 1d), they surface as bare plurals postverbally in subject and object position 
independent of the noun’s lexical category (normally with non-specific interpretation of the 
nominal, cf. 1e and 1f). Contrastingly, bare singulars are also possible with “mass-denoting 
nouns” in postverbal subject and object position in Spanish, Italian and Romanian (see 1b and 
1c), again with non-specific interpretation of the nominal. Conversely, the only Romance 
language which never, or almost never, permits bare noun phrases in argument position is 
French. As for overt indefinite nominal determination, every Romance language possesses a 
so-called indefinite article, derived from the Latin numeral unus, ‘one’, which accompanies 
singular count noun phrases (see 1a, demonstrating thereby that it seems possible for some 
Romanian speakers to accept even an “entity-denoting noun” like vultur, ‘eagle’, with a non-
specific reading without un). Only two out of the four Romance languages discussed here, 
namely French and Italian, have a further indefinite determiner, the so-called ‘partitive 
article’, derived from the composition of Latin de and the definite article. It marks indefinite 
non-countable singular noun phrases1, usually with “mass-denoting nouns”, in pre- and 
postverbal subject and object position. In addition, it is obligatory with abstract nouns in 
French and optional in Italian (see examples in 1b, 1c and 1d).  

In describing the facts in these terms, following Löbel (1993: 192ff.) and recurring to Gil’s 
(1987) typology, I assume a fundamental difference between the lexical categories “mass-
denoting”, “entity-denoting” and abstract noun (N), which derives from shared characteristics 
of the potential (extra-linguistic) referents (additivity, divisibility and so on) and which 
describes lexical properties of the head noun and the countability or non-countability of entire 
noun phrases. Consequently, this last opposition is a grammatical category or syntactic feature 
depending on the noun phrase’s internal syntactic structure and is characterized by the 
possibility to form a morphological plural and/or to show compatibility with certain indefinite 
determiners (French/Italian: uno vs. del - NumP- or DP-level, see below). This assumption is 
justified by the fact that virtually any noun in Romance languages (like in any language with a 
grammaticalized countability distinction in this sense) can in principle appear in any kind of 
noun phrase:  

 
(2) (a) Sp.: Has comido águila? 

Fr.: As-tu mangé de l’aigle? 
It.:  Hai mangiato (dell’) aquila? 
Rom.: Ai mîncat (nişte) vultur? 
(Did you eat (some) eagle?) 

  (b) Sp.: Compro un pan. 
Fr.: J‘achète un pain. 
It.:  Compro un pane. 
Rom.: Cumpăr un pîine. 
(I buy one (a certain amount/piece of) bread) 

 
Even if these examples seem semantically marked,2 due to prototypical affinities between 
“mass-denoting nouns” (like engl. bread) and non-countability and “entity-denoting nouns” 

                                                
1 I will not discuss the whole functional range and semantic properties of its morphological plural here, which seems to be 

the normal indefinite plural article fully grammaticalized in French and optional in Italian. 
2 Cf. Behrens 1995: 47-50, Corbett 2000: 86f.; see also the sortal interpretation or “Artenplural” mentioned by Krifka 1991: 

414f. for “mass-denoting nouns” in countable plural NPs and the unique meaning of the morphological plural in languages 
with grammaticalized countability: it is always understood as additive, „diskrete Gesamtheiten von Objekten derselben 
Art“ (Link 1991: 418). 
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(like engl. eagle) and countability (as already discussed for English in Allan 1980), they are 
grammatically well-formed and their ‘mass’ or ‘count’ reading derive exclusively from the 
prenominal indefinite determiners (‘zero’, ‘partitive’ or indefinite article).  

2. An explanation proposal and its problems 
In order to explain the striking differences between French and the other Romance languages 
concerning the possibility of permitting bare plurals or bare (‘mass’) singulars in argument 
position, the following correlation has often been observed, cf. e.g. Schroten (2001): the loss 
of overt morphological number marking in nouns (‘uninterpretable feature’) correlates with 
the necessity of number marking via determiners in spoken French 3:  
Le trait pertinent qui distingue […] l’espagnol du français est la présence du nombre dans la 
prononciation du nom (Schroten 2001: 196; similarly Wanner 2001: 1699). 
In Spanish the number feature is considered interpretable in certain contexts (plural or ‘mass’) 
allowing bare nouns. However, even if this correlation explains the degree of how obligatory 
explicit nominal determination in argument position is in French , it is not precise enough to 
explain the considerably different behaviour of the other Romance languages in this respect, 
as they exhibit morphological number marking in their spoken varieties. Italian seems to 
behave in a particularly striking way when compared to Spanish or Romanian: It has a quite 
restricted distribution of bare NPs (recall 1a to 1f) despite overt morphological number 
marking, and like French and unlike Spanish or Romanian, it possesses a ‘partitive article’. 
Consequently, it may be inferred that there may be more to it than just the problem of overt 
morphological number marking in Romance.  

These facts induce the following questions: 
1. From Latin to Romance: 
  How can - from a diachronic perspective - the loss of nominal inflection and the rise 
  of obligatory nominal determination be explained in conjunction with the ‘countability 
  distinction’? 
2. Why are there different systems of overt indefinite determiners (singular) in central 
  Romance (French, Italian) vs. peripheral Romance languages (Romanian, Spanish)? 
3. Can we find a relation between the two major syntactic innovations in Romance 
  languages as compared to Latin, i.e. the introduction of obligatory and explicit 
  (indefinite) nominal determination in argument position and the phenomenon of 
  “Differential Object Marking“ (DOM) (cf. Bossong 1997)? 
 

The remainder of this article will propose some tentative answers to these questions . Sections 
3 and 4 will deal with Latin and Romance nominal morphology and its possible implications 
for the distribution of bare noun phrases in argument position (questions 1 and 2). Section 5 
will present and re-discuss well-known correlations between the existence of some special 
indefinite determiners and the DOM-phenomenon in Romance, and then develop a new 
interpretation of the function as well as the potential origin of DOM in Romance languages 
(question 3). We will try to show that both, the Romance systems of indefinite determiners 
and the phenomenon of “Differential Object Marking”, can be considered  as devices of 
nominal classification in a broad sense, replacing the ancient Latin nominal inflection that 
was partially or completely lost. 
 

                                                
3 Cf. also Delfitto/Schroten (1991: 157): “...and bare nouns cannot be interpreted since there is no number affix which can 

be raised to the D-position at LF”. 
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3. A look at Latin and Romance nominal inflection 
3.1 Latin 
Classical Latin possessed a complex declension system divided into 5 classes, which required 
obligatory and overt marking of the morpho-grammatical categories case (5), gender (3) and 
number (2). Even though clear-cut correspondences between gender, declension class and 
‘semantic’ or lexical noun class cannot be assumed (in contrast to the situation suggested for 
Proto-Indo-European in Ralli 2002), there was some ‘classification potential’ for nouns 
sharing the same lexical root but differing in gender and/or number: 
 

(3) (a) caseus, ‘one single (piece of) cheese’, 
olea, ‘olive’ / ‘olive tree’ 

  (b) caseum, ‘cheese as a substance’, 
oleum, ‘oil’ 

  (c) acinus/acinum, ‘berry’, 
acina, ‘grape’ 
frumentum, ‘wheat’, 
frumenta, ‘corn’4 

 
(3a) shows the lexical roots with masculine and feminine gender, resulting in “entity-denoting 
nouns”, whereas the nouns from the same root in (3b) with neuter gender are “mass-denoting 
nouns”. In addition, (3c) shows the well-known ‘collective’ semantics of the Latin neuter 
plural ending in –a (cf. Schön 1971, Windisch 1973). Although theses oscillations are not 
systematic, the Latin neuter and especially the Latin neuter plural in –a - both unambiguously 
marked in spoken and written varieties - can be re-interpreted as some ‘classification system’ 
denoting mainly the opposition between ‘single, contoured object’ (e.g. one piece of cheese, 
one olive, one berry) and ‘non-contoured substance’ (e.g. cheese , oil) or ‘collective’ (grape). 
That this important semantic opposition is as much related to gender as to number is shown 
by the fact that, unlike the plural in modern Indo-European languages, included the Romance 
languages, the Latin plural is neither automatically interpreted as additive (cf. Link 1991)  nor 
restricted to “entity-denoting nouns”:  
 

(4) (a) frigora caloresque, ‘an intense heat and cold’: plural indicating intensification 
  (b) acquae, ‘waters’, cerae, ‘wax tablets’: different appearances of a substance5 
 

Although the Latin plural can have a sortal reading, bare plurals of abstract or “mass 
denoting-nouns” are not automatically re-categorized as e.g. in modern Romance languages 
(compare Fr. huile, ‘oil’, des huiles, ‘different sorts of oil’). Virtually any Latin noun can be 
pluralized, and in fact frequent occurrences of plurals of “mass-denoting nouns” or abstract 
nouns like in (4) above are attested.6 This fact, together with the absence of compatibility 
restrictions for (optional) indefinite determiners with nouns (Lat. quidam or aliquis combine 
freely with abstract, “mass-denoting” and “entity-denoting nouns”) indicates that Latin had no 
grammaticalized “countability distinction” at the level of noun phrases (cf. Löbel 1993).  

                                                
4 Cf. in detail Hofmann/Szantyr ((1997) [1965]: 7-10), Meisterfeld (1998: 56ff.), for late Latin analogical neuter plurals 

following the same pattern cf. Morani (2000: 228). 
5 Cf. Kühner/Stegmann (31955: 69, 73), Hofmann/Szantyr (1997) [1965]: 18, 21). 
6 Cf. Iturrioz Leza (1986: 295f.): „This individualization strategy [ = pluralization of abstract nouns, E.S.] is more 

widespread in the classical languages (Greek, Latin) than in modern German or any other European language; thus it is 
often difficult to translate an abstract [plural, E.S.] NP without changing its number: [...] Asperitates viarum et angustiae 
[...] ‘The roughness(es) and narrowness(es) of the ways’”. 
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If Latin inflectional affixes, marking declension class, gender and number, indicate 
oppositions between ‘contoured single object’, ‘substance’ and ‘collective’, they can be 
considered as classification devices in the following sense: they are part of the universal 
dimension of nominal apprehension, one central universal operation of establishing reference:
  
 

   First of all, so it seems, one has to be able to express that something is a thing [= 
dimension of APPREHENSION, E.S.]. Only then can it be named: The dimension 
of NAMING […] Following that, it can be referenced: The dimension of 
DETERMINATION. (Seiler 1986: 9) 

 
   APPREHENSION is the universal operational dimension with corresponding 

subdimensions which explicate the grasping and representation of concepts 
corresponding to objects or things by means of language.   (Seiler 1986: 145) 

 
Consequently, apprehension concerns chiefly the classification of the noun phrase’s 
denotation as “an undifferentiated concept or as an individual” (Lehmann 1991: 206, see also 
Meisterfeld 2000: 328).  
 
3.2 French and Italian 
The main morphological changes in the nominal system from Latin to Romance are well-
known and comprise the complete loss of morphological case, a reduction of gender 
(especially the loss of the neuter gender), contrasted with a solid formal preservation of 
number, yet with now only the ‘additive plural meaning’ left. 
In addition, Modern Standard French shows the complete loss of the declension classes 
(already in Old French, cf. Delfitto/Schroten 1991: 180f.); gender and number are usually 
marked (in the phonetic code) only by prenominal determiners: 

 
(5)  un ami/ un e amie – des ami(e)s 
   [œnami/ ynami   – dezami] 

   ‘a male friend’/‘a female friend’  ‘male or female friends’7  
 

The French noun [ami] is thus not marked at all for gender or number. 
By contrast, Modern Standard Italian is different from French in having preserved 3 main 

declension classes, 2 overtly marked genders as well as overt number marking. However, the 
declensional endings –a and –e are far from being unambiguous markers of singular or plural, 
as they can either indicate feminine singular, (rarely) masculine singular or feminine plural (-
a) or masculine singular or feminine plural (-e); -o is unambiguously indicating singular, but 
both masculine and (rarely) feminine gender: 

 
(6)  Sg.: -o/ -a/ -e; 

Pl.:  -i/ -a/ -e: 
  (a) libr-o  –  libr-i (m.) mano – mani (f.)   bracci-o – bracci-a (m. – f.), 

   ‘book’ – ‘books’   ‘hand’ – ‘hands’     ‘arm’ – ‘arms’; 

                                                
7 Cf. Delfitto/Schroten (1991: 177ff.). 
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  (b) cas-a – cas-e (f.)      poet-a – poet-i (m.), 
   ‘house’ – ‘houses’   ‘poet’ – ‘poets’; 
  (c) can-e – can-i (m.) 

   ‘dog’ – ‘dogs’ 
 
What is marked in bold caracters in (6a) is a residue of the original Latin classification 
potential of the neuter plural in –a, as opposed to a regular plural form in –i (originating in 
Late Latin, cf. Hofmann/Szantyr ((1997) [1965]: 21) and reanalysed as feminine (but still 
plural!), always indicating a collective or at least ‘pair’ reading. Some nouns ending in –o 
(masculine singular), usually denoting concrete objects like body parts (It.: ginocchio ‘knee’, 
orecchio ‘ear’ and so on, also muro ‘wall’ etc.), have a plural form in –a when denoting the 
plural of the body parts or a ‘collective reading’. However, they form a plural in–i when used 
metaphorically to denote something similar in form, but without a collective denotation (e.g. 
It.: le braccia denotes both arms of an animate being, whereas i bracci denotes the arms of a 
river, It. le mura denotes the townwall, whereas i muri denotes the single walls of a building). 
 
3.3 Spanish and Romanian 
Just like Italian, Modern (European) Standard Spanish has 3 main declension classes, 2 
overtly marked genders and overt number marking.It is also “heterogeneous with respect to 
gender” (Harris 1992: 66ff.), but unambiguous with respect to number marking (“plurality is 
manifested consistently with the suffix /-s/”, Harris 1992: 67): 
 

(7)  Sg.: -o/ -a/ -e/; 
   Pl.:  -s:   
  (a) pas-o – pas-os (m.)   man-o – man-os (f.), 
   ‘step – ‘steps’     ‘hand’  – ‘hands’; 
  (b) pas-a  – pas-as (f.) map-a – map-as (m.), 
   ‘raisin’ – ‘raisins’   ‘map’ – ‘maps’; 
  (c) jef-e   – jef-es (m.) nub-e  – nub-es (f.), 
   ‘chief’ – ‘chiefs’   ‘cloud’ – ‘clouds’ 
 

Unlike Italian however, there seems to be no ‘classification potential’ in nominal 
(declensional) endings in the morphological setup of Spanish nouns; the only slight 
‘classification potential’ left in Spanish is a kind of ‘neuter’ (deriving from the Latin neuter 
singular) in the pronominal system, marking ‘abstract antecedents’, such as quotations, matter 
of facts etc. Spanish personal pronouns and demonstratives show a threefold morphological 
opposition, with forms ending in –e for masculine singular, –a for feminine singular and –o 
for the so-called ‘neuter’ (e.g. span.: este/esta/esto: lo que me interesa es esto...: ‘what I am 
interested in is the following:...’ vs. él que me interesa es este hombre, ‘who I am interested in 
is this man’).  

Turning finally to Modern Standard Romanian, there exist 4 main declension classes, 2 
overtly marked genders and, again, overt number marking. Almost like in Italian/Spanish, 
Romanian nominal endings are heterogeneous with respect to gender, but relatively 
unambiguous with respect to number marking and they seem to preserve a certain 
‘classification potential’ within the so-called Romanian ‘neuter’ (cf. Windisch 1973, Herslund 
1976): 
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(8)  Sg.:-u/ -ă [A]/ -e/ -K; 
Pl.: -i/ -e/ -uri: 

  (a) membr-u  – membr-i (m.) teatr-u (m) –  teatr-e (f.), 
   ‘member‘ – ‘members’   ‘theater‘   –‘theaters’; 
  (b) coleg-ă    – coleg-e (f.)  sal-ă – săl-i (f.), 

‘colleague’ –‘colleagues’ ‘hall’ – ‘halls’; 
  (c) frat-e    – fraţ-i (m.)    cart-e – cărţ-i (f.), 

‘brother’ – ‘brothers’    ‘book’ – ‘books’; 
  (d) coleg     – coleg-i (m.) caiet (m.) – caiet-e (f.),  tren (m.) – tren-uri f. 

‘colleague’ – ‘colleagues’ ‘booklet’ – ‘booklets’  ‘train’   – ‘trains’ 
 

Singular nouns ending in –u or –C with the respective plural in -uri (derived from the Latin 
neuter plural in –ora), and, less clearly, in –e, almost without exception indicate inanimate 
concrete objects or collectives, as opposed to nouns ending in –i (masculine or feminine 
plural).  

4. Interesting correlations (1): Classification inside the noun phrase 
How can we relate now these morphological findings to the problem of the different indefinite 
determiner systems in the Romance languages? Let us summarize the main differences in the 
noun morphology of the four Romance languages investigated and look for possible 
correlations with the respective systems of indefinite determiners: 

Modern standard French shows a complete re-analysis, a complete loss of the Latin neuter 
plural in – a: Lat. neuter plural folia becomes Fr. la feuille, feminine singular, just like Lat. 
feminine singular femina becomes Fr. la femme. This loss of the Latin ‘classification system’ 
via noun morphology is compensated by the evolution of an obligatory‘classification system’ 
via indefinite determiners (cf. Herslund 1998: 70ff.): ‘zero‘ is practically excluded in 
argument position; the indefinite singular article, un, marks ‘contour’, ‘individualized 
referent’, and thus countability; the ‘partitive article’, du, marks ‘substance’, ‘diffuse’ (mass / 
abstract), and thus non-countability: 

 
(9) (a) Lat.: caseus, Fr. un fromage: ‘one single (piece of) cheese’ 
  (b) Lat.: caseum, Fr.: du fromage: ‘cheese as a substance’ 
 

Modern standard Italian shows some residue of the Latin neuter plural in -a with a certain 
‘classification potential’, but it also has a French-like ‘classification system’ via indefinite 
determiners: ‘zero’ is partially permitted, but exclusively only for abstract / plural noun 
phrases ; the indefinite article, uno, marks ‘contour’, ‘individualized referent’, and thus 
countability, just like in French; the ‘partitive article’, del, less grammaticalized than in 
French, marks ‘substance’, ‘diffuse’ (‘mass’, as opposed to ‘abstract’) and thus non-
countability. 

The situation of these central Romance languages differs considerably from that in Modern 
Standard Spanish and Romanian. Here, we find a partial preservation of the Latin neuter (in 
Spanish within the pronominal system, indicating ‘abstract’, in Romanian with the nominal 
‘neuter’ meaning ‘inanimate’/’collective’), but no clear-cut distinctions in the indefinite 
determination system. ‘Zero’ can mean ‘abstract’ / ‘mass’, even (rarely) “entity-denoting”, 
besides the additional possibility of marking non-specificity (cf. Laca 1999); the indefinite 
article, un(o), less grammaticalized than in French or Italian, marks ‘contour’, ‘individualized 
referent’ and thus countability, but there is no explicit marking of non-countability and 
therefore no unambiguous “système (obligatoire) simple de classification” (cf. Herslund 
1998: 70ff.). 
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What we can try to formulate now is an answer to the first question in section 2: The rise 
of indefinite determination in the Romance languages can be related to the loss of the 
complex Latin nominal morphology which was able to indicate, among other things, the 
conceptually fundamental difference between a contoured and shaped individual, diffuse 
substances/masses and collectives (the former Indo-European gender-based opposition 
between animate and inanimate entities being obscured alreday in the Latin system). In Latin, 
the same lexical root could appear with different gender and number when denoting one or 
the other type of entities. The overall Romance indefinite article derived from the Latin 
numeral unus, ‘one’, originally seems to indicate ‘nominal classification’ in a broad sense, 
although at a higher level within the nominal’s syntactic structure (probably NumP or PlP, cf. 
Delfitto/Schroten 1991), which indicates an (ongoing) ‘countability grammaticalization’ in 
Romance (see also the reduction of the different meanings of the Latin plural to an 
exclusively additive reading, cf. Meisterfeld 2000). Whereas Latin nouns could have a 
phonologically expressed feature not only of [! (syntactic ) PLUR(AL)], just like most of the 
modern Romance languages, they could also have a phonologically expressed feature of [! 
‘semantic PLURAL’ = !COUNT], which covers mainly the difference between a countable 
vs. non-countable interpretation of the NP. This second semantic feature has lost its overt 
phonological realization on the noun (N- or NP-level) via declensional endings, requiring thus 
an explicite indefinite determiner in a higher position than N in order to check the syntactic 
and semantic plural properties of the whole nominal.8  

Now we can also formulate an answer to the second question in section 2: (Un)ambiguous 
plural and thereby (non-)countability marking in Romance correlates with the presence or 
absence of a ‘partitive classifier’.9 This is the main difference, for example, between the 
morphological set-up of Italian and Spanish nouns: Whereas the latter is marked by the overt, 
independent affix-like and unambiguous expression of [+PLUR] in PlP (or NumP, this against 
Delfitto/Schroten 1991, 165-171), the former remains unmarked by an unambiguos plural-
affix thus requiring explicit ‘determination’ via uno or del in PlP at least for the ‘semantic 
plural-feature’ [!COUNT]. (Un)ambiguous plural and thereby (non-)countability marking 
does not correlate directly with obligatory determination. On the contrary, it is the complete 
loss of the Latin neuter that correlates with the development of an obligatorily explicit 
(indefinite) nominal determination (compare French with its necessity to mark both [!PLUR] 
and [!COUNT] or ‘syntactic’ and ‘semantic plural’ in PlP via determiners vs. Italian, 
Romanian and Spanish).  

With these findings in mind, we can now turn to the remaining question 3: How does 
“Differential Object Marking”, which only exist in Spanish and Romanian, but not in French 
and Standard Italian, fit into this picture?  

                                                
8 A possible formalization could be, following: 
 “a. [DP Det [NumP Num [PlP Pl [NP (Modifiers) Noun (Modifiers) (Compl)]]]]]”, where both, PlP and NP have to be specified 

and checked for [!PLUR] (corresponding to ‘syntactic or morphological plural’) and for [!COUNT] (corresponding 
roughly to countable vs. non-countable interpretation, ‘semantic plural’). In the case of an unvalued [PLUR]-feature at the 
N-level and/or a [+COUNT]-feature of Pl, indefinite determiners in PlP (or a higher projection) save the construction. 

9 Compare (Old) Spanish with (Old) French or Occitan, cf. Buridant 2000: 73, 108, for Old French, Schultz-Gora 61973: 
65ff., for Old Occitan, Zauner 21921: 56f., Penny 1993: 116-123, Lloyd 1987: 153f., for Old Spanish; see also certain 
Central-Southern varieties of Italian with an unambiguous morphological ‘neuter’ = mass declensional ending and without 
any partitive article, cf. Hall 1968, Delfitto/Schroten 1991: 167. 

 In the analysis presented in fn. 9, the partitive article would accordingly be analysed as a phonologically spelled-out 
expression of a [-COUNT], [-PLUR]-feature in PlP, contrary to current analyses recurring to its etymology and analysing 
it as a PP. 
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5. Interesting correlations (2): “Correlative Typology” and Classification 
outside the noun phrase 
Körner (1987) observed a clear-cut correlation between the existence of a ‘partitive article’ 
and the existence of DOM in Romance. Whereas languages without “Differential Object 
Marking” like French, Occitan and Standard Italian possess a ‘partitive article’, the standard 
languages of Portuguese, Romanian and Spanish, together with several non-standard varieties 
and dialects, all of which show DOM, do not have any ‘partitive’ article. 

“Differential Object Marking” here means the phenomenon of selective prepositional case 
marking of the direct object according to certain lexical and / or semantic features of the 
intended referent or noun phrase: 

 
(10)  He visto (a) un hombre ingles con sombrero. 

‘I saw an English man with a sombrero’ 
 

In (10), the insertion of a strongly favors a specific reading of un hombre ingles, whereas the 
noun phrase without a can only have a non-specific reading (cf. Leonetti 2003: 70-76, for a 
detailed discussion of a as a possible specificity marker in Spanish). 

Now, based on this empirically valid observation that DOM correlates with the presence or 
absence of the partitive article, Körner (1987) interprets Sp. a or Rom. pe as markers of 
potential subject noun phrases (because of their lexical semantics or properties of their 
referents10) that have the function of direct objects in a concrete sentence, i.e. as a sort of 
structural or syntactic device of disambiguation (cf. Körner 1987: 42). And assuming a 
corresponding ‘mirror function’ to DOM, the (French) ‘partitive article’ would act as a 
marker of noun phrases that cannot be subjects. However, that this second generalization 
cannot be true is immediately shown by examples (11) and (12): 

 
(11) (a) Il y a de l‘argent dans le portefeuille. 
  (b) *De l‘argent est dans le portefeuille. 

‘There is money in the wallet’ 
BUT: 
  (c) ? Un franc est dans le portefeuille. 

‘There is one franc in the wallet’ 
 
(12)  Du beurre était en train de fondre sur la table  

‘Butter was melting all over the table’ 
 

(11c) demonstrates that the impossibility of putting de l’argent in preverbal subject position is 
not due to the determiner du, because un franc (with the French indefinite article un) is also 
odd in this position. Nonetheless, this restriction is not to be related to the kind of indefinite 
determiner in a subject NP, but to the kind of predication with a stative verb  without any 
temporal specification or anchoring of the described event (compare (11c) to (12) which is 
perfectly fine, cf. Dobrovie-Sorin 1999: 173ff., Bosveld-de Smet 2000).  

The following examples illustrate the potential selectional restrictions and/or the triggering 
factors for DOM in Modern Spanish: 

 
 
 

                                                
10 Due to identical properties as to animacy etc. of ‘I’ and ‘an English man’ in example (10), both noun phrases, pro in 

subject position and un hombre ingles... in direct object position could be subjects of a verb like Sp. ver, ‘to see’. 
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(13)(a) Busco a un camarero (preferrably specific) 
  (b) Busco un camarero 
  (c) Busco (*a) camarero (preferrably non-specific)  

‘I am looking for a (new) waiter’                 (cf. Leonetti 2003: 71) 
 
(14)(a) Busco (*a) coche (non-specific) 

‘I am looking for a car’ 
  (b) Busco (*a) agua 

‘I am looking for water’ 
 
(15)(a) Está buscando a alguien 

‘He is looking for somebody’ 
  (b) No está buscando a nadie 

‘He is not looking for anybody’ 
 (c) No está buscando (*a) nada  

‘He is not looking for anything’                   (Leonetti 2003: 73) 
 
(16)  Un adjetivo califica a un sustantivo  

‘An adjective modifies a noun’              (Torrego Salcedo 1999: 1788) 
 
(17)(a) *No concozco a candidatos 

‘I do not know any candidates’ 
  (b) No concozco a candidatos con esas características 

‘I do not no any candidates with these characteristics’ 
 
(18)  Este profesor admite (*a) ofensas pequeñas 

‘This teacher accepts small offences’ 
 

The examples in (13) show specificity effects of DOM in Spanish – in these sentences, the 
use of a is optional and marks or strongly favours a specific reading of un camerero (‘a 
certain waiter’). (13c) and (14) - see also (17a) - show that a is impossible whenever an 
indefinite noun phrase is bare and not even modified by adjectives, relative clauses etc. – 
which is possible in certain intensional contexts in Spanish, e.g. after the verb buscar, ‘to look 
for’, for “entity-denoting nouns” and for “mass-denoting nouns”. This could indicate that a 
would be a specificity marker, but the examples in (15) and (17b) clearly show that 
(pro)nominals with a non-specific reading (e.g. nadie, ‘nobody’) or nominals without a clear-
cut indication of (non-)specificity like candidatos con esas características in (17b) can or 
even must be marked by a – whenever they denote animate (human) beings. The fact that 
adjectival attribution does not in general save the construction is illustrated in (18): abstract 
nouns in bare indefinites in direct object position can never be marked by a. Cases like (16) 
present serious difficulties for all theories that consider ‘animacy’ as the prime feature 
triggering DOM in Spanish; in fact, it seems to corroborate Körner’s disambiguation 
hypothesis (see above): adjetivo and sustantivo denote both referents with identical positions 
on any presumed ‘animacy scale’11, and a in front of un sustantivo seems to mark the direct 
object (recall the relatively free word order in Spanish).  

Without going into detail (for recents accounts of DOM in Spanish and other languages see 
Torrego Salcedo 1999: 1784ff., 1790ff., Aissen 2003, Leonetti 2003, Næss 2004), it looks like 
                                                
11 Cf. von Heusinger / Kaiser 2004 for a discussion and presentation of possible ‘animacy scales’ for Spanish. 
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“differential object marking” is always related to the relative degree of affectedness and 
control of the nominal arguments in a sentence (cf. Næss 2004). This is indicated by the 
examples (13) to (18) above, and furthermore by several other factors governing DOM: DOM 
can in fact be obligatory with (animate) direct objects after certain verb classes (as with Sp. 
atacar/insultar, ‘to attack’, ‘to insult’ vs. optional DOM with Sp. encontrar/ver, ‘to meet’, ‘to 
see’) and it is sometimes reflecting specificity and/or topicality of the respective referents in 
direct object position (cf. Leonetti 2003: 76ff., Şora 2002: 360ff., and especially Farkas / von 
Heusinger 2003 for Romanian): 

 
   What is at stake here […] is the emphasis on the individualization of the referent 

triggered by a, compared to the emphasis on quantity or descriptive content that 
predominates in unmarked objects.  

  (Leonetti 2003: 80; similarly Torrego Salcedo 1999: 1789+1793ff.) 
 
(19)(a) Estaba dibujando a una niña 

‘He was portaying a girl’ 
  (b) Estaba dibujando una niña    
   ‘He was drawing a girl’                          (Leonetti 2003: 80) 
 

(19) presents a ‘minimal pair’ showing most clearly the semantic contribution of a to the 
sentence: Only when marked with a, the direct object NP referres to a single, autonomous 
entity affected by the action that is denoted by the verbal predicate, whereas the omission of a 
in (19b) licenses a weak reading relating to something similar to ‘semantic incorporation’ 
(indefinite NPs with predicative readings, unspecified for animacy etc., cf. Van Geenhoven 
1998, Leonetti 2003; for similar remarks see also cf. Torrego Salcedo 1999: 1800, similar 
remarks concerning Romanian pe can be found in Şora 2002: 359+362f.). Moreover, the 
diachronic evolution of DOM in Spanish (cf. von Heusinger / Kaiser 2004) seems to confirm 
this interpretation: DOM  starts with highly individualized referents denoted by personal 
pronouns or proper names, and subsequently (from the 12th century on) spreads towards 
definite topical NPs, before also marking indefinite specific or topical referents in the sense 
described above at a later stage. However, for the moment, DOM never marks non-specific, 
i.e. not clearly individualized or contoured referents (this also holds true for some modern 
varieties of American Spanish, which seem to allow DOM also with indefinite NPs referring 
to inanimate objects – they all appear at least in clearly countable NPs, cf. von Heusinger / 
Kaiser 2004). But even if DOM in Spanish maybe did not start out as a countability marker in 
the first place, its actual distribution in indefinite object NPs could now be interpreted as a 
metaphoric shift from the original meaning with definite NPs denoting ‘highly affected 
referent + maximally identifiable’ (i.e. high on the definiteness scale) towards ‘individualized, 
countoured referent’ with indefinite NPs, in which classification is crucial, because in contrast 
to definite NPs the identification of the intended referent is impossible from the hearer’s point 
of view.  

Let us summarize: DOM in Spanish marks almost exclusively animate, more precisely 
non-abstract or non-mass-like referents in definite and / or specific (but not exclusively) and 
topical direct objects. Moreover, the higher a verb’s transitivity (“other directed”, cf. König 
1999, Næss 2004: 1191), the more DOM becomes grammaticalized. In addition, whenever its 
use is optional, DOM marks single, individualized and autonomous referents with stable 
referentiality, i.e. referents that have to be considered at least as contoured, shaped entities 
(recall 16 and 19). These generalizations are also valid to almost the same extent for direct 
objects in Romanian (marked with pe), albeit exhibiting some syntactic differences (more 
obligatory clitic-doubling with DOM) as well as some special semantic triggering conditions 
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like the denotation of N: With certain N denoting either individuals or social roles, DOM is 
disallowed with coinciding role-denotation: 

 
(20)  In America, daca închiriezi un apartament şi ai vreo problema, trebuie 

săcontactezi (?pe) proprietarul.  
   ‘In America, whenever you rent an apartment and have any problem, you have to 

contact the owner’ 
 

This as well supports the interpretation of DOM in modern Romance languages as a 
classification device in a broad sense, indicating a ‘contoured object’. 

With these generalizations in mind, we can now try to give an answer to question 3 (recall 
section 2): DOM in peripheral Romance languages seems to be functionally parallel, at least 
in direct object position, which is the most important position for the development of 
determiners or nominal determination (cf. Leiss 2000), to the complex system of indefinite 
determiners in central Romance languages. In addition, DOM might be understood - just like 
the opposition between ‘zero’, ‘partitive’ and ‘indefinite article’, e.g. in Italian12, in terms of 
‘nominal classification’ and surfaces or specializes in this direction in exactly those Romance 
languages lacking a sufficient complex indefinite determiner system. DOM nowadays marks 
explicitely individualized referents; in Modern Spanish and Modern Romanian, a / pe encodes 
the “instruction to process the object DP as a [...] prominent and referentially autonomous 
argument” (Leonetti 2003, 84) – via classification and/or determination. 

6. Conclusion 
The beginning of this article raises two points concerning structural divergences within the 
family of Romance languages despite their common historical development from Latin: 
Firstly, why is there considerable variation between the systems of indefinite determiners 
among Romance languages, and secondly, why is “differential object marking” existent only 
in peripheral Romance languages? As previous approaches based exclusively on overt 
number marking have to be considered insufficient, this paper presents a different, more 
comprehensive proposal. At first we re-discussed Latin nominal morphology and discovered a 
maybe defective, but still functionally valuable system of ‘nominal classification’ via 
declensional affixes that made particular use of oppositions in gender and number 
(masculine/feminine vs. neuter, neuter plural in –a vs. other plural endings). The subsequent 
loss of this ‘classification system’ had different outcomes in the Romance languages 
investigated: It led either to various complex systems of indefinite nominal determiners 
(where the Latin neuter has been almost completely lost, e.g. in French, and to a smaller 
extent, Standard Italian), or to the development of a device to differentially mark direct 
objects as autonomous, shaped entities vs. abstract, mass-like entities with special emphasis 
on their descriptive content (in languages that preserve overt number and even gender 
marking to some degree, e.g. Spanish and Romanian). What remains to be done now is a 
detailed diachronic description of the different stages of grammatical change from Latin to 
Romance from this new perspective, re-evaluating data from older stages of French, Italian, 
Spanish and Romanian, ultimately discovering possible grammaticalization paths related to 
the conceptually basic dimension of apprehension, more precisely, nominal classification. 

                                                
12 Compare the following examples from Delfitto/Schroten (1991: 160), one without the ‘partitive plural’ and one with the 

‘partitive plural’ in the direct object, clearly indicating ‘shaped, individualized objects’: 
 Gianni ha venduto libri solo per cinque minuti (with a possible meaning: ‘Gianni has been a bookseller only for five 

minutes’, even if he did not sell a single book) vs. Gianni ha venduto dei libri per cinque minuti meaning only ‘Gianni has 
been selling some books for five minutes’ 
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